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ABSTRACT

INFORMAL INNOVATION AND CLIMATE CHANGE: THE ROLE OF KENYAN
JUA KALI METAL WORKERS IN DEVELOPING AND DISTRIBUTING FUELEFFICIENT COOKSTOVES
J. Neil Ransom, Ph.D.
George Mason University, 2017
Dissertation Director: Dr. Susan A. Crate

This dissertation examines the production and distribution of full-efficient
cookstoves by jua kali artisanal manufacturers in Kenya’s informal economy to assess
whether informal activities and innovations represent an opportunity to pursue local-level
sustainable development and climate change mitigation, and adaptation. At a deeper
level, this dissertation explores whether the presence of an innovative informal
manufacturing sector increases the ability of communities reliant on informal goods and
services to adapt to climate change. The findings suggest participants in Kenya’s
informal sector played a significant role in the success of the Kenya Ceramic Jiko (KCJ),
a locally innovated and manufactured fuel-efficient cookstove, through sharing
manufacturing knowledge and stiff competition that expanded the stove’s availability
while keeping it at a price point accessible to most Kenyans. The use of informal
activities may be a viable avenue for distributing technologies that can help address

x

sustainable development issues, mitigate climate change, and possibly enhance the
adaptive capacity of communities with large informal economies. However, the
challenges and constraints faced by jua kali manufacturers suggest participants in
Kenya’s informal sector may be limited in their capacity to innovate and disseminate
appropriate technologies without interventions from formal players that can help upgrade
the jua kali manufacturing industry.

xi

CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION

Climate change poses a significant challenge for human and ecological systems
(IPCC, 2001). Mitigation efforts are unlikely to stop climate change before human
systems and ecosystems experience its impacts (IPCC, 2001). Therefore, considering the
limitations to mitigations, adaptation to climate change must play a significant role in
preparing for a future with a warming world. Additionally, for those most vulnerable to
the impacts of climate change, such as the majority poor and marginalized populations in
developing countries, it will be essential for them to engage in sustainable development
efforts that reduce vulnerabilities and enhance their adaptive capacity to climate change
(IPCC, 2001).
Climate adaptation and sustainable development are intrinsically linked in several
complex ways. Improved development outcomes decrease climate vulnerability and
enhance adaptive capacity, but also can lead to carbon-intensive growth that contributes
to climate change (IPCC, 2014). Therefore, it is important to find ways to pursue
improved development outcomes that are low-carbon and sustainable, and that enhance
the capacity of people to adapt to climate change. Fuel-efficient cookstove technology
offers such opportunities as improved development outcomes while directly mitigating
the impacts of climate change and indirectly enhancing the adaptive capacity of stove
users via continued innovation and improvement.
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The impacts of climate change may affect many people living in developing
countries, especially poor and marginalized populations. In many developing countries,
the informal economy is the primary economic system used by the poor, and plays a
significant, if not critical, role in providing employment opportunities, access to goods
and services, and acts as a network for exchanging ideas and knowledge (ILO, 1972).
Efforts to address climate vulnerability among poor populations should include an
assessment of how the informal economy might enhance or influence those efforts.
This research attempts to explore the relationship between informal economies
and climate change adaptation by looking at the role of Kenya’s jua kali informal
manufacturers in making and distributing fuel-efficient cookstoves. This study
investigates how the jua kali develop and share manufacturing knowledge related to
cookstoves, and in what ways this contributes to the overall adaptive capacity of jua kali,
Kenyan stove users, and Kenya as a nation. Through this research, I argue for the
importance of including informal activities and processes in climate change and
sustainable development planning, as they represent significant systems and the central
ways of getting things done for so many poor and marginalized people in the developing
word (ILO, 1972). Additionally, since the drivers and effects of climate change don’t
recognize national boundaries, contributions by informal economies to energy efficiency
and other technologies that help reduce climate change drivers can also contribute to
global efforts to mitigate climate change.

2

Organization of Chapters
I divided the dissertation into five chapters. In this first chapter, I provide an
overview of the research project details about the organization of the chapters. I also
explain my personal connection to the research and my motivations for engaging in it.
Next, I present a discussion on the purpose and significance of my dissertation project.
The bulk of the chapter is divided into two sections that provide background information,
research justification, and research context. In the background section, I explain the
downsides of biomass fuel use in developing countries, negative impacts on sustainable
development and climate change, and how fuel-efficient cook stoves attempt to address
these problems. Lastly, in the context section, I describe how biomass fuel use in Kenya
resulted in similar problems and how a locally made stove called the Kenya Ceramic Jiko
(KCJ) attempted to address some of these issues.
Chapter Two has two main sections: the first provides a thorough review of
literature related to the informal economy, including sections on sustainable
development, innovation, adaptability, and climate change. The second acts as a review
of climate change adaptation literature, including focused discussions on sustainable
development, local knowledge, and appropriate technology. The chapter concludes with a
presentation of five potential linkages between the informal economy and climate change
adaptation.
Chapter Three details my research methodology. Here, I provide justification for
using qualitative research methods to answer this project’s research questions. including a
detailed description of how I administered focus groups, expert interviews, semi-
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structured interviews, and participant observation. I include a detailed explanation of my
analysis process and discuss how I met challenges while collecting data.
Chapter Four is comprised of my findings from the research gathered from jua
kali workers in Nairobi. I begin with an explanation of some of the limitations to the
scope of this research project in answering the original research goals. The results are
presented in three parts that cover the development and dissemination of jua kali
knowledge, jua kali innovation in relationship to the KCJ, and climate change impacts
and adaptation in the jua kali sector. The chapter includes visual documentation of jua
kali innovations.
In Chapter Five, I discuss the research within the framework of this dissertation’s
original research questions and objectives. I next explore the results within the broader
context of climate change adaptation and informal economies. The chapter also includes
policy recommendations for Kenya’s jua kali economy and fuel-efficient cookstove
programs. It ends with a discussion of the limitations of the project and recommendations
for further research.

Personal Connection
My interests in this research project were to explore the possible connections
between climate change and the local innovation I had witnessed first-hand in Kenya,
where I spent most of my childhood and teenage years. While living there, I became
intrigued by the ingenuity and resourcefulness I observed in local craftsmen and smallscale manufacturers I would see working on the roadsides. Most of the furniture and
many of household products my family used were purchased from these roadside vendors
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and manufacturers. In 1990, while I was in fourth grade, I took a trip with my school, the
International School of Kenya, to Gikomba Market, a large manufacturing center for
metal and wood workers, craftsman, artisans, and recyclers all working in the informal
economy, or what was colloquially called the jua kali sector. I remember being fascinated
by metal storage boxes made from misprinted sheets of metal that were supposed to have
been punched into caps for Coca-Cola and Fanta soda bottles. It seemed to me at the time
that jua kali manufacturers could make just about anything. Later, I learned of the role
the jua kali sector had played in one of the most successful fuel-efficient cookstove
dissemination programs in the world (Bailis et al., 2009).
In 1992, two years after visiting Gikomba Market for the first time, I learned that
a family friend, Dr. Kinyanjui, had invented a fuel-efficient charcoal cookstove in the
mid-1980s, called the KCJ, that was being manufactured by jua kali workers. By then,
the stove was widely available throughout Kenya. My family was given a prototype of
one of his new charcoal ovens he was developing in collaboration with some of the jua
kali workers he employed. The oven allowed Kenyans to bake and roast food, acting
similarly to a conventional oven, but without electricity or liquid petroleum gas (LPG).
We used the jua kali oven for years and eventually gave it to another family friend when
we left the country. Years later, when I returned to Kenya to conduct this research
project, I ate food at my family friend’s house that was cooked in the same oven, now 20
years old, that we had given him so many years before. Dr. Kinyanjui’s son, who has
since taken over his father’s business, was my first research contact in Kenya and
provided me with invaluable information, contacts, and opportunities used in this
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research project. Later, when developing a research idea for my dissertation project, the
KCJ became the key to linking my interests with local innovation to the broader problem
of climate change.
Additionally, growing up in Kenya, I had opportunities to interacted with jua kali
workers on many occasions. I regularly observed and talked with jua kali artisans and
vendors while shopping for curios in Woodcarvers Alley or the Massai Market.
Additionally, in 1996, I commissioned a local jua kali worker to build and paint metal
signs I used as part of my Eagle Scout project to clean up an illegal dumpsite in Karura
Forest in Nairobi. The signs were installed to warn people that it was illegal to dump
waste within the forest preserve. These experiences impressed upon me the
resourcefulness and high level of craftsmanship and skills possessed by many of the jua
kali workers. Furthermore, my experience collaborating with a jua kali worker to
actualize my own design into tangible products was exhilarating and spurred my curiosity
with craftsmanship, bespoke, and do-it-yourself (DIY).
My interest in climate change started when I was an undergraduate student
studying anthropology at Brigham Young University. I became aware of the impacts of
climate change on poor and vulnerable people while I was conducting research for my
senior thesis in Southern India. My research in India explored how property ownership
contributed to small-scale farmers’ security. I collected data during a period of drought in
India, and at the peak of farmer suicides across the country due to the combination of
hopelessness and debt. Many of the farmers I interviewed mentioned the primary issue
they faced in farming was that monsoons were no longer regular and predictable. The
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impacts of changing weather patterns on local farmers meant that neither land owners nor
leasing farmers felt financially secure. After returning home to my university, I came to
the realization that many of the fundamental challenges facing poor and marginalized
farmers, and possibly other vulnerable people across the world, were due to
environmental pressures, and especially climate change. This revelation changed the
course of my academic and professional career. I decided to pursue the interactions of
environmental issues and sustainable development by looking at the human dimensions
of climate change.
When it was time to consider a topic for my dissertation project, I struggled to
find an issue related to climate change that I found interesting, and on which I could offer
insights. About that time, I returned to Kenya with my brother and father for the first time
since leaving the country 13 years before as a senior in high school. I observed that much
had changed in Kenya over my 13-year absence, yet so much had also stayed the same.
Jua kali informal manufacturers continued to make furniture, cookstoves, metal boxes,
and other products on the side of roads or in informal markets. I was surprised to find
informal methods of manufacturing had persisted while so much of the country seemed to
have modernized. Even more surprising, jua kali products such as the KCJs, barbecue
grills, and cooking utensils were for sale along with factory-made or imported
counterparts in modern supermarkets across the country. On my final evening in Kenya,
my brother and I visited Dr. Kinyanjui’s son, a close friend of my brother, and talked
with him about some of the changes we had observed, and his work with the KCJ and jua
kali methods of manufacturing.
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Upon returning to the U.S. and reflecting further on my experience in Kenya,
including my interactions with jua kali workers, my conversations with friends and
associates, and my desire to explore climate change issues, the idea for this dissertation
coalesced. I decided to look at the potential role of innovation to improve a population’s
adaptive capacity to climate change using the KCJ as a case study for jua kali
manufacturing capacity, within the informal economy of the poor and marginalized
people who used these products. Additionally, by going back to Kenya to conduct my
research, I could reconnect my past experiences growing up there with my years of
education and work that had led me to pursue a Ph.D. program in environmental studies.
Therefore, the dissertation project presented on the following pages is not only an
account of my research and findings among jua kali informal workers in Nairobi, Kenya,
but also a culmination of my own experience, knowledge, and perspectives developed
over my lifetime to date.

Purpose and Significance
The purpose of the study is to explore potential links between the informal
economy and climate change adaptation. For many poor and marginalized people in
developing countries, the informal economy is the primary economic system they use, not
only to access goods and services but also to earn a living and provide for themselves and
their families (ILO, 1973). To date, very little has been written about climate change in
the context of informal economies, especially regarding climate adaptation. This study
will examine the possible links between innovation in the informal economy and climate
change adaptation by looking at jua kali made fuel-efficient cookstoves in Kenya.
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This research project uses qualitative methods to elicit jua kali workers’
perspectives and understandings. These methods include focus groups, interviews, and
participant observation, across a diverse group of participants and locations, to provide a
variety of voices to more accurately reflect the perceptions of jua kali workers and others.
I consider this approach as critical to discerning the perspectives of participants involved
in the development and sharing of manufacturing knowledge and to informal innovation.
This project has significance in several important areas including, first, it
contributes to the broader discourse on climate change and informal activity because of
its novelty in linking these bodies of knowledge. Within the discourse on climate change
adaptation, there is little if any discussion on the role of the informal economy in climate
change programming or regarding the effects of climate change on informal systems.
This project provides insights into possible ways the informal economy can influence the
adaptive capacity to the effects of climate change of those who rely on it, namely the
poor and marginalized. Additionally, using the KCJ as a case study, this research project
provides an example of how informal innovations, methods of manufacturing, and
systems for distributing technologies can influence the widespread adoption of
technologies with the potential to strengthen adaptive capacity, mitigate climate change,
and enhance development outcomes. This research project catalyzes a serious discussion
of whether or not informal systems, processes, and networks themselves contribute to the
overall adaptive capacity of developing countries to climate change.
Second, this research project is significant to the field of informal economies
because it builds upon existing literature on innovation within the informal economy by
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providing and discussing potential examples of innovations within Kenya’s jua kali. It
explores the development, adaptation, and spread of manufacturing knowledge through
Kenya’s informal economy and provides documentation of ways in which formal and
informal knowledge, technologies, and processes interact with each other. The results of
this research also make the case that the informal economy should be included in
sustainable development and climate adaptation programming as a potential framework
for engaging local people in these agendas.
Third, this dissertation is significant to the programs and efforts targeted at
disseminating fuel-efficient biomass cookstoves because it explores more deeply the
reasons behind the success of the KCJ stove program. This project informs future
cookstove programs and research by demonstrating the successes and setbacks of
including informal manufacturers in stove dissemination programs. Additionally, this
research identifies many of the challenges and hurdles to biomass stove development
within Kenya’s informal economy, and shows why outside assistance or partnership is
needed if jua kali-made cookstoves are to reach a higher level of quality and efficiency.
Lastly, this research demonstrates that informal manufacturers and experts from formal
institutions can partner to develop successful fuel-efficient cookstove programs that
collaboratively overcome some of the hurdles experienced in cookstove dissemination.
This research project explores links between the informal economy and climate
change adaptation by using qualitative methods to answer the following three research
questions:
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1. Using the Kenya Ceramic Jiko (KCJ) stove as a case study for the ability of
local people to innovate and develop technologies, how is stove technology
and manufacturing know-how developed, adapted, and transmitted within the
jua kali sector?
2. In what ways do these technologies and manufacturing processes help
Kenya’s poor population adapt to climate change?
3. What effects does the informal nature of the jua kali sector have on local
innovation regarding climate change issues?

Background

In 2013, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) released its, 5th

Assessment Report, outlining the physical science of climate change. In their report, they
state: “Warming of the climate system is unequivocal, and since the 1950’s, many of the
observed changes are unprecedented over decades to millennia” (IPCC, 2013, p. 4). The
report presents evidence of the continuation of trends identified in earlier reports,
including atmospheric and ocean temperatures continuing to increase, decreasing sea ice
and glacial cover, and the continued rising of sea levels (IPCC, 2013). Regarding the role
of humans in driving climate change, the report states: “It is extremely likely that human
influence has been the dominant cause of the observed warming since the mid-20th
century” (IPCC, 2013, p. 17). The report makes it clear that global climate change will
continue to increase in severity unless the global community can achieve “substantial and
sustained reductions of greenhouse gas emissions” (IPCC, 2013, p. 19).
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Two years after the release of the report, a historic agreement was signed at the
United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) Paris Conference
in 2015 that finalized the development of a framework for mitigating climate change in
years to come (UNFCCC, 2015). What was new about the Paris agreement was that it
took a bottom-up approach, with participating nations putting forth their own targets, as
opposed to the top-down effort that had previously failed. However, the process of
mitigating global warming will take time, and the clear and present impacts of climate
change demand that people adapt to these impacts (Burton et al., 2002). Therefore, the
climate change community, governments, and NGOs must invest some of their resources
in climate change adaptation programming. This realization has led to an increased focus
on adaptation, especially in determining the role and scope that adaptation should play in
future sustainable development. Many of the world’s poor and marginalized people live
in developing countries (UN, 2015). Poor populations in developing countries are some
of the most vulnerable to the impacts of climate change, and are the most in need of
adapting to current and projected impacts of climate change (IPCC, 2001).
The IPCC (2001), in an earlier report, explained the link between people’s ability
to adapt to climate change and their development status. They argued that developing
countries have the lowest capacity to adapt because they have limited “economic
resources, low levels of technology, poor information and skills, poor infrastructure,
unstable or weak institutions, and inequitable empowerment and access to resources”
(IPCC, 2001, p. 879). Therefore, the pursuit of developing countries towards sustainable
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development also enhances their ability to adapt to climate change (Matthew & Hammill,
2009).
However, climate change presents a paradoxical challenge for sustainable
development because the impacts of climate change complicate development efforts by
altering critical areas such as food production, infrastructure, and public health.
Additionally, the pursuit of carbon-intensive development, powered by fossil fuels,
contributes to global climate change (IPCC, 2014). Increased development creates a
spillover effect that enhances a developing country’s capacity to deal with the impacts of
climate change (IPCC, 2001; Fankhauser & McDermott, 2014). Therefore, efforts
towards sustainable development and climate change adaptation should work in tandem
to find and pursue ways to increase development outcomes while minimizing the use of
fossil fuels through low-carbon development (Clapp, Briner, & Karousakis, 2010).
Biomass Fuel
One opportunity for developing countries with a high potential to increase
development outcomes, reduce population pressure on the environment, and mitigate
climate change is to find ways to lessen the use of biomass as fuel. Much of the
developing world uses biomass in the form of wood, charcoal, agricultural residues, and
animal dung as fuel for cooking and heating (FAO, 2007). The World Health
Organization (WHO) estimated that over 3 billion people worldwide still rely on burning
biomass as their primary energy source, making such sources the clear majority in
developing countries (EPA, 2012; WHO, 2014, p. 1). Biomass fuel is widely used due to
its availability and affordability, or due to an absence of better alternatives (Bacon,
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Bhattacharya, & Kojima, 2010). However, biomass fuel is associated with reduced
development, health, and gender equality outcomes, and negatively impacts the
environment through deforestation and climate change. The reduced development
outcomes also reduce the capacity of people to adapt to climate change. Therefore,
reducing biomass fuel use can directly mitigate climate change and indirectly enhance
climate adaptation.
Development Impacts
The inefficient use of biomass fuel can result in negative health, gender, and
income-related consequences. Indoor air pollution is one of the most severe consequences
of using biomass for fuel. Around 4.3 million people prematurely die each year due to
health impacts from indoor air pollution from cooking and heating, most of which are
women and children under the age of 5 (WHO, 2014, p. 1). Indoor air pollution directly
causes five percent of global disease burden (WHO, 2014, p. 1). The burning of biomass
fuels for cooking and heating indoors releases pollutants such as carbon monoxide (CO)
and particulate matter (PM10 and PM2.5) that can cause a host of health problems
including: “respiratory infections, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, tuberculosis,
asthma, lung cancer, ischemic heart disease, and blindness” (Smith & Mehta, 2003, p.
279). Many governments and nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) including UNDP,
USAID, and the GACC have placed a high priority on addressing the inefficient use of
biomass fuel in their development and climate mitigation strategies.
Furthermore, reliance on biomass fuel requires women and young girls to expend
a large portion of their time collecting fuel (WHO, 2014). This contributes to gender
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inequality by putting women and girls at risk of violence while collecting fuel away from
the safety of their homes, preventing girls from attending school, and decreasing the time
women can spend on other economic or social activities (WHO 2014). The time women
spend collecting fuel reduces earning potential of poor families that might otherwise
benefit from a second income. Additionally, for those who purchase biomass fuel, the
inefficient use of fuel in open fires or with inefficient cookstoves requires households to
spend a disproportional amount of their income on fuel, with some areas seeing 15-18%
of their income spent on fuel (Bacon, Bhattacharya, & Kojima, 2010, p. 4-7).
Environmental Impacts
The unsustainable use of biomass fuel can cause deforestation, greenhouse gas
emissions (GHG), and the release of black carbon (BC) into the atmosphere. Biomass
fuel directly affects forest resources, as 55% of all felled trees are used for fuel either
directly as firewood, or turned into charcoal (FAO, 2007). Of the trees cut down for fuel,
developing countries are responsible for 90% of forest fuel use (FAO, 2007). Thus, the
use of biomass fuel in developing countries accounts for about half of all above ground
forest wood use (FAO, 2007). Harvesting wood from forests for fuel is a significant
driver of deforestation in some developing countries (FAO, 2007). The main driver of
deforestation for fuel is in the production of charcoal from virgin wood that requires
clearing land to build soil kilns for converting wood to charcoal, and can be driven by
demand from distant markets (May-Tobin, 2011).
The inefficient use of biomass fuel contributes to global warming by releasing
GHGs including carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4), and nitro oxides (N2O)
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(Bhattacharya & Salam, 2002). The inefficient use of biomass fuel can generate 3-10
times the GHG emissions that fuel-efficient stoves release (Goldemberg et al., 2000).
However, the amount of CO2 released from the burning of biomass fuels is insignificant
to the emissions from the use of fossil fuels (Le Quéré et al., 2013). Additionally,
sustainably used biomass fuels can be carbon neutral since all the carbon released during
burning is reabsorbed by replacement plant growth. However, other GHGs such as CH4
and N2O are not reabsorbed and can contribute to overall global warming (Bhattacharya
& Salam, 2002).
Biomass fuel’s primary contribution to global warming is the release of BC, the
byproducts of incomplete combustion (Anenberg & Schwartz, 2012). BC is significant
because it absorbs all wavelengths of sunlight and reduces the albedo of snow and ice
cover (Baron, Montgomery, & Tuladhar, 2009). BC is a strong but short-lived climate
forcing agent that contributes an estimated 40% of currently experienced global warming
(Anenberg & Schwartz, 2012). Household biomass fuel accounts for about 25% of BC
emissions globally, with the clear majority coming from developing countries (Bond &
Doherty, 2013; Baron et al., 2009). Emission of BC from household fuels represents
between 60% and 80% of all BC emission in Asia and Africa (Bond & Doherty, 2013).
In sum, the use of biomass fuel in developing countries for household cooking
and heating leads to unintended consequences including reduced health outcomes, gender
disparity, economic issues, deforestation, and climate change. Governments of
developing countries, sustainable development groups, and the climate change
community need to find ways to reduce biomass fuel by increasing the efficiency in fuel
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use and by finding alternative forms of fuel. Fuel-efficient cookstoves have been
identified as a potential solution to many of the problems caused by the inefficient use of
biomass fuel.
Fuel-efficient Cookstoves
The dissemination of fuel-efficient cookstoves is both a development strategy and
a way to mitigate climate change (Bailis & Hyman, 2011). Fuel-efficient stoves help
address key health, gender equality, and development indicators by improving indoor air
quality and reducing household fuel needs (Kammen, 1995). Fuel-efficient cookstoves
can reduce the amount of fuel used in cooking by 19-66% (Bailis et al., 2007, p. 57). The
adoption of fuel-efficient stoves simultaneously improves the respiratory health of
women and young children, and reduces fuel gathering and cooking workloads for
women and young girls (Dherani et al., 2008; Smith et al., 2007). Improved biomass
stoves can save up to 4.5 kg of fuel per day, and can reduce the time women spend
cooking each day by 160 minutes, and collecting firewood by 105 minutes (Brooks et al.,
2016). The potential health, time, and GHG emissions (not including BC) benefits from
transitioning 50% of global biomass users to efficient biomass cookstoves or LPG
cookers ranges in value from $90-$150 billion per year (Hutton, Rehfuess, & Tediosi,
2007, p. 38-41).
Fuel-efficient stoves also mitigate climate change by decreasing deforestation
through more efficient fuel use, reducing household GHG emissions, and significantly
diminishing household BC emissions (Smith & Haigler, 2008). Annually, fuel-efficient
cookstoves can reduce GHG emission by an estimated 161 kg per stove (Panwar,
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Kurchania, & Rathore, 2009, p. 577). Total global GHG emission savings that could be
achieved through widespread adoption of cookstoves is estimated at 0.5-1.2 billion metric
tons (MT) of carbon dioxide equivalent (CO2e) per year representing as much as three
percent of total global CO2 emissions (Gold Standard, 2016, p. 8). Additionally, the cost
of achieving the GHG reductions through stove programs varies between $5-$8 per ton of
CO2e which, at the time of the study, was half the price of carbon on global markets
(Johnson et al. 2008). Therefore, depending on the price of carbon in global markets,
fuel-efficient stove programs may offer significant savings for carbon offset programs
(Lee et al., 2013)
Developing countries that transition to more fuel-efficient cookstoves can help
reduce BC emissions. Global estimates for BC emissions in 2000 were 8,000 gigagrams
(Gg) (Baron et al., 2009, p. 20). If China and India alone could transition 50% of their
biomass users to fuel-efficient cookstoves and improved charcoal, they would reduce
global BC emissions by almost four percent (Baron, Montgomery, & Tuladhar, 2009, p.
20). Fuel-efficient cookstoves have the potential to significantly reduce global BC
emissions while simultaneously addressing health, gender, and environmental issues
related to the use of biomass fuel.
The transition away from open fires and inefficient biomass stoves to more
efficient cookstoves contributes to climate change adaptation by reducing the health,
gender inequality, and economic burdens caused by biomass fuels. Improved health and
economic well-being are associated with the increased capacity to adapt to changes in
climate change (Ayers & Huq, 2009; IPCC, 2001). The reduced time women spend
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cooking and collecting fuel, frees women to engage in other activities that could benefit
them and their families and enhance their ability to adapt to climate change.
In summary, the use of biomass fuel has numerous beneficial consequences for
both development and climate change issues. Reducing biomass fuel use through the
adoption of fuel-efficient cookstoves represents one way to engage in low-carbon
sustainable development that improves the lives of poor and marginalized people while
reducing the impacts of climate change. Additionally, enhanced development outcomes
gained through the adoption of fuel-efficient cookstoves increases the adaptive capacity
of people to climate change. Therefore, this research project attempts to explore this
intersection between sustainable development and climate change by looking at fuelefficient cookstoves in the developing country of Kenya. As detailed in the next section,
Kenya is the perfect place to explore these issues because of its population’s reliance on
biomass fuel and the successful dissemination of locally made fuel-efficient cookstoves.

Context
Kenya is an example of a developing country confronted by significant issues
related to its heavy dependence on biomass fuel, accounting for 77% of the nation’s total
energy use (Saidi, Würtenberger, & Stiebert, 2013, p. 8). The use of biomass, primarily
for cooking, has significant health impacts for Kenyans. For example, in 2004, indoor air
pollution caused 14,300 premature deaths, 26% of all reported deaths in hospitals
nationwide, and 14.9 million people to become sick each year (GACC, 2013, p. 17).
Kenya has some of the lowest percentages of forested cover in sub-Saharan Africa, with
only three percent of land covered in forest (UNEP, 2009, p. 45). Additionally, from
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1995 to 2015, forest cover in Kenya decreased by 6.6% from 4,724,000 ha to 4,413,000
ha (FAO, 2015, p. 9). The vast majority of that deforestation, 95%, was driven by
harvesting timber for biomass fuel (FAO, 2015, p. 31). Therefore, Kenyans will benefit
from the adoption of more efficient cookstoves and alternative methods of cooking,
including LGP and electric stoves. Due to the significant impacts of biomass stoves in
Kenya, many governments, NGOs, and private sector programs have attempted to
disseminate more efficient cookstoves.
Additionally, Kenya has included stove dissemination in its national development
agenda and National Climate Action Plan (GOK, 2013; GACC, 2013). The Kenyan
government has identified the widespread transition from open cooking fires and
inefficient biomass stoves to more fuel-efficient stoves as having the potential to reduce
GHG emission by 9.4 tons CO2e per year by 2030, or around 75% of its 2011 emissions
(GOK, 2013, p. 148; EIA, 2013). Neither Kenya’s National Climate Action Plan, nor its
clean cookstove Country Action Plan discusses the climate benefits of reducing BC,
instead focusing on the economic and health benefits. Including BC in Kenya’s climate
change mitigation and adaptation strategies would add additional benefits to their efforts.
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Figure 1 Kenyan Ceramic Jikos (KCJ) from Toi Market, 2015 (Photo credit: J. Neil Ransom).

In many developing countries, governments and NGOs have attempted to increase
stove adoption through various education, outreach, private-public partnerships, marketbased strategies, and incentives-based programs but have experienced mixed success
(Bailis & Hyman, 2011; Jan, 2012). Many stove programs have suffered from
misunderstandings of cultural practices or gender roles, distribution hurdles, production
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problems, or issues with funding (Bailis & Hyman, 2011; Jan, 2012). The Kenya Ceramic
Jiko (KCJ) stove (see Figure 1) is an example of a successful cookstove program (Bailis
& Hyman, 2011). In many ways, it is considered one of the most successful fuel-efficient
cookstove programs ever implemented due to the widespread adoption and continued use
of the stove since its innovation (Bailis et al., 2009). An estimated 2.8 million stoves have
been manufactured and distributed since their inception by a Kenyan professor, Dr.
Kinyanjui, in the mid-1980s (GACC, 2013, p. 21).
The KCJ is an efficient and affordable ($3-$5) charcoal stove made from recycled
sheet metal and clay that is built by jua kali informal manufacturers and marketed
throughout Kenya and East Africa (Ezzati & Kammen, 2002; GACC, 2013; O’Keefe &
Raskin, 1985). The success of the KCJ it attributed, in large measure, to the joint efforts
of the Kenyan government and NGOs to research, design, and fund early versions of the
stove, and a decentralized dissemination approach by jua kali workers to manufacture
and use informal and formal markets to distribute the stoves (Kammen, 1995). The KCJ
uses a clay liner to increase fuel efficient by retain heat, and has an overall thermal
efficiency nearly double that of an open fire and older versions of Kenyan charcoal stoves
(see Figure 2) (Jetter et al., 2012, p. 10830). However, the KCJ is susceptible to quality
control issues depending on the manufacturer, and is on the lower end of fuel efficiency
when compared to modern improved cookstoves (GACC, 2013, p. 19; Jetter et al., 2012).
Additionally, the KCJ has some of the lowest emissions levels of PM2.5 and belowaverage emission of CO levels per liter of water boiled (a standard stove measuring test)
among improved cookstoves (see Figure 3) (Jetter et al., 2012, p. 10831).
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are not ideal due to poorly represented and deﬁned stove
variations within classes and the inability of novel cookstove
technologies to properly ﬁt into what was previously deﬁned.
Thus, appropriate standards are best speciﬁed based on
absolute performance metrics as discussed below.
Cookstoves that achieve both high MCE and OTE show less
fuel use and decreased pollutant emission factors. Baseline 3stone ﬁres (both minimally and carefully tended cases) had
approximately 96−97% MCE and approximately 14−15%
OTE. Several cookstoves (Sampada, Mayon, StoveTec,
Berkeley, Enviroﬁt) with MCE similar to the 3-stone ﬁre
show at least 2-fold greater OTE. Since these cookstoves
consume less fuel, they generally produce lower emissions per
given cooking task (as discussed below) but have little or no
reductions in emissions per unit fuel. Charcoal stoves show
generally low but highly varied MCE due to high CO emissions
and nonuniform lump charcoal fuel structure, respectively.
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economy, especially in urban centers, that employs 61% of non-agricultural related
workers (Budlender, 2011, p. 2). In the 21st Century, jua kali has also become the
vernacular to describe the industry, ingenuity, and perseverance of Kenyans to overcome,
create, and thrive despite many challenges (Swigert-Gacheru, 2011). Jua kali is also used
to describe “poor-quality” products or workmanship in comparison with the perceived
“higher-quality” of the formal economy (Sonobe et al. 2011). Jua kali workers and their
traditional knowledge, networks, and resourcefulness benefit Kenya through economic
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Figure 5. Number of ultraﬁne particles compared to PM2.5 emissions
per energy delivered to the cooking pot for low-moisture fuel during
the high-power (cold-start) phase of the Water Boiling Test.

growth, the production and dissemination of affordable technologies, and the creation of
organizations and networks (King, 1996). Specifically, jua kali stove manufacturers have
played an essential role in the dissemination of the KCJ throughout Kenya (GACC,
2013).
The importance of jua kali innovation and informal markets in the success of the
KCJ has largely been overlooked. This is understandable since most development models
put a heavy emphasis on formalizing the informal economy and using Western methods,
technologies, and institutions. However, in Kenya, jua kali workers are known for their
innovation, resourcefulness, and resilience in solving problems and addressing local
consumer needs, despite limited resources (King, 1996). The success of the KCJ suggests
projects attempting to distribute certain climate-mitigating technologies as part of a
sustainable development program may benefit from including informal innovators,
manufacturers, and markets in the process; specifically, this includes technologies
considered “intermediate” or “appropriate” in that they are small in scale, designed,
sourced, and produced locally, and are environmentally friendly (Schumacher, 1973).
Additionally, in the context of climate adaptation, the presence of local innovators who
can develop, adapt, manufacture, and disseminate appropriate technology may be able to
play an important role in enhancing the adaptive capacity of the community they work in.
Considering the role of Kenya’s jua kali workers in the success of the KCJ, it is
important to understand the role of innovation in the informal economy as it relates to
fuel-efficient cookstoves. Similarly, the informal economy may provide a viable avenue
for the dissemination of other appropriate technologies that address development and
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climate change issues. While there is a rich body of research on the informal economy,
there is more work that needs to be done to explore the role of the informal economy in
sustainable development and climate change programming. The informal economy is
often overlooked as a potential framework for engaging in development and climate
programs, even though many of the World's poor populations participate in informal
systems or practices daily. The purpose of this dissertation project, then, is to help
uncover some of the ways in which Kenya’s informal jua kali industry has contributed to
the dissemination of the KCJ, and whether the success suggests the jua kali sector, and
informal economies broadly, have a part to play in sustainable development and climate
change mitigation and adaptation.
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW

In this chapter, I provide an overview of the literature on the informal economy
and climate change adaptation to demonstrate the potential links between the two. The
first section presents a central debate within policy circles about the informal economy:
whether it is a positive or negative response to government regulations, failing formal job
sectors, and economic shocks, and whether to implement policies to regulate the informal
economy or to embrace informal activity as a modern reality and find ways to enhance it
(Bromley and Gerry, 1979; Castells & Portes, 1989; Gill, 2010; Neuwirth, 2011). I
provide an overview of this debate and outline how some authors believe the informal
economy represents the collective resilience of poor and marginalized people in
developing countries to pursue livelihoods in the face of economic, political, and social
challenges. I also summarize the current literature on innovation in the informal
economy, and the significance of innovation in building robustness and resilience in the
informal economy.
In the second section, I explore the research on climate change adaptation that
links climate change adaptation and sustainable development. I also examine climate
adaptation at the local level, and the role traditional or local knowledge plays in fostering
resilience to the impacts of climate change. I discuss how local knowledge can be
included in climate change adaptation programs to enhance the capacity of communities
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and people to adapt. Additionally, I explore the role of small-scale technologies in
climate change adaptation. Most climate change adaptation literature focuses on rural or
agricultural societies, and this review will demonstrate the lack of discussion regarding
the informal economy as part of the climate change adaptation debate. Thus, the literature
presented in this chapter works to justify my research project among jua kali workers in
Nairobi, Kenya because it explains how the informal economy influences the adaptive
capacity of urban poor and marginalized populations that rely on, or engage with, the
informal economy in Kenya.

Informal Economy
The informal economy represents those activities and people within the global
and national economies that are often overlooked by domestic and international measures
of economic progress. In many developing countries, these partially regulated and
sometimes invisible sides of modern-day economies represent the entrepreneurialism,
socioeconomic networks, and livelihoods for much of the poor. Here, I will explore the
rich and diverse literature on informal economies by: considering the definitions and
characteristics of informal economies; discussing the ability of the informal activities to
contribute to innovation; examining how innovations, knowledge, and products diffuse
throughout the informal economy; evaluating the potential of informal economies as a
source of resiliency for the poor to economic shocks; and, exploring links between the
informal economy and climate change programs.
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Developing a Framework for Informal Economies
The International Labour Organization (ILO), a tripartite UN agency representing
governments, employers, and workers, coined the term “informal sector” in a
comprehensive report about Kenya’s employment (1972). The report defined the
informal sector as: one, labor and employment not included in national and global
employment calculations; two, the appearance that they were simplistic in scale,
technology, and capital; three, somewhat removed from the formal economy; and four, a
segment that provides goods and services for the poor1. The ILO characterized the
informal sector by its: “(a) ease of entry; (b) reliance on indigenous resources; (c) family
ownership of enterprises; (d) smaller scale of operation; (e) labor-intensive and adapted
technology; (f) skills acquired outside the formal school system; and (g) unregulated and
competitive markets” (1972, p. 6). The organization argued that the informal sector was
vibrant, innovative, efficient, and resilient. Moreover, policy makers should, therefore,
consider the informal sector as another potential fulcrum for new policy paradigms for
poverty alleviation and economic development.
Hart (1973) first coined the term “informal sector” when he discussed the
economic activity among low-income migrants from the Frafras ethnic group in the Nima
slums in Accra, Ghana. He distinguished between formal and informal income
opportunities as wage earning in the “modern sector” and self-employment in the “urban
traditional sector.” Thus, unlike the rigid dualistic ILO (1972) approach, his definition
1

Bangasser (2000) pointed out in an institutional history of the ILO and its role in the informal economy
that it was work done by staff at the Institute or Development Studies of the University of Nairobi in Kenya
that the ILO based their report and should receive credit for the concept and their foundational work on the
informal sector. He also pointed out the significance that an institution from a developing country created
such an important concept to understanding the economic conditions of developing countries.
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focused less on a sector-specific divide between informal and formal, and more on the
relationship between self-employment and formal employment and regulations.
Furthermore, Hart distinguished between informal-legitimate activities, such as
farming, manufacturing, and services that would otherwise be legal in the formal realm,
and informal-illegitimate activities, such as the illicit trade in drugs, prostitution, and
stolen goods or other criminal income-generating activities (1973, p. 62). He suggested
that informal income opportunities acted as a buffer against unemployment in the formal
sector and collectively represented a significant source of revenue opportunities, access to
goods and services, and entrepreneurship for the urban poor. His description of the
informal economy as a buffer suggests informal activity as an avenue, often out of
necessity, for poor and marginalized populations’ adaptation to deal with shocks and
challenges. Much of the research regarding the informal economy following these
seminal works has been an attempt to determine whether informal economies represent
the collective resilience of the world’s poor to respond to economic and social challenges
or the outward expression of an economic system that exploits the poor. My research
suggests that, rather than focus on dualistic portrayals of informal activities as positive or
negative, it is more constructive to recognize that such activities may include conditions
that exploit the poor, as well as those that demonstrate their capacity to exhibit resilience
that may benefit both them and other social and economic sectors.
Informal Relationships to the Formal Sector
Early debates on the informal economy focused in part on the relationship
between the informal and formal economy. Tokmann (1978) argued the informal
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economy thrived when developing countries attempted to assimilate into a competitive
global economy; he called this a subordination approach in contrast to a benign
relationship approach. He suggested that national development strategies focused on
global markets led to a subordinate relationship between the informal and formal
economies because the informal economy lacked access to formal goods and services and
was barred from international markets for their products. Consequently, the relationship
between the formal and informal sectors fell somewhere between these two approaches
— benign and subordinate — which suggests that the informal sector was subordinate to
the formal sector but in varying degrees.
Bromley and Gerry (1979) suggested defining the informal economy as a
spectrum of economic activity that progresses from unregulated activity at the bottom to
formalized legal activity at the top, with various stages of increasing regulation along the
way. The dualistic approach, in Bromley and Gerry’s view, tainted policy thinking by
encouraging separate policy tracks for formal and informal sectors. Moreover, the idea
that informal activities could easily transition into the formal sector with positive
outcomes for governments and workers was too simplistic because there were complex
competitive and subordination relationships between the two. They concluded that the
informal-formal distinction also leads to confusion by lumping rural with urban, selfemployment with enterprise, and the informal sector with urban poor, even though
differences between each subgroup exist.
Peattie (1987) argued that the term “informal sector” had proliferated policyrelated discourse because it was a concept without a clear definition that different
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interests such as development groups, poverty alleviation efforts, or financial accounting
could use to push their agendas. The informal economy was just another avenue through
which create a dualistic framework for dividing economic activity between the wealthy
and the disadvantaged, or between modern and traditional.
Lanzetta de Pardo, Castaño, and Soto (1989) discussed how the flexibility of
informal employment was exploited by formal enterprises to capitalize on cheap labor,
piecemeal employment, and worker flexibility. Brown’s (2006) research supported
Hoyman’s (1987) findings that most street traders were women (although many men and
children also participated), self-employed, had limited education, were single
breadwinners, and took part in the practice because they could not find alternative
employment. He argued the informal economy has continued to experience growth since
the mid-1980s, and is driven by individuals deciding to join the sector in search of better
economic opportunities. Brown concluded that policymakers should instead focus on
enhancing the poor’s existing livelihood strategies by establishing legal rights to work,
providing improved health and safety through minimal regulations, and strengthening the
political power of informal street vendors.
As has been demonstrated through the literature above, the dualistic view of
separate formal and informal sectors fails to capture the complexity of informal and
formal economic activity. In the chapters that follow, I will use informal sector, informal
economy, and informal activities interchangeably, but am fully aware that all of these
terms may fail to capture the complex, non-dualistic nature of how such economies work.
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The Informal Economy as Processes or Activities
Thinking on the informal economy transitioned from a dualistic approach that
compartmentalized the economy into sectors to one that understood the informal
economy as processes and activities. Castells and Portes (1989) summarized key themes
and issues in the informal economy, and offered their insights into defining and
understanding the informal sector. They suggested that viewing the informal economy as
a process, and not as an object, was essential to understanding it. Highlighting the
relationship between the two economies, they wrote: “In fact, it is because there is a
formal economy…that we can speak of an ‘informal’ one” (1989, p. 13). The effects of
informal growth can be both negative and positive and may include the decentralization
of economic power, a slowing in the development of modern methods of production, an
increase in productivity of capital, the loss of authority within traditional social and
political institutions, or increased diversity of economic and social conditions. Thus, the
process of informalization represented an ever-shifting boundary dictated by social and
political conflicts, and was highlighted by a move away from vertical models of
production and regulation.
Fortuna and Prates (1989) echoed Bromley and Gerry (1979) when they argued
that past understanding of the informal sector was flawed because it assumed a dualistic
approach that described informality as a separate sector of the economy instead of a
complex system of links with all levels of the economy. The informal sector was a
process of doing things rather than an object. Importantly, Fortuna and Prates noted that
poverty and marginalization were not the only factors behind individual motivations to
join the informal economy, but that informality was the result of labor-capital relations.
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Moreover, Fortuna and Prates found that some informal businesses made conscious
decisions to remain small and avoid formalizing to manage risk as a result of rapid
growth, or to adapt to adverse economic conditions.
Capecchi (1989) suggested a direct link between the formal sector and the
condition of the informal sector; thus, he found it is impossible to understand one sector
without understanding the other. Ultimately, he argued that “There is, in fact, a single
economy in which informal and official activities intersect, and in which women and
men, generations, and different social groups participate in various ways” (1989, p. 214).
Assuming the informal economy is part of the larger economic system, this suggests that
an understanding of both regulated and unregulated economic activity is necessary to
understand the economic conditions of a country. Therefore, it is necessary for scholars
and policy-makers to include the informal economy in all research, discussion, and
policies related to a country’s economic status.
Hernando de Soto (1989) suggested that excessive and overly complicated
bureaucracies, lack of property rights, and economic turmoil in Peru created a secondary
informal economy he termed “extra-legal.” The collective process of invading,
defending, and negotiating the right to use property resulted in the creation of informal
organizations that negotiated with authorities, provided services, developed
infrastructure, and administered justice for informal settlers. He also discussed informal
trade in Peru, which he described as the transaction of goods and service without permits
or taxes. His research showed that “informals,” or workers engaged in informal economic
activities, made 38% more income than the national minimum wage (1989, p. 60). He
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agreed with the ILO (1972) that casual workers were industrious, enterprising, and
efficient, but he differed in his policy solutions and instead suggested that, if given
property rights, informal traders would be able to “preserve resources, stimulate
production, and guarantee the inviolability of investments and savings” (1989, p. 33).
However, Bromley (2004) argued De Soto oversimplified the drivers of the
informal sector, global poverty, and the relationships between the informal and formal
economy. Bromley suggested De Soto’s view that government overregulation was the
primary driver of informal growth dismissed the previous two decades of debate on the
dominate-dependent relationship between informal and formal economies and the
exploitation of the poor. Pinning the lack of economic progress of poor people in
developing countries on government overregulation, failed to capture the exploitation of
the poor, the exclusion of minority groups, and the preferential treatment of highlyconnected elites, characterized by the deregulation policies of laissez-faire capitalism.
Regulations, Collective Action, and Political Engagement
As the academic debate on the informal economy matured, authors presented
more nuanced understandings of informal regulations, and the ability of people within the
informal sector to individually and collectively petition governments for their own
interest. Fernández-Kelly (2006) agreed with Castells and Portes (1989) and Fortuna and
Prates (1989) when she argued that informal economies were not the remnants of
traditional or rudimentary economic systems, but were instead the result of globalization
and modernization processes. Like De Soto (1989), she insisted that governments
determined the size of the informal economy through the regulations of it. Contrary to the
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ILO (1972) understanding, she argued the informal economy already had regulations in
the form of internal rules that manifest in norms, reciprocity, and solidarity. Additionally,
people in the informal sector were, in fact, actively engaged in petitioning for what they
needed. Fernández-Kelly made a crucial point to understanding the informal economy as
the collective actions and choices of individuals motivated by their own self-interest. This
is also a significant idea to consider when thinking about the informal economy in terms
of adaptation, in that individuals are compelled to deal with their lack or loss of
opportunities in the formal sector by entering the informal sector.
Many authors also explored how the continued growth and development of the
informal economy had resulted in informal workers organizing and partnering with
outside groups to petition regulators on their behalf. Lindell (2010) pointed out, in
addition to the self-regulations suggested by Fernández-Kelly (2006), informal workers
were often subject to regulation by governments, trade groups, or other entities. She
argued that informal economies interface in the activities, frameworks, or regulations of
formal legal, economic systems. An understanding of informal economies is incomplete
without also understanding their relationships to formal institutions, including political
parties, unions, confederations, electoral blocs, and patron-client relationship.
Additionally, individuals and business firms may move in and out of formality with
fluidity. She pointed out that casual workers are becoming increasingly organized,
connected, and vocal, and will change the landscape and realities of informal economies
as they continue to exercise their collective power. Lindell concluded informal workers
are “active agents rather than passive victims” (2010, p. 22). As active agents, informal
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workers pursued goals and engaged in activities directed at improving or maintaining
their desired socioeconomic status, including self-organizing to engage in political acts.
Gill (2010) demonstrated how India’s informal waste collection and recycling
industry enabled participants to expand their economic, social, and political
opportunities. Waste workers from the lowest castes could transition from their
traditional low-status economic activities (pig raising, butchering, and leather tanning) to
an industry that, while still distasteful, provided employment that was not as ritually
polluting. Additionally, the freedom of the informal market allowed lower caste groups
(Khatik) to change the perception of their caste identity to one of a higher status (2010, p.
181-182). The general relationship between the poor and the government was one of
mutual disregard until the government and wealthy elites took an interest in the poor as
potential sources of revenue, and then the poor were forced to take an interest in the
government. The poor could exercise their collective power to regain their positions as
citizens and defeat attempts to block them through democratic mechanisms.
Other examples of organizing within the informal economy for political means
include Meagher (2010), who documented informal shoe, clothing, and cosmetic
manufacturer clusters in Aba, Nigeria that self-organized to address their specific needs
and increase their political power. To shore up their political power, some associations
sought to partner with state or other formal institutions, while some groups made
connections with international organizations to increase their legitimacy and enable them
to apply political pressure on local governments. Other authors discussed similar
observations in Senegal and Kenya (Mitullah, 2010; Scheld, 2010). These examples
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demonstrated the ability of informal workers to self-organize, partner with existing
organizations, and engage in political acts to petition on their behalf.
Other Aspects of the Informal Economy
Other authors discussed gender issues within the informal economy, explored
reasons for the growth of informal economies within specific nations, and debated ways
the informal sector interfaced with the formal economy. Hoyman (1987) examined the
role of females in the informal economy and concluded there were as many women
participating in the informal economy as men. Hoyman (1987) suggested that female
participation in the informal economy resulted from unequal opportunities or a lack of
flexibility in the formal sector, and represented a way for women to deal with these
shortcomings. Roberts (1989) suggested that informality offered the labor force more job
opportunities, including piecemeal work for skilled artisans, flexible work for those with
time or location constraints (i.e. family workers), and livable wages for those barred from
high-quality employment due to education or other social constraints.
Guha-Khasnobis, Kanbur, and Ostrom (2006) suggested that, due to the diversity
of factors and conditions facing informal economies across the globe, there could be no
universal policy approach that would satisfy national and individual needs for enhancing
the informal economy. This suggests that attempts to incorporate or partner with people
in the informal economy require a localized approach that utilizes local experts and
knowledge. On the other side of the issue, Attia (2009) suggested the informal economy
in Egypt provided income opportunities for people to overcome absolute poverty through
their own efforts and could be perceived as a development mechanism for the poor, and
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efforts to improve or enhance the informal economy would also improve development
outcomes. Neuwirth (2011) argued the informal economy was significant to the global
economy and represented the ingenuity, improvisation, self-reliance, and do-it-yourself
(DIY) attitude of the many people involved. He suggested people inside the informal
economy could exercise their majority numbers and seek to influence political, economic,
and social policy through bottom-up organizations, labor movements, and institutions that
help to address some of the issues unique to the informal economy.
This section provides an overview of the literature that defined the informal
economy, including its characteristics, drivers, and unique challenges. Regarding the
many characteristics and perceptions of the informal economy presented above, Chen
(2012, p. 6) suggested informal activity covered a broad set of relationships, structures,
and processes that no single perception of the informal economy was sufficient to
describe it. However, to provide a framework for my dissertation project, the following
detailed definition of the informal economy will be used:
The informal economy is based upon the collective activities of individuals,
usually poor or marginalized, to pursue self-determination, out of necessity or
choice, outside the traditional regulatory system governing formal economic
activity. Informal activity is usually smaller in scale, technologically basic, and
labor intensive, but it can also be innovative, productive, and efficient. The
informal economy is a portion of the larger economy working outside or apart
from traditional government regulatory and tax systems and represents a
significant portion of economic activity in many developing countries. This does
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not mean the informal economy is not regulated or taxed as there can be both selfimposed regulations and direct or indirect government-imposed regulations or
taxes. However, individuals engage in informal activities because they may have
not alternatives or may provide more employment opportunities, higher earning
potentials, and greater flexibility than the formal sector.
With regards to my research project, the informal sector is important because it
plays a fundamental role in providing basic goods and services, facilitating livelihood
opportunities, and bolstering social networks for Kenya’s urban poor. This project
explores issues of climate change adaptation among the urban poor who rely on the
informal economy for their basic needs in Nairobi, Kenya. Therefore, to understand the
capacity, vulnerability, and robustness of the poor requires understanding the context of
the informal economy. The informal economy can be a source of local innovation that is
developed, refined, and spread using informal social and economic networks and that has
the potential to facilitate adaptation and resilience for those involved to economic, social,
and environmental shocks. My research explores these characteristics to probe the
possibilities for climate change adaptation and resilience within the informal economy.
Specifically, I will look at how small-scale innovations, such as fuel-efficient cookstoves,
demonstrate the ability of the informal economy to employ local knowledge to provide
homegrown solutions that can help enhance the capacity of urban poor to adapt to climate
change.
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Innovation as a Defining Characteristic of the Informal Economy
In this section, I explore the literature on innovation in the informal economy.
Many authors argue that despite formal training, access to resources, and proper facilities,
people in the informal economy can engage in innovative processes. Healthy competition
drives innovation in the informal economy and encourages individuals to find new
products, services, or processes to differentiate from their competitors. However, there
are challenges to innovation in the informal economy and efforts to overcome these
challenges may help facilitate improved innovative outcomes.
Many authors, including ILO (1972), De Soto (1989), and Neuwirth (2011), have
described the informal economy as innovative, creative, and efficient. King (1996)
discussed the transition of the informal manufacturing sector in Kenya, colloquially
called the jua kali, over 25 years from 1970 to 1995. He noted how in particular areas
such as Gikomba Market, jua kali innovators had transitioned to making complex
machines and scale systems to compete with imported equivalents. The creativity of
some jua kali innovators, coupled with a diversification of expertise among jua kali
workers, made Gikomba Market a hot spot for collaboration and invention. King noted
that jua kali workers could produce products and develop innovations without significant
contributions in outside training, infrastructure, or technology.
The Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) (2010)
stated that innovation was about extracting value from knowledge, and that knowledge
was the key input for innovation and can come from formal processes such as research
and development, indigenous knowledge, or local knowledge. Innovation occurs when an
innovator takes a risk and applies knowledge to change something. They argued it is
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difficult to identify innovation in the informal economy because of the heterogeneity of
the sector and the number of entrepreneurial practices, networks, and people engaged
therein. Informal innovation was motivated by a diversity of needs, opportunities, and
constraints within the informal sector and by the abilities of innovators to learn, adapt,
and innovate.
OECD (2010) suggested that traditional definitions of innovation excluded the
informal economy because they focused on identifiable actors pursuing measurable
changes by utilizing known rules, norms, and knowledge systems. Informal innovation is
typically demand-driven, as informal entrepreneurs attempt to meet the needs of their
customers. Additionally, informal innovations and innovative processes have been
influenced by links to the formal economy and by informal trade, union, and self-help
organizations. The OECD concluded that incorporating the informal sector into the study
of innovation would be the first step to finding ways to help foster innovation for
development in the informal sector.
Daniels (2010) explored informal innovation among jua kali workers — artisanal
metal, wood, and ceramic manufacturers — in Kenya’s informal economy. Through a
mixed-method approach, he concluded that jua kali workers made excellent engineers
and entrepreneurs but, like King (1996), argued material constraints prevented many of
them from investing in innovation and risk-taking. His work identified the
multidimensional networks influencing jua kali innovation, including cluster grouping of
manufacturers, horizontal social and familial networks, and vertical networks with
customers, material suppliers, and subcontractors. Through an informal training and
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apprenticeship process, jua kali workers self-replicated the industries of their training,
such as stove making, furniture manufacturing, or welding, as workers left one cluster to
join or start another. Similarly, technologies and innovations self-replicated through the
jua kali sector as they were copied, adjusted, or shared from one worker to another. The
ease with which knowledge spreads through the informal economy plays an important
role in adaptation and will be explored later in this review. He concluded that any new
technologies intended for poor and marginalized populations in Kenya should be
developed and distributed through the jua kali sector.
Like Daniels (2010), Gupta (2012) also argued that disadvantaged people in the
informal economy could: “trigger frugal, creative and ‘recombinable’ innovations that
can stimulate the creation of new pedagogies, products, processes” (2012, p. 29). He
pointed out that innovation in the informal economy can be part of a survival response to
individual or community stresses (p. 31-32). He stressed the importance of local
innovation in inclusive development paradigms that treat the poor and disadvantaged as
agents capable of finding solutions to their problems. Informal innovations can be
developed using local or indigenous knowledge or by accessing or combining knowledge
from other sources. However, he argued structural conditions within development
paradigms focus primarily on including the poor and people within the informal economy
in menial aspects of development, and not in mental processes like innovation. Gupta
noted that informal innovations were largely overlooked in the literature, suggesting a
preference for formal innovations and solutions by those outside informal communities.
He pointed out the general lack of interest in the informal economy by governments,
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NGOs, and other major players in international development and makes a case for
engaging the informal sector in development programs. This same problem is paralleled
in climate adaptation studies, as will be discussed later.
Cozzens and Sutz (2012) suggested that innovations had newness if the ideas
were new to the innovators, manufacturers, or consumers in the informal economy even
if the innovations came from elsewhere. Innovations in the informal economy were more
likely to be incremental in development and adaptations of existing innovations. The
authors argued that informal innovation was a collective process that happened through
interactions between multiple actors across various sectors. The process of collective
innovation strengthened the links between different networks and social groups within
the informal economy. They concluded that research and policymaking regarding
informal innovation must consider the role of gender, the interactions between multiple
stakeholders and systems, and the links to the formal and global economy that influence,
facilitate, and impede innovation.
However, as pointed out by Seligmann and Guevara (2013), the implications of
innovation within the informal economy are complex, especially in a globalized
marketplace. They pointed out how original handicrafts and indigenous art from Cusco,
Peru were copied by Chinese, Korea, and Indian manufactures and then resold by street
vendors as authentic wares to tourists. The local government encouraged local craft
makers and artisans to create innovative and authentic products. However, as the authors
pointed out, the handicraft sector was challenged to pursue innovation that was
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simultaneously creative, uniform, at a large production scale, and culturally authentic
because those characteristics are not easily combined (2013, p. 206).
Kumar and Bhaduri (2014) looked at examples of jugaad, a colloquial Indian
term used to describe innovative and can-do entrepreneurialism in the informal economy,
and grassroots innovations in India’s informal economy. Jugaad innovations were
minimal in cost and capital, used lower-level skills and local materials, and were
adaptable. They found that innovations developed through collaboration between people
working within and without the informal sector and were like more formal type
innovation but free from organizational constraints. Informal innovations encounter
obstacles by various social, cultural, and economic factors. They found that innovation in
the informal economy had economic, social, and knowledge value and through the
process of innovation, new knowledge was created and strengthened community
relationships and social networks. Their research demonstrated the importance of
innovation in the informal economy to increase competitiveness, solve local problems,
and strengthen social networks.
Harris (2014) suggested that handicraft manufacturers in Kenya were challenged
to develop innovations, knowledge, and designs due to institutional limitations in the
informal context, heavy reliance on subcontracting, lack of access to technologies, and
high levels of competition between manufacturers. He argued that manufacturers in
informal settings were risk averse and, therefore, preferred control over the entire process
of manufacturing rather than specializing in a specific stage of craft manufacturing. The
lack of specialization limited the opportunity for innovations that increased efficiencies in
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manufacturing processes. Manufacturers were unlikely to invest resources in innovation
efforts because they were primarily subsistence-based and lacked expendable capital.
Harris argued that any attempt to innovate would yield lower-level returns due to stiff
competition from other participants, especially transnational actors, that destabilized and
suppressed the prices of handicrafts. He also pointed out that handicraft manufacturers
had a disincentive to invest in innovation due to a lack of intellectual property protection.
Based on this literature, informal economies can provide opportunities and
conditions for the development and dissemination of innovation by those working from
within. Innovation in the informal economy is a process of developing new products,
services, and processes, and it can come in the form of incremental changes, the adoption
and modification of outside technologies, and the development of new and novel
innovations. Informal innovation can develop from local or indigenous knowledge, from
outside sources, or through collaboration within informal networks or with outside
entities. The prospects for innovation within the informal economy suggests it is an ideal
framework for exploring opportunities for utilizing the innovative nature to find solutions
for addressing issues affecting the poor in developing countries.
Transmission of Innovation and Knowledge in the Informal Sector
The key to understanding the impacts, processes, and challenges to innovation
within the informal economy is the comprehension of how participants within the sector
transmit both innovations and manufacturing know-how. The following section explores
in-depth how innovations develop and spread throughout the informal economy.
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Hansen (2000) discussed the importance of the second-hand clothing trade, called
salaula, in Zambia’s informal economy. Zambian clothing importers developed and
maintained communication pathways with U.S. and European exporters to request
different styles and types of clothing. Second-hand clothing merchants used their
communication channels to request clothing be packaged and sent in such a way as to
avoid customs and import regulations. The author’s work demonstrated the broad scope
of knowledge exchange between local vendors and international distributors, and
suggested the informal economy can have extensive networks for exchanging goods,
services, and knowledge.
Gupta (2012) suggested innovations developed within the informal economy had
significant benefits when shared with other informal actors, as they could more easily be
incorporated or modified to address local needs. The author argued there was a need to
catalog informal and pro-poor innovations as a step towards providing informal
innovators access to new and shared knowledge, so they could learn and build on those
innovations. He demonstrated how the Honey Bee Network had cataloged informal
innovations in India for more than 20 years with the goal of helping to disseminate and
inspire innovations throughout India’s informal sector and other informal sectors around
the world. Gupta suggested three policies to enhance and spread innovations in the
informal economy: one, policies to encourage links between formal scientific institutions
and local innovators; two, policy mechanisms that enable innovators to patent and license
their innovations; and three, policies to develop mechanisms, like the Honey Bee
Network, to collect and disseminate innovations and traditional knowledge.
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Manyati (2014) discussed the process of innovation through knowledge sharing
among people in the informal sector in Harare, Zimbabwe. He found examples of local
farmers who partnered with informal manufacturers to develop and innovate tools and
machines to address farmer needs. Thus, he demonstrated knowledge exchange and
innovation among informal innovators, manufacturers, and local farmers, as they would
often assist each other to solve design and manufacturing problems. Innovators and
informal manufacturers who worked together transferred knowledge as they developed
final products from blueprints and prototypes. He also found examples of innovative
collaboration between farmers and informal innovators; farmers provided innovators
information and suggestions for new models of machines to meet their needs. He
concluded that innovation among informal innovators in Harare resulted from knowledge
sharing between acquaintances and social circles, informal manufacturers, and smallscale farmers.
Mhula, Links, Hart, and Jacobs (2014) examined innovation among marginalized
and rural communities in South Africa. They used the example of a peanut blower
machine to demonstrate how collaborative innovation occurred between a peanut farmer
and a local engineering firm. While both the farmer and the engineering firm complied
with formal business regulations, they used informal networks for knowledge exchange,
product development, and the distribution of the new machine.
Sheikh (2014), like Manyati’s (2014) work in Zimbabwe, explored pashmina
shawl manufacturing in Kashmir, India to identify the extent to which community
innovation in the informal economy resulted in the production, management, control, and
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sharing of new knowledge. Through his qualitative research among thirteen shawlmanufacturing communities, he found numerous examples of community innovations
that helped speed up or enhance different stages of the manufacturing process. Some
innovators shared their innovations freely between communities, while others protected
their knowledge through a variety of cultural and social practices such as gender-based
separation of labor, complex codes, or restricting flows of information through heredity.
The author noted communities did not use legal methods to protect their knowledge. For
Sheikh, communities within the informal sector demonstrated the ability to innovate and
create new knowledge without the support or influence from outside the community.
Some innovations were not openly shared, but were instead protected using complex
intellectual property protection mechanisms within the community2.
The studies presented above demonstrate the complexity of knowledge and
innovation exchange within the informal economy. Informal innovations not only spread
through informal networks and relationships, but they also develop through collaboration
within and outside the informal sector. Understanding how innovation can develop and
spread through the informal economy informs efforts to find ways to utilize informal
innovation for adaptation programs. In this research project, I explore how innovations

2

Sheikh (2014) provided multiple examples of community-based intellectual property
protection including the use of talim, a complex system of hieroglyphics used almost
exclusively in pashmina shawl patterning and manufacture, that are difficult to
understand and replicate (p. 209). Other communities, especially those involved in
pashmina dying, protected knowledge by only passing it down orally to selected
decedents (2014, p. 209-2010). The author suggested the stratification of labor along
religious and ethnic lines may be another way innovations and knowledge were protected
within the community that developed it (2014, p. 2010).
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are developed through collaboration within the informal economy and with outside
institutions, and examine how future collaborations might facilitate improved innovations
for cookstoves and other technologies with the potential to facilitate adaptation to climate
change. My research will attempt to assess whether the development and dissemination
of innovations within the jua kali sector represents a useful method for spreading
innovation, technologies, and knowledge that can enhance the adaptive capacity of urban
poor populations in Kenyan.
The Informal Economy as an Adaptive Strategy
The informal economy has provided employment and income-generating
opportunities for countless poor, marginalized, and disenfranchised workers who
transitioned into the informal economy in response to an economic or social shock. The
informal economy may act as a social safety net when formal employment or barriers to
entry fail to provide sufficient employment or compensation for people to meet their
household needs, lifestyle flexibility, or desired standard of living. In this way, individual
decisions to transition into the informal economy may be perceived as an adaptive
strategy. Additionally, the informal economy may also offer individuals and societies
opportunities to adapt to economic, social, and environmental shocks by providing them
with alternative means of employment and access to goods and services. The informal
economy itself is an adaptable system that responds to the global and national economic
conditions, and might be thought of as a collective adaptation by the poor to global
economic systems that exclude or marginalize them. The following section will explore
the literature related to adaptive strategies within the informal economy.
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Some authors have used the term “adaptation” or “resilience” to describe various
characteristics or processes in the informal economy (Becker, 2004; ILO, 1972; Kumar
&. Bhaduri, 2014; Swigert-Gacheru, 2011). Others have characterized the informal
economy as adaptable in a general sense, and noted that it used “adapted technology,” but
neither provided a precise definition of adaptation, nor linked the informal economy into
existing adaptation literature (Hope, 2013; ILO, 1972; Kumar & Bhaduri, 2014).
Gupta (2012) noted that informal workers could adapt their entrepreneurial
activities to changes in the availability of raw materials, customer feedback, and through
the hands-on processes used in the development and manufacture of products and
services. De Beer, Fu, and Rodima-Taylor (2012) argued that informal organizations in
Tanzania were a source of innovative adaptation for poor communities to the impacts of
climate change, but did not describe the groups as part of the informal economy. De Beer,
Fu, and Wunsch-Vincent (2013) argued that informal enterprises might choose to remain
informal because they provided “resilience in the face of systemic macroeconomic risks
and adversity, such as the recent global economic crisis” (2013, p. 14). Mhula, Hart, and
Jacobs (2014) discussed how innovation in the informal economy included a process of
adapting existing or new technologies to local contexts and markets and changing
conditions within the informal sector.
Blair and Endres (1994) argued the informal sector provided a safety net for
partially employed or underemployed individuals to maintain a certain quality of life. The
informal economy also offered people an opportunity to upgrade their skill sets.
Additionally, the informal economy could provide employment and job creation
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opportunities that could eventually lead, through a graduated regulatory process, to more
formal employment. The authors concluded that policy makers should identify beneficial
aspects of the informal economy, and encourage those with positive benefits to society
and overlook those with benign side effects. Similarly, Seligmann and Guevara (2013)
suggested early informal associations in Cusco, Peru provided street vendors with a
safety net to deal with economic challenges, overcome political hurdles, and engage in
cultural and social practices (1994, p. 198-199).
Neuwirth (2011), who traveled to major informal trading centers across the globe,
attempted to demonstrate how informal economic activity, what he called “System D,”
was changing the economic, social, and political landscape. He agreed with Blair and
Endres (1994) that during the financial crisis in the late 2000s, the informal economy
acted as a safety net for those expunged from the official economy or for whom the
hurdles to entry (many of which were racialized, or based on gender or ethnicity) were
too high. Moreover, the informal economy spread goods, services, and technology more
efficiently and at the lowest prices by exploiting the gaps in political and economic
systems. Informality gave preference to employment over efficacy, which resulted in
more jobs and less economic disparity among the poor. He noted that informal workers
may prefer to stay in the informal sector; therefore, instead of single-mindedly focusing
on formality, governments, NGO’s, and policymakers should find some middle ground
that allows more flexible economic systems.
Jugaad innovators, suggested Radjou, Prabhu, and Ahuja (2012), regularly
engaged in adaptation and demonstrated resilience as they adjusted business practices and
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behaviors to an ever-changing landscape. They provided examples of jugaad innovators
and entrepreneurs who adapted to challenges and customer needs within the informal
economy. The authors concluded that jugaad represents a business approach that is
adaptable and resilient to challenges, constraints, and shocks present in the informal
economy.
As demonstrated by these authors, the informal economy itself is adaptable as it
grows and shrinks in response to the health of the formal economy and the needs of the
urban poor. As a safety net, the informal economy provides an opportunity for
individuals to adapt to the impacts of economic or social shocks that affect their ability to
make a living in the formal economy. Additionally, the informal economy itself is
adaptable and responds to global and local economic trends. The ability of individuals to
navigate formal regulations may allow them to adapt their livelihoods to changing
conditions more readily. The informal economy may represent the collective adaptation
of the poor to weak economic conditions and other social, political, or environmental
shocks.
The adaptability of the informal economy and any characteristics of it that
facilitate or encourage adaptation for the poor may have significant implications for
climate change adaptation programs. If informal economies are truly adaptable and offer
a safety net to the poor, then they deserve serious consideration in climate adaptation
programs that attempt to enhance the ability of poor and marginalized people to deal with
the impacts of climate change or any other social, political, or economic shocks.
Additionally, as will be seen in the climate adaptation section of this literature review, the
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role that informal economies play in climate adaptation has generally been overlooked.
This is particularly true respecting the role of informal innovations and the innovative
potential of informal economies in facilitating adaptation and enhancing adaptive
capacity to climate change.
The impacts of climate change affect many people living in developing countries,
especially poor and marginalized populations. The informal economy in many
developing countries is the primary economic system used by the poor and plays a
significant, if not critical, role in providing employment opportunities, access to goods
and services, and as a network for exchanging ideas and knowledge. Efforts to engage or
address climate vulnerability among poor populations should include an assessment of
how the informal economy might enhance or influence those efforts.
Contributions of the Informal Economy to Climate Change Programs
In this section, I provide an overview of literature on the role of the informal
economy in climate change programs. In a report for the Climate and Development
Knowledge Network (CDKN), Taylor and Peter (2014) discussed how climate change
interacts with existing global, regional, and local issues to affect the ability of poor urban
households to meet their basic needs. They determined the best approach for
implementing climate change programs targeting the urban informal sector was on the
local scale rather than waiting for national or international solutions to appear.
Participants argued that governments and policymakers should approach informal
dwellings, social structures, and business as a creative dynamic that builds on the
innovative and entrepreneurial spirit of the informal economy, rather than approaches that
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identify informality as the problem. They concluded that climate-friendly development
would leverage beneficial aspects of the informal economy by partnering with local
experts and stakeholders, building on existing informal systems and practices, and
finding ways to enhance the sharing of knowledge between informal actors.
Harris-White and Rodrigo (2013) ask why the informal economy had been
excluded from discussions on low-carbon development since it represented a significant
portion of many developing countries’ GDP and employment force. They noted a few
examples of low-carbon innovations that came out of the informal economy and
concluded that while there were examples of informal low-carbon innovations, the
informal economy in India was moving toward a more carbon-intensive industry that
used an increasing amount of fossil fuels to aid in the unsustainable exploitation of other
natural resources. The upward trend of fossil fuel usage was not necessarily indicative of
the informal economy, but rather of larger economic trends in India. They also noted that
most modern low-carbon technologies require implementation at a scale greater than
could be incorporated into the informal sector, and that these technologies require
downscaling before they can penetrate the informal sector. However, Harris-White and
Rodrigo expressed significant uncertainty that the Indian government would be able to
harness informal innovation into sustained low-carbon development and suggested
additional research into potential policy options and opportunities were needed.
The literature presented above suggests climate change programs can benefit from
including the informal economy in all stages of program development, implementation,
and analysis. Authors suggested the development and distribution of innovative low-
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carbon technologies might be one way to harness informal ingenuity and networks to
contribute to climate change programs. Using informal innovation to address climate
change issues links three keys concepts from the literature on informal economies. First,
as suggested by OECD (2010), Gupta (2012), and Kumar and Bhaduri (2014), informal
economies can be innovative and can develop homegrown solutions to local problems.
Second, as argued by Daniels (2010), Manyati (2014), and Sheikh (2014), informal
networks can contribute to climate adaptation programs by providing a mechanism for
innovation and a pathway for disseminating innovations and knowledge. Finally, as
discussed by Gupta (2012), Blair and Enders (1994), and Neuwirth (2011), the informal
economy can provide a way for individuals to adapt to challenges. Additionally, authors
suggested incorporating the informal economy into climate-friendly development
frameworks that harnesses the dynamic aspects of the informal economy, and enhances
the existing systems and capacities of those making their livelihoods in the informal
sector.
The review of the literature on the informal economy presented above
demonstrates how its nature and key characteristics make it an ideal context for exploring
opportunities for climate adaptation. In summary, informal economies play a significant
role in the lives of many poor and marginalized populations in developing countries.
Additionally, informal economies are adaptable and can provide opportunities for
individuals to meet their needs when the formal economic system has failed to provide.
Informal economies also facilitate the development and dissemination of innovations
throughout the sector. This has huge implications for programs, including climate
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adaptation and low-carbon development programs, intent on providing technological
solutions directed at the poor. This literature has also shared the findings of a few authors
who have already identified the potential for informal economies in climate change
programs. The next section will discuss in more detail the literature on climate change
adaptation, and demonstrate further how climate change adaptation and the informal
economy are linked, thus providing a framework for this study. I will also outline how
my research among jua kali workers will bridge the gap between the informal sector and
climate adaptation.

Climate Change Adaptation
Here, I explore the evolution of scientific understanding of climate adaptation and
then summarize the definition that will be used in this research project. I then present the
discourse regarding the engagement of developing countries in climate change
adaptation, and the ways that climate change adaptation and sustainable development
might be linked. Next, I investigate how adaptation is local and contextual, and why that
has led some authors to suggest climate change adaptation might be most effective when
leveraging local knowledge and expertise. I will also examine the role of small-scale
technologies in climate adaptation programs.
Developing a Climate Adaptation Framework
Climate change adaptation is the response by individuals and societies to the
impacts of climate change in order to maintain existing institutions and practices or find
new alternatives to replace them. Climate change adaptation has become increasingly
important in the climate change debate as scientific and observational evidence suggests
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global warming is already happening and will continue to for the foreseeable future
(Burton et al., 2002).
Perceptions of the importance of adaptation to climate change have transitioned
over the last few decades from possibly unnecessary to an integral component of any
global response to the problem. These perceptions have changed as the scientific and
political community increasingly realize that global warming is unlikely to be mitigated
in the short-term; moreover, ecosystems and people are already experiencing localized
impacts of climate change (Burton et al., 2002). The UNFCCC’s (1992) founding
document identified climate change adaptation as one of the potential responses to
climate change. The document stated a need for “[cooperation] in preparing for
adaptation to the impacts of climate change” (1992, p. 11) and assistance for developing
countries to “[meet] costs of adaptation to those adverse effects” (1992, p. 14).
At the time of the establishment of the UNFCCC, little if any climate change
adaptation literature existed. However, a vibrant discourse surrounding the concept of
adaptation in evolutionary biology (Huxley, 1942; Williams, 1966) had begun to be
applied to other academic fields including anthropology, archaeology, and human
geography as scientists attempted to explain phenomena using the concepts taken from
biological adaptation (Alland, 1975; Butzer, 1980; O’Brien & Holland, 1992). The
development of adaptation in these other fields provided the background conceptual
references, definitions, and language used by scientists to incorporate adaptation into the
climate change debate.
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Three early authors attempted to apply the concept of adaptation to climate
change, and their works provided the foundation for defining climate change adaptation.
Burton (1992) described climate change adaptation as “the process through which people
reduce the adverse effects of climate on their health and well-being, and take advantage
of the opportunities that their climatic environment provides” (as cited in Smit et al.,
1999, p. 203). Smit (1993), argued that “adaptation to climate change includes all
adjustments in behaviour or economic structure that reduce the vulnerability of society to
changes in the climate system” (as cited in Smit et al., 1999, p. 203). Unlike Burton
(1992), his definition suggested that adaptation consisted of deliberate decisions to
identify and address behaviors and market failures that made people more vulnerable to
the impacts of climate change. Stakhiv (1993) defined adaptation as “any adjustment,
whether passive, reactive or anticipatory, that is proposed as a means for ameliorating the
anticipated adverse consequences associated with climate change” (as cited in Smit et al.,
1999, p. 203).
Stakhiv (1993) further pointed out that policy-driven climate change adaptation
required significant improvements to climate change modeling at that time. Therefore,
climate adaptation requires a more systematic framework to distinguish adaptation to
climate change from adaptation already practiced for other reasons. Additionally, with
respect to a management system already engaged in adaptive practices to other stimuli,
climate adaptation requires more accurate predictions of the impacts and timing of
climate change to include climate adaptations in policies or planning. Otherwise, existing
incremental adaptations must be sufficient to deal with the effects of climate change until
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more information becomes available. Early authors suggested a more scientific
understanding of climate change was needed before adaptation should be pursued.
As climate adaptation began to be adopted by the climate change community, new
terms like “capacity,” “resilience,” and “vulnerability” were introduced into the climate
adaptation debate. By 1995, the IPCC published its 2nd Assessment Report, which
included a section titled: “Impacts, Adaptation and Mitigation of Climate Change:
Scientific-Technical Analysis,” which discussed the potential effects of climate change
and possible adaptive responses to those impacts. The Report (1995) defined adaptation
in terms of sensitivity: “the degree to which a system will respond to a change in climate
conditions” (1995, p. 5); adaptability: “the degree to which adjustments are possible in
practices, processes, or structures of systems to projected or actual changes of climate”
(1995, p. 5); and vulnerability: “the extent to which climate change may damage or harm
a system” (1995, p. 5). Additionally, the Report stated that adaptation could be
anticipatory or in reaction to both actual climate impacts or predicted changes and that
the rate and intensity of climate change is a determining factor to the sensitivity,
adaptability, and vulnerability of systems to climate change. In that regard, the Report
agreed with Stakhiv (1993) that high levels of uncertainty existed in climate science with
regards to modeling the projected impacts of climate change at a regional scale.
However, unlike Stakhiv (1993), the Report made clear that despite the uncertainties that
came with climate science at that time, policymakers must decide the best course of
action.
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The IPCC (1995) also asserted that successful adaptation efforts would require
technological advances, institutional collaboration, financing, and knowledge exchange.
The Report demonstrated the correlation between climate vulnerability and adaptive
capacity, defined as the ability of a system to bounce back from a climate caused stress.
The health, economy, and environment in countries with lower “economic circumstance
and institutional infrastructure” (1995, p. 5), would be more vulnerable to the effects of
climate change. Therefore, the Report suggested including a discussion of the potential
impacts of climate change in development and infrastructural planning to engage in
adaptation in the face of high levels of climate change uncertainty.
Scale of Adaptation
One of the important issues discussed in the literature was the scale at which
adaptation should occur. Smithers and Smit (1997) suggested that adaptation included
changes in response to the impacts of climate change: “which maintains, preserves or
enhances the viability of the system of interest” (1997, p. 139). Thus, from a policy
standpoint, the types of adaptation responses needed depend directly on likely climate
impacts and the current condition of existing human systems. Additionally, any
adaptation policies implemented in anticipation of future climate change would require
an assessment of potential climate impacts and likelihoods. They suggested governments
were challenged to implement adaptation programs depending on different spatial and
temporal scales of climate change and human systems.
Smith (1997) further discussed the differences between reactive adaptation, done
after or in response to climate change events, and anticipatory adaptation, done in
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preparation for future climatic changes or events. Anticipatory adaptation in the face of
high uncertainty about climate impacts and timing might be unnecessary and better left to
reactive adaptation. However, anticipatory adaptation should be considered by
policymakers in cases of irreversible climate impacts in at least three circumstances: one,
when the costs of climate change even after adaptation will be very high; two, when
making decisions about long-term investments and infrastructure that might be
susceptible to future climate change; and three, when the impacts of climate change lead
to extreme weather events such as floods, droughts, or storms. The criteria for
anticipatory policies require flexibility so policies can function under uncertainties.
The IPCC (2001) released its 3rd Assessment Report, which assessed the
sensitivity, adaptive capacity, and vulnerability of human systems and ecosystems. The
declaration that various ecosystems and some possible economic and social systems were
already feeling the impacts of climate change was groundbreaking. The IPCC report also
stated that climate change policies must consider adaptation at all scales in tandem with
mitigation efforts, as mitigation was unlikely to address climate change before some
impacts already presented themselves. The IPCC also argued that people with the least
resources were the most vulnerable to climate change because they had the least capacity
to adapt. Ultimately, the report concluded that adaptation, sustainable development, and
addressing economic and social inequality can be pursued together and may offer a way
to address vulnerability to climate change.
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Synergies Between Climate Adaptation and Mitigation
By the early 2000s, adaptation literature had settled on a usable definition.
However, there was still some debate on the processes of adaptation and how to
implement adaptation policies. Klein, Schipper, and Dessai (2005) suggested that some
climate adaption and mitigation projects and policies which share synergies and joint
implementation may be beneficial, especially when considered as part of natural resource
management or the conservation of biodiversity. They argued that joint implementation
offered a win-win scenario and allowed a prioritization of projects that maximized
efficiency. However, the authors pointed out that care needed to be taken to avoid
stretching links between mitigation and adaptation; instead, policymakers must look for
natural synergies between the two. Combining mitigation and adaptation into a single
program or policy presents challenges including institutional complexity, a lack of
opportunities, and uncertainty regarding the effectiveness of joint implementation.
However, Tol (2005) disagreed with Kien et al. (2005) and instead argued that
climate change mitigation and adaptation deviated in methods and scope, and
policymakers should approach them from separate policy angles. He suggested that
adaptation was primarily outside the purview of national governments and international
NGOs because “adaptation is addressed by local water managers, farmers, health
officials, coastal zone managers, tourist suppliers, architects, or energy suppliers;
decision makers on a national level would only sideways be involved” (2005, p. 574). He
further expanded on the difficulty in comparing mitigation and adaptation, as they differ
in scale and human impact. However, he suggested that facilitative adaptation (enhancing
adaptive capacity) was one area in which mitigation and adaptation might share a
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common dimensional and temporal scale. Therefore, he concluded, especially in the case
of developing countries, that the cost of adaptation, including mitigation efforts and
expenditures, was probably not in a nation’s best interest. His argument outlined some of
the challenges and impracticalities of addressing mitigation and adaptation within the
same policy framework.
The IPCC (2007) released their 4th Assessment Report, which stated that global
climate change was unequivocal, as evidenced by trends in warming surface
temperatures, melting glaciers and snowpack, and in sea-level rise. The Report also stated
that human activity since the Industrial Revolution is most likely the cause. The Report
included the strongest statement yet that global warming was happening and most likely
the result of human activity. The Report also defined adaptation as: “Initiatives and
measures to reduce the vulnerability of natural and human systems against actual or
expected climate change effects. Various types of adaptation exist, e.g. anticipatory and
reactive, private and public, and autonomous and planned” (2007, p. 809). This definition
addressed many of the issues raised by previous authors and recommended that
adaptation should focus on reducing vulnerabilities because adaptation was about
strengthening systems and people to act with institutional or individual agency rather than
proposing a form or type of adaptation. Additionally, the report reiterated: “Adaptive
capacity is intimately connected to social and economic development” (2007, p. 56),
further strengthening the idea that adaptation and sustainable development shares
common goals. The report also discussed the relationship between mitigation and
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adaptation and suggested that while there are both synergies and tradeoffs, there are
opportunities to pursue mitigation and adaptation together.
Adaptive capacity to climate change is defined as the ability of a system to adapt
to the effects of climate change and is influenced by the system’s access to technology,
economic resource, and human capital (IPCC, 2001, p. 894; Tol, 2005, p. 574). Adaptive
capacity is understood in relation to the concept of vulnerability, which is defined as the
susceptibility of a system to the effect of climate change and its ability to respond (Adger,
2006). Climate resilience is the ability of societies or individuals to rebound from shocks
and stresses caused by climate change, and climate vulnerability captures the weaknesses
of societies or individual to the impacts of climate change. The informal economy, as my
research project will attempt to show, may offer important opportunities for individual
and social adaptation to climate change by providing alternative methods for accessing
goods as services, income generating opportunities, and a network for sharing
innovations and knowledge with the potential to enhance resilience and reduce
vulnerabilities.
Adaptation and Sustainable Development
Climate adaptation and sustainable development are intrinsically linked in many
complex ways. Improved development outcomes decrease climate vulnerability and
enhance adaptive capacity but also can lead to carbon-intensive growth that contributes to
climate change. Therefore, it is important to find ways to pursue low-carbon sustainable
development that enhances the capacity of people to adapt to climate change. The
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following section will review the literature on climate adaptation and sustainable
development.
Starting in 1992 with the founding of the UNFCCC, the international and
scientific communities have debated the role developing countries should play in
responding to climate change. Developing countries have argued they should not have to
participate in mitigating climate change until they have reached a higher level of
development (Joffe et al., 2013; Najam, Huq, & Sokona, 2003). They contend, first, they
have contributed a significantly lower percentage of historical GHG emissions per capita
(Agarwal & Narain, 1991; Joffe et al., 2013). Second, developing countries are more
vulnerable to the effects of climate change and should, therefore, focus limited resource
on dealing with potential impacts (Agarwal & Narain, 1991; Joffe et al., 2013). Third,
developing countries should continue to pursue economic development to address critical
development and poverty issues (Agarwal & Narain, 1991; Munasinghe, 2000).
To incorporate the concerns of developing countries, the founding document of
the UNFCCC made a clear distinction between the responsibilities of wealthy countries
to mitigate climate change and the recommendations developing countries try to
participate. The initial UNFCCC agreement has influenced all subsequent international
treaties and debates. Exemplifying the distinction in roles, the Kyoto Protocol, the first
major extension of the UNFCCC agreement, mandated the 38 wealthiest signatory
nations (Annex 1) reduce their GHG emissions to 92-110% of their 1992 emissions levels
(UN, 1997, p. 20). Under the Kyoto Protocol, developing countries were not bound to
reduce their GHG emissions but were encouraged to engage in mitigation and adaptation
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efforts with financial support from developing countries and through the Clean
Development Mechanisms (CDMs) (UN, 1997).
Najam, Huq, and Sokona (2003) argued that while the Kyoto Protocol was a
move in the right direction, the UNFCCC did not sufficiently address the concerns and
interests of developing countries. They suggested that a global climate change policy that
more accurately reflects the interests of developing countries would include three
provisions. First, it would incorporate a mechanism that could be implemented based on
the principle of equity and fairness. Second, the policy would include measures to
increase the adaptive capacity of poor and vulnerable people to the impacts of climate
change. Third, it would place sustainable development at the center of any climate treaty
(2003, p. 226). They concluded that one of the primary ways to bring fairness and equity
back into the UNFCCC and to address the interests and concerns of developing nations
was to link the global response to climate change with sustainable development.
The IPCC (2001) further argued that adaptation can reduce the impacts of climate
change, but it would incur economic costs. The organization also pointed out that the
biggest risk to human systems was not small gradual changes in mean climate, but
changes in frequency and extremes and that while human systems have developed a host
of methods for adapting to climate variability, the potential magnitude of climatic
changes may overwhelm the ability of human systems to auto-adapt to climate change.
The organization argued for enhancing adaptive capacity in developing countries to
reduce their vulnerability to climate change. Moreover, they argued activities directed at
increasing resilience was equivalent to sustainable development. While development
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activities that enhance resilience should be considered adaptation, sustainable
development programs have traditionally not considered future climate impacts in their
planning and need to do so. While the current uncertainties of future climate change
make it untenable to develop and implement systematic adaptation policies and
frameworks, more efforts must be taken to identify vulnerability and enhance capacities
through sustainable development.
Matthew and Hammill (2009) argued that sustainable development was a
significant anticipatory response to climate change, but that climate change will
exacerbate underlying challenges to achieving sustainable development. They identified
two challenges to sustainable development as reducing poverty while still protecting the
natural environment, and figuring out how to avoid a global climate catastrophe. Current
development trends, argued the authors, have contributed to reducing world poverty
levels for some of the world’s poor, but have done little to address poverty for the bottom
20%. They identified political and bureaucratic barriers to sustainable development, such
as political institutions and individuals resisting social and policy changes at the cost of
their power and control. They concluded development efforts needed to focus on
reducing vulnerabilities of the poor to climate change, enhancing the capacity for
adaptation, and finding ways to integrate climate change science into development
decision-making.
Ayers and Huq (2009) suggested that development strategies could incorporate
mitigation and adaptation into development projects to enhance development outcomes,
build adaptive capacity, and allow developing countries to contribute to global
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mitigation. They also found that if mitigation activities were incorporated into and
presented as an adaptation program, Bangladeshi policymakers were more interested in
engaging in mitigation. Their research suggests possibilities for combining mitigation and
adaptation and is timely in that the international climate change debate is now more eager
to include developing countries in mitigation efforts.
Selby (2015) explored the issue of climate adaptation in relationship to the UN
Millennium Development Goals (MDG) and discussed the impact of climate change on
each of the MGSs (now replaced by the UN Sustainable Development Goals). The
potential effects of climate change on MDGs or UN Sustainable Development Goals
(SDG) suggested the need to consider climate change at all levels of the development
agenda. He also argued for placing at the heart of sustainable development planning, a
climate-focused disaster risk reduction framework, which prioritized reducing risks to
political, economic, social, and environmental systems. This framework would also
emphasize peace-building, social protection, and fostering social cohesion. The author
argued the current core of development — neoliberal notions of perpetual economic
growth — were one of the primary drivers of climate change and other environmental
problems. He suggested new thinking must be employed to shift development away from
growth and globalization to a counter-growth agenda. His argument may have merit for
Kenya’s informal economy, as much of the work done by jua kali workers is to recycle
and reuse scrap and waste materials to produce products and simple technologies to meet
local needs.
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Other authors also contributed to the discussion on the link between development
and climate adaptation. Downing et al. (1997) looked at how adaptation strategies and
policies were primarily the responsibility of national governments, development NGOs,
and researchers. Schipper (2007) suggested a vulnerability reduction approach was better
because it focused instead on identifying and reducing vulnerabilities of the poor, and
enhancing adaptive capacity through development thus ensuring developing countries
would be able to adapt on their own. Mertz et al. (2009) asserted a heavy emphasis by the
international community on climate change policies, such as National Adaptation
Programmes of Action (NAPA) or CDM, might result in overlooking other important
development issues such as addressing extreme poverty. Dumaru (2010) concluded that
limited access to technical assistance and resources was a major hurdle to successful
CBA projects. Wise et al. (2014) suggested conceptualizing adaptation planning in
sustainable development as “adaptation pathways” that focuses primarily on decisionmaking processes rather than project outcomes would help policymakers and
development practitioners to integrate incremental actions with broader social responses
to change (2014, p. 326).
The literature presented above has attempted to show how climate adaptation and
sustainable development are intrinsically connected. Additionally, this literature review
has pointed out the divergent views regarding what role adaptation should play in
development. Some scholars insist that development must incorporate anticipatory
climate adaptation at all policy and project levels, while others assert that it must focus on
capacity-enhancing development and leave adaptation to happen as it comes. The high
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levels of climate uncertainty make anticipatory adaptation planning involved.
Notwithstanding, as societies increasingly feel the impacts of climate change, it
necessitates a dualistic approach of anticipatory adaptation projects and a focus on
reducing vulnerabilities. There is a consensus in the literature to incorporate vulnerability
reduction and capacity enhancement into adaptation and development planning, as is
recognition of the challenges in identifying vulnerability and opportunities for improving
resilience across a multitude of geopolitical and socioeconomic scales.
The link between climate adaptation and sustainable development provides an
opportunity to incorporate the informal economy into the discourse on three levels. First,
the informal economy, as stated before, is the economic mechanism used by many poor
and marginalized populations to pursue their livelihoods. Second, informal processes and
networks represent an efficient way to distribute information, technologies, and products
with the potential to enhance development and adaptive capacity to climate change.
Third, the informal economy is already adaptable and resilient to economic and social
shocks and incorporating development and climate adaptation into the context of the
informal economy may be a way access and enhance that resiliency.
Including Communities and Local Knowledge in Adaptation
As Tol (2005) mentioned, one of the key challenges to climate adaptation is
determining the level at which adaptation should occur. Adaptation policies and
programming require implementation at global, regional, national, and local scales (Parry
et al., 1998). Adaptation literature has focused on large-scale regional and national issues,
specifically resource conservation, infrastructure development, improved institutions and
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governance, and enhanced access to support and knowledge (Adger, 2001; IPCC, 2001;
Tol, 2005). However, in the context of sustainable development and capacity building of
the poor and most vulnerable to climate change, adaptation requires local-level thinking
and planning due to the nature of the problem. The following section reviews the
literature on climate adaptation at the local level, the role of local knowledge in climate
adaptation, and the concept of Community Based Adaptation (CBA) to climate change.
Adger (2001) explained that while climate change is a global-scale issue, it does
not mean global-scale governance can address all aspects of the problem. The distinction
in scales speaks to both the need for global-level mitigation to slow and stop climate
change, and adaptation at the individual and local level, where people most keenly feel
the impacts of climate change, and where adaptation will be most useful if it occurs. The
number of options for widespread adaptation is limited when compared to the resource
use and livelihood adaptations individuals will make in reaction to the impacts of climate
change. Therefore, the most effective programs for enhancing climate resilience and
reducing vulnerability are those that carefully target specific groups and sectors. Adger
concluded that adaptation is not a global scale issue; therefore, adaptation programs are
most appropriate at the community and local level.
With regards to including community-level inputs and stakeholders in adaptation
planning and policies, Few et al. (2007) agreed with Adger’s (2001) assertion that most
adaptation programming would take place at a local level; they further expressed the
importance of including local and community input in adaptation programs and planning.
They suggested there are challenges in including the public in adaptation planning and
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policies, which stem from existing power structures that manifest in agency mandated
programs that attempt to incorporate local-level involvement into their existing programs.
These participatory processes run the risk of being controlled by the agencies or
organizations facilitating the adaptation programs. The authors suggested that local-level
stakeholders are in danger of being marginalized due to conflicts between the different
scales of interests. The most efficient local-level adaptation programs were those that
provided a clear and democratic mechanism for community participation in decision
making.
Mertz et al. (2009) suggested adaptation programming must adapt to the local
understandings of climatic changes and modify programming focus to include other
associated political, social, or economic issues identified by the target community. By
accessing local knowledge, the authors could recognize the need to strengthen the
capacity of communities to adapt to economic, political, and social issues and changes.
They concluded that adaptation programming must account for the capacities and desires
of local communities more appropriately help reduce vulnerabilities and enhance
resilience.
Crate (2009) argued the effects of climate change on the livelihoods of placebased or traditional people had potentially significant cultural ramifications that
necessitated adaptation at the local level. She found the Sakha people in Siberia, Russia,
who were experiencing early and significant impacts from global warming, interpreted
the impacts, causes, and ways forward within their existing cultural frameworks, and by
combining outside knowledge with their own traditional knowledge. They demonstrated
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resilience to the impacts of climate change by using and adapting their traditions and
knowledge to find new ways to deal with change. Additionally, she suggested outsiders,
especially anthropologists, could help indigenous communities through collaborate
research, advocacy, and knowledge exchange.
Adimo et al. (2012) suggested another reason to engage local experts in
adaptation was due to the high level of irregularity in the vulnerability of farmers in
Kenya to the impacts of climate change. They argued that the high degree of variability,
therefore, required adaptation efforts to take place at the local level. Adaptation
practitioners, they suggested, would be better able to prioritize adaptation strategies from
the perspective of land users if they first identified and visualized variability and
vulnerability. In such a process, anticipatory adaptation must be flexible enough to
accommodate climate uncertainties. The authors also indicated a need to include the
smallest unit of decision makers in adaptation planning because they are the only ones
able to address adaptation across different scales.
Lebel (2013) identified how local communities adapted to those changes and
studied how individuals learned to adapt. He noted that local knowledge extends beyond
the environment to include social and political processes as well, and in many cases,
evolves in response to new information and experiences. He also argued that local
knowledge has strengths and limitations with respect to climate adaptation that requires
understanding before attempting to integrate local knowledge and scientific knowledge
into adaptation programming. Local knowledge and experience in adapting to climate
change may be insufficient to deal with some of the most extreme impacts of climate
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change. Consequently, adaptation programs attempting to incorporate local knowledge
will be more successful if they respect the validity of local knowledge, integrate climate
adaptation into existing stresses and opportunities, approach all adaptation as learningby-doing interventions and experiments, and consider the interests, motivations, and
relationships of power between various stakeholders.
Naess (2013) pointed out that local knowledge, which he defined as locationbased knowledge development over an extended period and by a distinct society, has
largely been overlooked as a source of adaptation to climate change. The author
concluded that while there were opportunities to include local knowledge in adaptation
programming, government or agency priorities, requirements, or regulations limited the
opportunities to incorporate local knowledge. He noted that individuals and households
used local knowledge in personal adaptation decisions, but when they participated in
outside adaptation programs, they were required to engage their local knowledge with
other knowledge systems and institutions. He concluded that incorporating local
knowledge into adaptation programs was not a straightforward process; power
relationships between people’s adaptive strategies and those of the government need
consideration to ensure successful adaptation.
Cunningham et al. (2015) examined the concept of social networks as a tool
policymakers could use in “facilitating the generation, acquisition, and diffusion of
different types of knowledge and information,” (2015, p. 895) in local communities.
Using social networks to spread information allows policy-makers to tailor the
information to the community and individuals within the social network. Their research
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suggested a clear avenue for policymakers to disseminate climate-related information
throughout a community and suggested a social network analysis could prove useful for
other community-based adaptation programs.
As the literature suggests, climate change adaptation is most significant at the
local or community level due to the diversity of impacts of climate change at that scale
and multiplicity of adaptive capacities of each community. Adaptation programming that
attempts to reduce vulnerabilities and strengthen adaptive capacities at the local level,
benefits from including local participants and knowledge. As Adger et al. (2003) pointed
out, much of the developing world can adapt to climate change based on their past
experiences with climate-based events and changes. Local-level adaptation should make
efforts to incorporate the knowledge and experience of the communities in planning,
implementing, and decision-making regarding the appropriate course of action for
climate adaptation. The need for local-level adaptation strategies argues for the inclusion
of informal economies in adaptation programming as they interface directly with
stakeholders at the lowest levels. Using an informal economy framework can allow for
climate adaptation to be localized by accessing local knowledge, systems, and networks
thus making adaptation more relevant to local-level actors.
Appropriate and Small-Scale Technology in Adaptation
Technology plays an important role in climate change adaptation, as it provides
individuals and societies with tools to better deal with the impacts of climate change
(IPCC, 1995). The following section will explore the role of technology in adaptation to
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climate change and discuss how small-scale or appropriate technologies have a place in
enhancing the capacity of people in developing countries to adapt to climate change.
Klein and Tol (1997) attempted to inform the adaptation policy debate on the
availability and role of technology in adaptation. They pointed out that weather extremes
will require more adaptation than would gradual climatic changes. They suggested both
soft technology — knowledge and best practices or techniques — and hard technology —
capital goods or hardware — can be employed in adaptation policies to address the
impact of climate change on various systems including health, agriculture, protecting
coastal zones, urban development, and water resources. The argument to use technology
as a tool for adaptation provides an important potentiality for linking informal innovation
to climate change adaptation. Again, like the IPPC (1995), Klein and Tol are suggesting
larger-scale technological solutions, but the basic premise of technology as adaptation has
significant implications for my research project.
Additionally, the IPCC (2001) argued the access and level of technology available
to individuals or societies directly influenced their capacity to adapt to climate change.
The Report, pointed out that the ability of people or societies to develop technologies in
response to current or projected climate impacts is also a critical component of enhanced
adaptive capacity: “Regions with the ability to develop technology have enhanced
adaptive capacity” (2001, p. 896). Thus, having access to a specific technology may play
a critical role in determining the capacity of a group of people to adapt to climate change
but having the capacity to develop technology may be even more important.
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The UNFCCC (2006) produced a special report on the role of technology in
climate change adaptation, which suggested that nearly all adaptation will use some
broad form of soft or hard technology and that technological adaptation needs to focus on
enhancing the capacity of the poor and those most vulnerable to climate change. They
also argued that technological adaptation to climate change differed from the use of
technologies to mitigate climate change in three key ways. First, unlike mitigation which
required new technologies, people have been using technology to adapt to changes for a
very long time. Second, while mitigation primarily focuses on reducing carbon emissions
in the energy sector, adaptation will require technological solutions across a multitude of
sectors. Therefore, adaptation may require a more complex and diverse set of
technological solutions than mitigation. Third, adaptation to climate change will most
likely use less capital-intensive technologies than mitigation and, therefore, is better able
to incorporate small-scale innovations at the local level. As Adger (2001) and Few et al.
(2007) already discussed, the impacts of climate change will be felt across a multitude of
scales and, as the UNFCCC has mentioned, will require local-level technological
solutions to address the diversity of experiences and impacts.
One of the fundamental approaches to pursuing climate adaptation through
technological solutions is to implement local-level innovations to the impacts of climate
change. Schumacher (1973) popularized a concept called appropriate technology that
described technologies that are simple, cost-effective, locally producible, labor intensive
(maximizing employment opportunities), and environmentally sustainable. Appropriate
technologies are cost-effective tools, processes, and knowledge that can be controlled by
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people to address their own problems. Hazeltine and Bull (2003) suggested technologies
were appropriate when they integrated with the local economic and cultural conditions,
were self-sustaining, and used to enhance the welfare of those using the technologies.
Therefore, appropriate technologies can be understood as tools that leverage and
reinforce local processes rather than require conformity to Western or outside
technologies or methods.
Building on the idea of appropriate technology, Stewart (1981) argued that
developing countries needed to engage in finding their own technological solutions. She
suggested a local capacity for technological generation overcomes three key challenges
caused by traditional approaches that employed advanced technologies from wealthy
countries to address development issues. First, countries with the capacity to develop
technologies will be better able to adopt technologies from outside to local contexts and
needs. Second, technologies imported from developed countries are often inappropriate
for the needs and capacities of developing countries. Third, the reliance of developing
countries on outside technology leads to technological dependence and the perpetuation
of unequal relationships between wealthy and poor nations. Stewart’s arguments for
generating technology in developing countries not only encourages the innovation of
appropriate technological solutions to local problems, but also contributes to the overall
capacity of developing countries to address new problems as they arise.
In the context of climate change, the pursuit of appropriate technology
incorporates four aspects of adaptation. First, appropriate technology providing solutions
at a local level, as Adger (2001) and Few et al. (2007) suggested, was required for
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climate change adaptation to occur. Second, the goal of appropriate technology is to
improve the lives of poor and marginalized people and can be a mechanism for
sustainable development (IPCC, 2001). Third, appropriate technology attempts to provide
solutions that are economically efficient, less environmentally impactful, and that
maximizes employment (Selby, 2015). Fourth, the development of appropriate
technology to address local issues by innovators in developing countries enhances the
capacity of those countries to generate future technological solutions to climate change
(IPCC, 2001; Stewart, 1981).
The literature in this section has attempted to demonstrate the role of technology
in climate change adaptation. Many different technological solutions will be required for
successful climate change adaptation including appropriate technologies that are simple,
low-cost, labor intensive, and that encourage employment. Appropriate technologies offer
high potential for adaptation programming because they can be modified to meet local
needs, incorporate local knowledge and processes, and contribute to sustainable
development. Additionally, efforts by developing countries to produce their own
appropriate technologies enhance their adaptive capacity by strengthening their ability to
innovate and develop new solutions as problems arise.
This review of the literature on climate change adaptation has been an attempt to
demonstrate how individuals and societies can deal with the impacts of climate change
while maintaining existing institutions and systems. Adaptation to climate change is
bound to sustainable development in many ways and can be pursued in tandem, or at least
in a way that builds the capacity of people to deal with climate impacts and other
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stressors associated with poverty. The review also demonstrates the importance of
pursuing adaptation at a local level due to the spatial and temporal scale of climate
change impacts that make it impossible to prescribe global or regional adaptation
solutions. Finally, this review has shown how appropriate technologies and small-scale
innovations can play a role in climate change adaptation by providing simple and
affordable solutions to some impacts of climate change and development needs, while
also strengthening the ability of society and people to develop innovate technological
solutions.

Discussion
In this literature review I have: one, presented literature on the informal economy
that focuses on innovation and adaptability to demonstrate potential links between
climate change adaptation and the informal economy; and two, discussed the importance
of developing countries pursuing adaptation and sustainable development in response to
the current and projected impacts of climate change.
In this final section, I discuss the connections between the informal economy and
adaptive capacity to climate change. I demonstrate how this research project attempts to
bridge the divide between the theory of adaptive capacity to climate change and the
context of the informal economy as the shared links between the two may be the key to
overcoming some of the hurdles to local level adaptation in developing countries.
Specifically, I argue the presence and active participation of Kenya’s jua kali sector in
the development, manufacture, and dissemination of the Kenya Ceramic Jikos (KCJ),
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other fuel-efficient stoves, and appropriate technologies enhance the capacity of Kenyans
to adapt the effects of climate change.
Informal Economy
The informal economy provides a context for examining the adaptive capacity of
people in developing countries to climate change because it has the potential to address
many of the challenges to adaptation identified in the previous sections. The review of
literature on the informal economy demonstrates that it represents an unexplored context
for developing countries to engage in adaptation using local innovation to arrive at
technologies to address climate change and development needs at a local level.
Adaptation to Climate Change
Adaptive capacity to climate change is defined as the ability of a system to adapt
to the effects of climate change and is influenced by the system’s access to technology,
economic resources, and human capital (IPCC, 2001, p. 894; Tol, 2005, p. 574). Climate
adaptation is particularly challenging for poor and marginalized populations in
developing countries. In summary, this literature review suggests climate change
adaptation programs in developing countries should engage at the local level, focus on
enhancing adaptive capacity, integrate with development programs, utilize local
technologies and solutions, and strengthen existing networks.

Justification for this Research Project
Climate adaptation literature has failed to identify the informal economy as a
pathway or framework for poor and vulnerable people in developing countries to engage
in climate change adaptation. The literature on the informal economy also fails to discuss
the ramifications of climate change in the informal sector or point out possibilities for
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those in the informal sector to engage in adaptation to climate change. Therefore, the
purpose of this project is to make the bridge between climate adaptation and the informal
sector apparent by exploring ways in which Kenya’s informal jua kali industry enhances
adaptive capacity to climate change and contributes to sustainable development. The KCJ
cookstove that was designed, produced, disseminated, and innovated into evolving
designs by jua kali artisans, is key to understanding how Kenya’s informal sector
transmits new knowledge and technologies. This project also explores how engaging the
jua kali industry directly in adaptation programming has the potential to strengthen their
capacity to innovate new technologies that contribute to the overall adaptive capacity of
Kenyans to climate change.
My research project will use the example of the KCJ manufactured in the jua kali
sector to explore at least five links between the informal economy and adaptive capacity
to climate change. First, jua kali stove manufacturers are widely distributed throughout
Kenya and interface directly with consumers in informal markets. Jua kali manufacturing
happens at a local level and responds to local needs. These characteristics of jua kali
manufacturing will allow me to explore the potentialities for Kenya’s informal economy
to facilitate climate adaptation at the local level.
Second, the jua kali sector is significant to Kenya’s economy because it employs
most of Kenya’s poor, acts a safety net for individuals unable to find work in the formal
sector, and provides goods and services catered to local needs. The jua kali sector, like
other informal economies, adapts to changes in economic conditions, responds to
changing consumer tastes, and is always finding new economic opportunities. The jua
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kali sector is an ideal system to explore how Kenya’s informal economy enables or
discourages climate resilience among the poor and whether it is possible to strengthen
adaptive capacity and foster resilience through informal frameworks.
Third, fuel-efficient cookstoves have been identified as having the potential to
address climate change and development needs. The manufacturing and distribution of
the KCJ and other fuel-efficient cookstoves by jua kali manufacturers is a key example of
how Kenya’s informal sector can engage in both development and climate change
adaptation simultaneously. The distribution of stoves is one of many potential methods in
which Kenya’s informal economy can contribute to climate change adaptation and
development, and my research will use it as the primary case study to explore the links
between development, adaptation, and the informal economy.
Fourth, the jua kali industry is widely known for its innovation, creativity, and
skills. Those working in the jua kali sector can find solutions to the needs of the poor
individually and Kenya generally by using local materials, knowledge, and networks. My
research will explore informal innovation as a tool for climate change adaptation in
Kenya by looking at how the jua kali sector successfully developed and disseminated the
KCJ in response to environmental and development needs and whether this process is
replicable.
Fifth, the jua kali sector is the fulcrum of many social and economic networks
used by the poor. These networks play a critical function in the development and
distribution of the KCJ. My research will explore how networks contributed to the
success of the KCJ and attempted to identify new opportunities for straightening existing
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networks and building new links between the jua kali sector and outsides institutions and
organizations to enhance the industry’s ability to innovate new technological solutions
for climate change adaptation.
In summary, the jua kali sector is the ideal location to explore the links between
the informal economy and climate change adaptation. Those working in the jua kali
sector function at the local level, are adaptable, have the potential to contribute to
development, can develop technological solutions to local problems, and centers around
social and economic networks. The development and distribution of the KCJ by the jua
kali sector present a unique opportunity to explore the potential links between the
informal economy and adaptive capacity and determine how jua kali innovation enhances
adaptive capacity.
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CHAPTER THREE: METHODS

This chapter describes the methods and procedures used to complete this research
project. In the first section I explain why qualitative research methods are used to
investigate the research questions. The next sections describe the research design, target
populations, and sampling methods. I further discuss the research procedures and
instruments, analysis strategies, and the challenges of the data collection. I also include
sections addressing data gathering processes and analysis. The chapter concludes with a
summary of these methods.

Justification for Using Qualitative Methods
I chose qualitative methods to investigate the research questions because these
methods offer depth and breadth of understanding of jua kali perceptions, ways of
thinking, and relationships (Berg & Lune, 2011). Such methods that allow for a detailed
and expansive data set that captures the diversity of participant opinions and experiences
without reducing inputs into averages and statistical margins of error (Stake, 2010).
Qualitative methods also provided jua kali workers and other marginalized Kenyans with
opportunities to have a voice in this research. To ensure trustworthiness and credibility of
the research, I shared my findings with participants in semi-structured interviews and
expert interviews, asking for their comments to increase the likelihood the results
accurately reflected the understandings and perspectives of jua kali and other participants
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(Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Russell & Harshbarger, 2003). I accurately and thoroughly
describe my data collection and analysis processes to make my research more transparent
and useful for purposes of validity tests through repetition by future researchers (Lincoln
& Guba, 1985).

Figure 4 Location of jua kali research sites in Nairobi: A) Gikomba Market; B) Toi Market and Kibera Slum;
and C) Kawangware Slum (Google, 2015; Emphasis added by J. Neil Ransom).

Data Collection and Research Sites
The data were collected for this project in Nairobi, Kenya from September 2014
to October 2015. I conducted most of the focus groups, semi-structured interviews, and
participant observation at three informal markets in Nairobi, chosen because they
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represented the diversity of market contexts to collect the most robust data (as shown by
the “A,” “B,” and “C” in Figure 4 and in Table 1).

Site Name

Settlement
Population

Gikomba Market

n/a

Size of jua kali
manufacturing
6,000

Toi Market (Kibera
Slum)

350,000-400,000

60

Kawangware

300,000

n/a

Key features
Center of jua kali
manufacturing,
officially designated
space, access to
materials
Connected to large
informal settlement,
access to upscale areas
More developed slum,
mix of formal and
informal, individual
jua kali businesses

Table 1 Research locations and key features (KNBS, 2012, p. 29 & 62; UN Habitat, 2003, p. 90).

The first informal market, Gikomba Market, is located just outside Nairobi’s
Central Business District (CBD) and is the largest informal market in Nairobi (see “A” in
Figure 4). Unlike the other informal markets, Gikomba is not connected to a slum or
informal settlement, and many vendors and consumers travel into the market daily.
Additionally, Gikomba is the only location in Nairobi, and possibly Kenya, with an
officially sanctioned jua kali workspace. Due to its legal status, Gikomba is the largest
and most densely populated jua kali manufacturing center in Kenya (see “A” in Figure
5). At the time data were collected, one interviewee stated that an estimated 6,000 jua
kali manufacturers and vendors worked in Gikomba Market. Gikomba is also a center for
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collecting material waste and byproducts from surrounding industrial areas and
processing it into raw materials for resale to jua kali manufacturers.

Figure 5 Photographs of research sites: A) Gikomba Market, 2015; B) Toi Market and Kibera Slum, 2015; and
C) Kawangware Slum, 2014 (Photo credit: J. Neil Ransom).

Toi Market, the second informal market, is an outgrowth of the Kibera Slum,
Kenya’s largest informal settlement with an estimated population of 350,000 to 400,000
(depending on how the boundaries are defined); 91.1% of people live in informal
structures (see “B” in Figure 4) (Kenya National Bureau of Statistics, 2012, p. 29 & 62;
UN-Habitat, 2003, p. 90). Toi Market is unique because it is readily accessible from both
the Kibera slum and a wealthier Nairobi neighborhood called Kilimani Estate. As such, a
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portion of the market caters to more affluent clientele by selling high-quality secondhand
clothing and accessories, locally called mitumba, imported from Europe and the United
States. The market has a small jua kali manufacturing center that employs around 60
craftsmen who work together in a self-organized association or co-op (see “B” Figure 5).
The third location, the Kawangware Slum, is located on the western outskirts of
Nairobi (see “C” in Figure 4). Kawangware is Nairobi’s second largest informal
settlement with an estimated population of 115,000 to 300,000 (depending on how
boundaries are drawn) with 98.2% of the population living in informal structures (KNBS,
2012, p. 29). Kawangware provided a unique research location because it has a diversity
of land-use types including permanent structures, formal businesses, informal shacks and
work sites, and temporary market spaces. The research site did not have a designated jua
kali workspace like Toi or Gikomba markets, but it had many individual jua kali
manufacturing businesses that focused on one product (see “C” in Figure 5).
I also conducted expert interviews with government employees, NGO
representatives, academic experts, and stove business owners in their offices or public
meeting places throughout Nairobi. Lastly, I also made site visits to some jua kali and
stove manufacturing businesses in and surrounding Nairobi that was unconnected to the
three research locations mentioned above.

Methods and Research Design
I used focus groups, semi-structured interviews, expert interviews, participant
observation, and visual documentation to triangulate the data (Berg & Lune, 2011).
Triangulation is achieved by “combining several lines of sight,” and in doing so,
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“researchers obtain a better, more substantive picture of reality; a richer, more complete
array of symbols and theoretical concepts; and a means of verifying many of these
elements” (2011, p. 5).

Date

Site Location

Gender

17 Dec. 2014

Kawangware

Male

Number of
Participants
10

10 Feb. 2015

Toi Market

Male

7

18 Feb. 2015

Gikomba Market

Male

9

25 Deb. 2015

Gikomba Market

Female

8

2 Mar. 2015

Kibera slum
(Toi Market)

Female

8

11 Mar. 2015

Kawangware

Female

8

Characteristics and
Participant Selection
The owner and all employees of a
jua kali stove manufacturing
business participated. Business was
selected because it was the largest
in the market.
Jua kali manufacturers working in a
self-organized collective or
association. A recruitment script
distributed throughout the jua kali
worksite.
Jua kali workers at Gikomba
Market selected by the Kamukunji
Jua Kali Association to be diverse
in age, skill level, and type of work.
Jua kali workers at Gikomba
Market selected by the Kamukunji
Jua Kali Association to be diverse
in age, skill level, and type of work.
Jua kali product users from Kibera
slum. Selected by Muungano Wa
Wanavijiji organization to be age,
income, and education diverse.
Jua kali product users from
Kawangware slum. Selected by
Dagoretti Empowerment Centre to
be age, income, and education
diverse.

Table 2 Focus group locations, demographics, characteristics, and selection.

Focus Groups
The largest portion of data emerged from six focus groups conducted, two each, at
Gikomba Market, Toi Market, and Kawangware (see Table 2). Focus groups are a
gathering of participants who engage in a facilitated discussion about a research topic
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(Bloor et al., 2001). For this project, I used focus groups to identify the important themes
related to the KCJ and other fuel-efficient cookstoves developed in the jua kali sector.
Important themes identified included: Characteristics and perceptions of jua kali sector;
Challenges, dangers, and risks; Creativity – innovation; Education; Marketing and
distribution; Consumer perspectives – decisions; Formalizing and standardization;
Community networking and collective action; and Growth – changes. Additionally, focus
groups provided data on the jua kali industry including the process of sharing knowledge,
examples of innovation, the level of government and NGO involvement in the sector, and
the obstacles to developing and disseminating technologies through informal means.
Participants shared their experiences with climate change, their perception of Kenya’s
informal sector, and the role of jua kali in Kenya’s economic development. Focus groups
lasted a maximum of two hours to prevent participant exhaustion. In order to gather a
broad spectrum of perspectives, I ensured focus groups were designed to be as gender,
age, and occupationally balanced as possible (see Table 2).
Target Population and Participant Selection
The focus group targeted two main populations. The first was individuals working
in the jua kali manufacturing sector who were involved in manufacturing new products,
including the KCJ and other cookstoves, from scrap metal and other materials. Four focus
groups with jua kali workers were held: one in Kawangware, one in Toi Market, and two
in Gikomba (see Table 2). Four of the six focus groups were held with jua kali workers
— three with males and one with females — and the remaining two focus groups with
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female stove users. Focus groups were separated by gender because local participants
advised that, culturally, women are less likely to participate in a mixed-gender setting.
The second target population was users of the KCJ and other products made by
jua kali workers. Since women dominate this population, I held two all-female focus
groups: one in the Kibera Slum with those who use the Toi Market and one in
Kawangware (see Table 2). Women respondents were especially important given that
women have traditionally been the primary stove users in the home.
The participant selection process differed depending on the target population and
circumstances. For the first focus group with Kawangware jua kali workers, all the
employees of a single jua kali business were invited to participate because there was no
jua kali common work areas in the slum. A stove-making business was selected based on
the number of employees, and all participants were invited to join. Everyone invited
participated, which was ten people. To recruit participants for the second focus group at
Toi Market, some connections were made with jua kali workers who were involved in a
self-organized collective. With the assistance of these initial contacts, I distributed flyers
as invitations and verbally invited a total of 25 jua kali workers to participate in the focus
group. Less than one-third of those invited attended, or seven. The third and fourth focus
groups, held in the Gikomba Market, were selected by representatives of the Kamukunji
Jua Kali Association, an association that loosely governs the industry in Gikomba and of
which all jua kali workers in the market are supposed to belong. By my request, they
invited a diverse group of participants that included a range of ages, education levels, and
types of work, nine in total. Similarly, female participants from the Kibera and
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Kawangware slum were selected by association leaders who were also instructed to
choose eight diverse individuals. The Kibera participants were identified by a contact at
the Muungano Wa Wanavijiji organization as were the participants in Kawangware by a
contact at the Dagoretti Empowerment Centre with eight participants in both.

Figure 6 Male and female focus groups held at Gikomba Market, 2015 (Photo credit: J. Neil Ransom).

Procedures and Instruments
All focus groups followed the same procedures and instruments. Prior to
convening the focus groups, I developed a set of guiding questions and discussion points
to direct the discussion (see Appendix 1: Focus group questions). I modified the guiding
questions as needed, to clarify confusing questions or to further develop the discussion on
a topic. These modifications were justified based on my use of grounded theory
approach, which allows methods to be influenced by findings as collecting, coding, and
analyses happens simultaneously (Glaser & Strauss, 2012, p. 71). Participants were
invited to participate at locations close to where they worked or lived. Each participant
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was provided with lunch and compensated with 500 KES ($5) for their time away from
work.
Participants sat in a circle or around a table (see Figure 6) to enable a greater
sense of safety and equality among participants and between the focus group leader and
participants. Prior to the beginning the focus group itself, each participant was read and
then asked to sign an informed consent form that was printed in both English and
Kiswahili, which was passed by the George Mason University IRB process, and that
indicated the focus groups would be audio and video recorded. Next, all participants were
asked to complete a half-page survey to gather some basic demographic and
socioeconomic data and to share their contact information if they desired to be considered
for additional flow-up interviews. All materials were provided in both English and
Kiswahili, and for the few participants unable to read, my research assistant read and
explained each document. Five of the six focus groups were led by a research assistant as
most participants expressed they felt more comfortable speaking in Kiswahili than
English. I was not fluent in Kiswahili, so my research assistant led the discussions. He
would engage me in the discussions by translating important statements, participant
questions, and summaries of discussions at the end of each question. I led one focus
group in English because he was unable to attend. During focus groups, I ensured the
sound and video equipment was working and took notes regarding translations from my
research assistant, observations of respondents, and personal thoughts about the research.
As appropriate or as needed, I interjected to seek clarification, ask new questions, or to
help transition between topics. All focus groups were recorded using a digital audio
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recorder and filmed with a video camera as was indicated in the informed consent form.
Audio recordings were transcribed and translated by a local professional transcriber; all
transcripts were verified against the audio recording in a check for accuracy.
Semi-structured Interviews
Eight focus group participants from all the focus groups combined volunteered to
doing a semi-structured interview which methodologically address underlying themes
relevant to the research topic while allowing the interviewee to describe in detail their
experiences (Berg & Lune, 2011). I asked about themes identified during the focus
groups and probed more deeply based on detailed personal perceptions and experiences
related to the participants’ specific roles as stove makers, marketers, or consumers within
the jua kali sector.
Target Population and Participant Selection
During the focus group sessions, I made notes regarding whom to contact for the
interviews. After the focus groups interviews had been transcribed, I verified my notes
against the transcripts before contacting participants and requested the interview session.
Procedures and Instruments
Participants were first asked to sign an informed consent form, which we read
aloud to those who indicated they could not read, and answered questions they had.
Participants were also compensated 500 KES ($5) for their time, like in the focus groups.
I conducted most the interviews in English. Of the seven total, two were conducted in
Kiswahili by the research assistant while I took notes. Each participant was questioned
using a general outline of questions prepared prior to each conversation (see Appendix 2:
Sample semi-structured interview questions for an example). In addition to using the
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prepared questions, the interviews allowed participants to discuss a range of topics
related to the general themes of the research. All semi-structured interviews were
recorded using a digital audio recorder. Either I or a professional transcribed the audio
recordings after which I checked all transcriptions against the original recording to verify
accuracy.
Expert Interviews
We conducted 18 expert interviews, including with four Kenyan Government
officials in Nairobi, six NGO representatives, two academics from the University of
Nairobi, and six fuel-efficient cookstove business owners / specialists. Expert interviews
are a methodologically efficient way to gather more in-depth information (Bogner, Littig,
& Menz, 2009, p. 2). The purpose of these interviews was to gain a macro perspective of
climate change and development issues in the context of the informal economy and fuelefficient cookstoves.
Target Population and Participant Selection for Expert Interviews
The interviews with government, NGO, academic, and private sector experts
focused on: one, the KCJ and other fuel-efficient cookstoves; two, the informal economy;
and three, climate change. I employed a convenience and snowball approach to select
participants for my expert interviews (Bernard, 2011). A convenience sample selects the
most accessible participants while a snowball sample identifies participants through their
relationships with existing participants (2011, p. 147). The first interviews were with two
of my childhood friends who happened to own fuel-efficient cookstove companies in
Kenya. At the end of each interview, I asked for contact information for other experts
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who might provide valuable information for this research. I followed this approach with
each subsequent expert, which allowed me to interview a larger group of individuals than
I would have been able to find on my own. Additionally, I found a few additional experts
for interviews through public listings, publications, and conferences.

Figure 7 Informal charcoal-making business in Nairobi, 2015 (Photo credit: J. Neil Ransom).

Procedures and Instruments
I primarily conducted the interviews at each expert’s office or at a public location
convenient to them. At the beginning of each interview, experts were asked to sign the
consent form (see Appendix 3: Consent form). I engaged each expert in a conversation
using an outline and a list of questions I had prepared prior to each interview that was
specific to their expertise (see Appendix 4: Sample expert interview questions for an
example). Each interview was conducted using a digital audio recorder and transcribed
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either by a professional transcriptionist or myself; in each case, all transcripts were
checked against the original recording to verify accuracy. In several instances, after an
interview concluded, the expert showed me equipment, processes, or work sites, in which
case I took detailed notes and captured images or video with a digital camera of the
locations or methods (see Figure 7 for an example).
Participant Observation and Visual Documentation
Participant observation is the process of collecting data at a research location by
observing, listing, taking photographs or videos, and interacting with people (Lofland et
al., 2005). I used participant observation at each of the three research sites and at a few
additional stove and charcoal manufacturing facilities, documenting the experience with
visual, audio and video devices for later analysis. As part of participant observation, I
participated in some basic jua kali activities, handled tools, and spent time experiencing
the workspace and market conditions. Participant observation helped me to understand
KCJ and other cookstove development, manufacturing, and distribution within the
physical and social structures in which those processes happen. It also gave me a more
complete understanding of responses in focus groups, semi-structured interviews, and
expert interviews.
My entry into participant observation was to travel to a research site and finding
some activity that seemed relevant to the research, I then observed the location, people,
and processes around me. I recorded observations using a notebook and digital camera.
Prior to watching a person or group of people, I asked for and received verbal permission
to record them using digital recording equipment and to make written observations.
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Additionally, the few times I engaged in participant observation after expert interviews, I
focused on visual documentation due to time constraints.

Data Collection and Preservation
Data were collected using a digital audio recorder, a digital camera, and
notebooks for written notes. Most data consisted of audio recordings and photographs,
which were saved from their respective recording devices to an encrypted folder on my
personal computer at the end of each day in the field. I clearly labeled digital data files to
include the date, location, activity, and persons involved in the file name for later
retrieval. I saved all audio recordings, transcripts, and translations to my personal
computer. I hired a professional transcriber to help with transcriptions who I required to
sign a non-disclosure agreement that included a stipulation to delete copies of digital files
upon completion of the transcripts. All digital data were backed up daily through a paid
encrypted cloud-based computer service.
Handwritten notes taken during focus groups, interviews, and participant
observations were used to capture key concepts, write descriptions, and make notes for
later exploration. At the end of each day of data collection, I summarized the notes into
formal field notes using my personal computer. Visual documentation was collected,
saved, and filed at the end of each day.

Data Analysis
I choose a grounded theory-based analysis as it allowed me the most flexibility
for exploring the data (Glaser & Strauss, 2012). In other words, I arrived at conclusions
and developed a theoretical framework through the process of conducting research,
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checking the findings and conclusions with participants, and revising conclusions as I
gathered new data (Berg & Lune, 2011; Glaser and Strauss, 2012). My analysis was a
multi-step process in which I conducted an interpretative analysis—an approach that
views social interactions and human behavior as text (Berg & Lune, 2011)—from the
field notes, focus group, and interview transcripts, and on visual documents. This method
included transcribing research activities into written documents, coding each document,
categorizing the codes by key terms, phrases, and ideas, and then making comparisons
within the categories to identify patterns and themes (Berg & Lune, 2011; Mayan, 2009).
Initial findings, concepts, and ideas were discussed with new participants or in follow-up
interviews to both verify and expand on the findings. I discussed my findings with jua
kali workers as I produced them, to ensure my data collection, analysis, and write-up
accurately reflected their perspectives.
Coding
All coding was done using ATLAS.ti software. Transcripts and field notes were
saved in Microsoft Word format and then imported into ATLAS.ti. Documents were
grouped by research method into the following groups: focus groups, expert interviews,
semi-structured interviews, and field notes which included visual documentation, notes,
and transcripts from recordings taken while conducting participant observation. I mostly
used coding for focus group, expert interview, and semi-structured interview transcripts
since they were the core of the research data. I first coded the focus group data and used
the resulting codes to create the basic coding framework for the other datasets.
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To code the focus groups, I first thoroughly read the transcript to gain an
overview of the content and develop the initial topics of focus. At the end of the initial
reading, a few sentences or keywords were noted to describe important details, concepts,
or words to help guide the coding process. Next, each transcript was reread, and
important passages, sentences, phrases, and words were identified and captured using the
“Create Quotation” feature in ATLAS.ti.
After quotations had been created, the original transcript notes were reexamined,
edited, or expanded. The updated transcript notes were then collated by topic and
assigned a code that captured or described the topics. The process of collating the focus
group transcript notes produced nine initial codes. The quotations from each transcript
were then examined and assigned one or multiple codes. As quotations from each
subsequent focus group transcript were coded, three additional codes were developed to
accommodate quotations that did not fit within the original coding framework.
After all focus group transcripts had been coded, the code definitions in the
expanded code list were examined and tweaked to more accurately reflect the topics
within quotations. For example, the code “Marketable,” originally defined as, “the
marketability and availability of jua kali products,” was renamed, “Marketing,” and
redefined as, “the process of developing, communicating, and delivering jua kali
products.” After the development and refining of the focus group coding framework had
been completed, it was applied to the expert interview and semi-structured interview
datasets.
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Coding expert interviews and semi-structured interviews paralleled the focus
group coding process. The semi-structured interviews were conducted with former focusgroup participants to follow-up on and expand the topics discussed in the focus groups.
Because they were most similar in content to the focus groups, semi-structured interviews
were coded before the expert interviews. By coding the semi-structured interviews first,
the coding framework was expanded to incorporate new topics. The expanded framework
was then applied to expert interviews as they covered the broadest set of topics.
In ATLAS.ti and starting with semi-structured interview transcripts, each
interview was read to get a sense of the topics discussed. As with the focus group
transcripts, a short summary or list of keywords was noted at the end of each transcript.
Like with the focus groups process, the notes were collated by topic and preliminary
codes defined to capture each group of topics. The preliminary codes were then examined
against the existing coding framework and preliminarily codes were replaced or
combined with codes from the framework. The remaining preliminary codes were added
to the coding framework. Eight new codes were added to the framework before coding
the semi-structured interviews. The quotations from each transcript were reread, and
codes applied. Five additional codes were identified while coding the semi-structured
interviews. After all semi-structured interviews had been coded, the entire process was
then applied to expert interviews using the updated framework and an additional nine
codes.
After I coded the focus groups, expert interviews, and semi-structured interviews,
I reexamined the coding framework to determine if codes needed to be modified,
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combined, or redefined. In instances when codes were combined, the links between the
original codes and transcript quotations in ATLAS.ti software were maintained to assist
in locating and differentiating between subtopics within each code. The completion of the
final coding framework was the first step in the analysis process since it provided the
materials then used to identify categories and themes. I next describe that process.
Developing Themes
The first step in identifying themes was to determine the focus within each dataset
and then across the datasets. In other words, the focus of the analysis was determined
based on the frequency that topics were discussed by focus group and interview
participants. The frequency was determined by calculating the total number of times
codes were used in each dataset, ranking the codes in order from highest to lowest
frequency, and then selecting the most frequently used codes. These provided a priority
focus of analysis and represented general themes within the data. After the top five
priority codes had been identified in focus groups, expert interviews, and semi-structured
interviews, a ranking was done with the codes from all datasets combined, which
rendered eight overarching general themes and codes that represented the most common
topics of discussion across all datasets.
The top five combined codes were selected as the general themes within the
datasets and became the focus of further exploration. Using tools in the ATLAS.ti
software, quotations from within the five general themes were reexamined in more detail
to expand and refine the themes and to identify patterns within the top five themes. At
this stage, the results from further analysis were recorded in, Chapter Four. Two of the
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guiding themes were identified as most likely to provide insights into the original
research questions and were presented as the main findings of the research project.
Additionally, as will be explained in more detail in the following chapter, data coded with
“Climate Change” was also analyzed due to its significance to the research even though it
ranked low in the frequency rankings. The remaining three general themes or codes were
also included in the analysis in relationship to the two main themes used to explore the
research questions. A detailed explanation of the process and justification is found at the
beginning of, Chapter Four.

Challenges in Data Collection
I faced several key challenges while collecting data. First, although nearly all
focus group participants spoke some English, many of them expressed discomfort
engaging in a group discussion in English. As I am not fluent in Kiswahili, a research
assistant facilitated the focus groups in Kiswahili, and I encouraged participants to use
whichever language they were most comfortable with. I held one focus groups entirely in
English because my research assistant was unable to make the appointment. Due to the
language barrier this presented, I had a lower level of participation for this focus group.
Second, it was challenging to capture clear audio recordings at a few of the research sites,
especially in Gikomba Market, due to the ambient noises produced in neighboring
manufacturing areas. I remedied this problem by finding quieter locations to hold focus
groups and interviews. Even so, a few minutes of the Gikomba Market male focus group
recordings were undecipherable. Third, it was somewhat challenging to engage with jua
kali workers in Gikomba Market due to a general distrust of researchers, officials, and
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foreigners. Participants suggested this was likely due to the high number of past research
projects, NGO programs, and government efforts that have failed to provide any
perceivable improvements to the jua kali industry; such improvements may or may not
have been promised but evidently were expected by local people. I attempted to
overcome this issue by partnering with the Kamukunji Jua Kali Association to help
facilitate focus groups and find participants. Additionally, to ensure this research project
was not contributing to future problems, I made clear to focus group and semi-structured
interview participants that the data being collected was for dissertation research and that I
was not claiming to offer any benefits whatsoever to participants or the larger jua kali
sector.
Finally, I had less time and resources to complete some of my original research
goals than I had originally expected. Were this not the case, I would have done at least
two things differently: one, interviewed additional climate change experts; two,
documented additional stove innovations outside of Nairobi; and three, completed more
of the coding and analysis process in country so I could more fully engaged participants
in the process by verifying ideas and themes during follow-up interviews.
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CHAPTER FOUR: RESULTS

The results presented in this chapter deal with fuel-efficient stove development,
manufacturing, and distribution by jua kali manufacturers. The first part overviews the
results from coding focus group and interview transcripts, and the subsequent
development of general themes. An explanation of how the research focus was adapted to
reflect the available data is presented below. The results of the study are presented in two
sections devised from the five most frequently discussed themes and codes from the
combined datasets and one section on climate change data. The first section discusses the
results related to how jua kali knowledge is developed, adapted, and transmitted. The
second section deals with jua kali innovation. The third section with user perceptions to
and experiences with climate change. The chapter concludes with a summary of the
results and a conclusion that transitions into the final chapter, an analysis of the findings;
a discussion of the results of the large research goals of this project; the impact on the
broader field of climate change adaptation and the informal economy; and
recommendation for further research.

Coding and General Themes
The coding process facilitated my further analysis of the data by systematically
categorizing the datasets, to identify and make connections across them. Through the
coding process, I identified themes to investigate two key aspects of my broader research
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questions. The discussion below explains the process of using codes to develop a
framework for analyzing and presenting the research findings and how this process fits
within the goals of this research project.
The initial coding process identified 34 codes that covered general-to-specific
topics and participants’ viewpoints over three key datasets that included focus groups,
expert interviews, and semi-structured interviews. The most frequently used initial code
was, “Creativity – Innovation,” with 168 attached quotations. The least frequently used
was, “Gender Issues,” with five attached quotations. Within each dataset, the number of
unique codes and frequency of code use varied. No dataset shared more than one code in
their top five most frequently used codes with any of the other datasets. The lack of
agreement between the frequency ratings was likely due in part to the coding scheme
expanding to accommodate new concepts when applied to each new dataset. After coding
the transcripts, the initial 34 codes were combined into 17 codes and broad themes.
General themes were identified when a larger concept accurately described two or more
codes. The theme classification process identified six broad themes including,
“Characteristics and Perceptions of the Jua Kali Sector;” “Challenges, Dangers, and
Risks;” “Creativity – Innovation;” “Education;” “Consumer Perceptions – Decision;” and
“Formalizing and Standardization.” A few code names such as, “Creativity –
Innovation,” were reused as broad theme names, since they already adequately captured
the concept.
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Focus Group

Expert Interviews

Characteristics and
perceptions of jua
kali sector, 203
Challenges,
dangers, and risks,
120

Challenges,
dangers, and risks,
158

Semi-structured
Interviews
Characteristics and
perceptions of jua
kali sector, 77

Creativity –
innovation, 87

Creativity –
innovation, 62

Consumer
perspective –
decisions, 54
Formalizing and
standardization, 65
Marketing and
distribution, 42

Community,
networking, and
collective action, 37
Growth – changes,
29
Rules, laws, and
government, 22

Rules, laws, and
government, 64
Education, 64
Marketing and
distribution, 61

Combined
Characteristics and
perceptions of jua
kali sector, 307
Challenges,
dangers, and risks,
213
Creativity –
innovation, 195
Education, 160
Marketing and
distribution, 125

Table 3 Top five broad themes and codes by frequency count for each dataset and with all datasets combined,
number of times used.

The frequency of codes and broad themes was calculated to determine the focus
of the data analysis. Table 3 shows the list of combined codes and broad themes ordered
by frequency of use for each of the three datasets, and with all datasets combined. When
the broad themes and updated codes were applied to the datasets and reordered by
frequency, the number of shared themes and codes between the top five of each dataset
increased (see Table 3). The application of a frequency ranking to the combined updated
codes and broad themes from all datasets resulted in a framework for prioritizing the data
analysis. The combined priority framework shared between two and four general themes
and codes with the top five of each dataset, therefore suggesting the approach captured
many of the main areas of focus within the data.
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Data and Research Question
The initial purpose of this study was to identify whether jua kali innovations
helped Kenyans adapt to the impact of climate change and address local climate change
issues. The coding process suggested participants had less to say regarding the direct
links between climate change and the Kenya Ceramic Jiko (KCJ) (see Figure 1). The
research data also suggested the Kiswahili word jiko was colloquially used to refer to the
fuel-efficient KCJ, but directly translates as “stove.” The multiple usages of the term jiko
resulted in some confusion within the data as to whether participants were talking about
the KCJ or other stoves. The code “Environment,” which included participant discussions
about climate change, deforestation, and pollution, appeared 36 times in focus groups, ten
times in expert interviews, and three times in semi-structured interviews, ranking lower in
code frequency. The limitations in the discussion on climate change and the environment
may stem from different understandings and interpretations between me and the research
participants regarding local and global changes to climate and other phenomena (Marino
& Schweitzer, 2009). Additionally, the perceptions and understandings of climate change
among jua kali workers is not a predicate required for jua kali innovations and processes
to contribute to climate change adaptation in Kenya. My data suggested some participants
were aware of climate change and identified its impacts on the jua kali sector. Most
placed a higher importance on providing for their families, finding job security, and
dealing with health and other challenges.
Most the results presented in this chapter focus on the main themes identified in
the data analysis. Specifically, the high coding frequency within the broad themes of
“Creativity – Innovation” and “Education” suggested the data might provide insights into
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innovation within the jua kali manufacturing sector and how jua kali knowledge was
developed and transmitted. The broad themes, “Characteristics and Perceptions of the Jua
Kali Sector,” captured a breadth of data about working in the sector and jua kali products
that could provide context for the discussion on innovation and education. “Challenges,
Dangers, and Risk,” included discussions of many of the problems experienced by jua
kali manufacturers that provided an opportunity to expand on the education and
innovation data by looking at some of the hurdles that might be affecting those two areas.
Additionally, I have included the results of my conversations with participants on climate
change although they don’t specifically mention adaptation.
I begin with how apprenticeships and on-site training play a role in developing
and transmitting knowledge through the jua kali sector and then examine jua kali
innovation within the local cookstove market.

Education and Training
Participants identified a few ways that jua kali knowledge is gained and shared.
Focus group and semi-structured interview participants talked about how jua kali
knowledge was learned while working on the job and participants from all three datasets
mentioned the role of apprenticeships in training new jua kali recruits. There were also
other discussions about how jua kali workers shared knowledge with each other through
teaching, showing, and helping each other to learn new skills or improve existing ones.
Furthermore, it is important to note that although both focus group and expert interview
participants discussed the role of external training programs in providing jua kali workers
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with new or improved knowledge and skills, there was significant disagreement between
the two groups as to the efficacy and accessibility of training programs.
Before examining possible ways jua kali knowledge develops and spreads, it is
important to define jua kali knowledge and explain the difference between it and other
types of knowledge. Jua kali knowledge is practical knowledge used in manufacturing
jua kali products. A few participants compared the difference between jua kali
knowledge and the learning gained in formal education to that between practical and
theoretical knowledge: “Mostly this work deals with practical, we do not do theory.”
Informants suggested jua kali knowledge was practical because it allowed workers to
create physical objects with simple tools and their hands. The practicality of jua kali
knowledge was not just the ability to create an object, but also to fashion a livelihood, as
inferred by one participant’s comment: “As much as I know, I earn a living by making
jikos.” Jua kali knowledge was described as: “Nobody was born with that knowledge he
has, he must look for it,” suggesting workers must learn and gain experience to develop
jua kali knowledge. Once learned, jua kali knowledge stayed with individuals until their
death. Participants described jua kali knowledge as practical knowledge obtained through
training, practice, and experience.
Participants described three different levels of knowledge. First and most basic,
jua kali manufacturing knowledge is the ability of an individual to make one jua kali
product. Many focus group participants mentioned that their introduction into the jua kali
sector included training on how to make one specific product. One participant mentioned
that he was originally taught to make one type of stove by his friend, who had introduced
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him to jua kali. Afterward, he took responsibility to learn the other skills needed to make
additional goods. Jua kali manufacturing skills are product-specific or can have broader
application in manufacturing multiple types of products. For example, learning how to
measure, pattern, and cut sheet metal has application to both stove and metal box making.
However, the process of shaping sheet metal into cylinders to make cookstoves is
different from the straight edge bending required to make metal boxes. At its most basic
level, jua kali knowledge is the ability to make a specific jua kali product.
The second level is possession of a core set of manufacturing skills required to
make a variety of goods. Individuals with a broad set of manufacturing skills could make
a range of products or learn more quickly to make new products that utilized the skills
they already had. As evidence, participants suggested a well-rounded jua kali worker had
developed enough skills to make many different products: “I can make different things. I
have gained experience.” As another focus group informant stated: “If you have brains,
you will end up knowing how to make a variety of products.” Those who wanted to make
the most out of their jua kali work would attempt to develop a core set of skills.
Participants also suggested knowing how to make a variety of products allowed jua kali
workers to transition between different products to adjust for seasonal demand. One
expert commented about his work collaborating with jua kali workers: “Because they
already have the skills, we just share with them the drawings.”
The third level of jua kali knowledge is the ability to use manufacturing skills and
expertise to recreate products, both jua kali and foreign, without being shown how. The
ability to recreate a product suggests experienced workers have a thorough knowledge of
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jua kali manufacturing processes, an understanding of broader manufacturing methods,
and the ability to physically or mentally deconstruct products and then conceptualize
them within a jua kali manufacturing framework. In a follow-up interview with a focus
group participant with over 20 years of experience in jua kali manufacturing, he
described the transition of his experience from: “I didn’t have quite a lot of knowledge
about it,” to a level that allowed him to: “Just look at things…and I would be able to
make it.” Other seasoned jua kali workers expressed similar abilities: “I don’t think there
is anything in the world I can’t make,” and: “When I see something, I sit down and think
about it. I figure out how to make it.” The final level of jua kali knowledge suggests that
mastery of jua kali skill sets and years of experience enable some workers to recreate jua
kali versions of products they have not made before.
In summary, jua kali knowledge is practical, experiential, and a set of permanent
knowledge and skills, with direct application to manufacturing jua kali products. It has
three stages: first, the skills necessary to manufacture a single jua kali item; second, a
broad set of competencies used to create a variety of existing or new products; and third,
the ability to conceptualize and then create new products using jua kali methods without
instruction. The description of jua kali knowledge presented here is an attempt to use
participant responses to develop a basic structure for distinguishing jua kali knowledge
from other types of knowledge.
Next, I draw a distinction between jua kali manufacturing knowledge and other
types of knowledge as a prerequisite for exploring how jua kali knowledge is learned and
disseminated. The following sections will use the definition of jua kali knowledge above
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to explore how manufacturing knowledge is learned and transmitted by describing: one,
jua kali apprenticeship programs; two, learning from others; and, three, the role of
outside training programs.
Apprenticeships
One of the topics of discussion that emerged across datasets was the challenges
many jua kali workers faced with finishing their education or finding employment. They
suggested that youth still face these challenges. Many participants mentioned that the
reason they entered the jua kali manufacturing sector was because they were unable to
continue their education beyond standard eight, the final level of primary education
provided free by the Kenyan Government (EP-Nuffic, 2015, p. 6). Students who finish
standard eight were around the age of 14 (EP-Nuffic, 2015, p. 6). The main reason cited
for not continuing education past standard eight was a lack of funds for school fees either
because of poverty or the death of a breadwinner. One focus group participant put it this
way: “Unfortunately, our education system, however hard you work, you become a job
seeker.” Even if youth can finish their education, including college, they still often failed
to find jobs outside the jua kali sector.
For many participants, the jua kali sector was not their desired career path but
represented a choice based out of desperation or lack of alternatives. As one participant
described:
My involvement in the jua kali sector started immediatly after I left school. I
wanted to get a job. After a thorough search, things were not going well. I decided
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to come to jua kali through a brother who was working here. Male Participant,
Kawangware Slum focus group (December 2014).
As the participant suggested, the jua kali sector provided opportunities for youth who
were unable to succeed in the formal job sector. The jua kali sector provided job
opportunities because, as participants stated, it was “open to everyone,” “it’s free,” “it
pays,” and “doesn’t require much education.” One of the draws of jua kali manufacturing
for less educated or unemployed youth was that it represented an opportunity to quickly
earn a living without requiring additional formal training or certifications. Also, many
young people gained entrance into jua kali through introductions by friends or family
members already working in the sector in response to their inability to find employment
elsewhere. Thus, the jua kali manufacturing sector has a history of reaching out through
familial and social networks to bring less educated and unemployed youth into the sector.
Once a young person entered the sector, they received training to make jua kali products.
Apprenticeships with seasoned jua kali workers were one of the main ways youth
acquired jua kali manufacturing knowledge.
Research participants identified apprenticeships as a method for training youth
who were new to the jua kali manufacturing industry. Apprenticeships are agreements
made between a new individual and a seasoned jua kali worker who provides training on
how to make a specific jua kali product. Apprenticeships are not characterized by an
official system or structure. Instead, they depend on the details of the arrangements
between the jua kali worker and the guardians or relatives of the pupil. Interviewees
discussed apprenticeships as a way for youth to learn the jua kali trade; however, it is
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likely adults also entered apprenticeships, but data is insufficient to substantiate that
notion. It appeared that most apprenticeships last around three months. One participant
described the process thusly:
For example, someone…introduces me to the sector through some sort of
agreement with my parents, cousin, or a relative. He then trains me on a specific
thing like how to make the jiko or maybe the metal boxes…But, what makes me
competent and well-rounded is the relationships I build with the people I find
there. I could have joined being trained how to make the metal boxes only. If
[someone] is making jikos, it’s up to me to become friends with him so that when
I am not making boxes, I concentrate on what he is making…Thus, I acquire
those skills from him. Male Participant, Toi Market focus group (February 2015).
This participant’s response captures a few important aspects of jua kali apprenticeships
including the ways an apprenticeship within the manufacturing sector involves not only
skill improvement but also the developing of a social and professional network.
Jua kali workers that have taken on an apprentice were called leaders because, in
addition to teaching apprentices skills, they also help the apprentice build relationships
between others within the sector. Jua kali leaders trained their apprentices over the course
of a few months in how to make a single jua kali product. None of the research
participants expressly stated leaders would have more than one apprentice or that
apprentices would be trained by the leader on more than one product. However, both of
those situations may likely occur. Informants described the responsibility of the
apprentice as assisting in the production of the product the leader was currently
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marketing. Thus, the leader would benefit from free or discounted labor while the
apprentice learned how to make the product. The need to free or discounted labor may be
one of the primary motivators for leaders to take on an apprentice (Neitzert, 1996, p. 83).
However, if an apprentice wanted to learn a different product, they would have to pursue
that knowledge outside their apprenticeship by networking with other workers and
making agreements with them. It was up to the apprentice to find opportunities during
their free time to help other jua kali workers with their products.
Research participants most often called apprentices freshmen or “watu wa mkono”
(plural) which they defined as “helpers.” Using the title helper provided some insight into
apprenticeships within the sector. On the basic level, a helper was required to assist his or
her leader in manufacturing their product in exchange for the training they would receive.
However, also part of jua kali apprenticeships was the expectation helpers would use
their free time to assist other jua kali artisans in expanding their education. One focus
group participant stated: “Once you have joined as a helper, mtu wa mkono [(singular)],
you are supposed to help anyone who requires assistance until the date you have
completed learning…” Another participant in the same focus group explained:
[I]f I have gone for work somewhere else, [the helper] cannot sit and wait for me
to come back. He must work with whoever is available because at the end of the
day his achievement will be to know the job. Male Participant, Toi Market focus
group (February 2015).
As this quotation suggests, the idea of a helper extends beyond just helping the leader. It
also includes assisting other jua kali workers during downtime.
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Additionally, watu wa mkono commonly translates from Kiswahili as “casual
laborer,” which describes someone hired for short-term work that is labor-intensive and
unskilled. This difference between the use of term by jua kali and Kenyans in general
may hint at disparities in perception of informal activities between those within and
without jua kali. This definition also captures aspects of jua kali apprenticeships, as most
apprentices were required to perform the tedious or unskilled parts of making a jua kali
product. For example, observations made of a helper who was working at a jua kali
company in Kawangware documented some of the types of work a helper might do.
While qualified jua kali workers were employed piecemeal in making the metal cladding
for KCJ stoves, the helper was assigned to install the ceramic lining into the finished
stove claddings, paint the finished stoves, and to fetch and carry finished stoves from the
back of the workspace. These were his assigned responsibilities that he was required to
do when he was not training on other aspects of stove manufacturing.
As mentioned earlier, the specifics of an apprenticeship were entirely dependent
upon the agreements made between the leader and the helper’s guardians or relative.
These arrangements could include compensation to the leader. In other cases, the leader
may take on a helper for free due to the family’s economic situations or because the
leader may be related to the helper. Leaders may also take on helpers as a way to access
free or cheap labor as part of their strategy to keep production costs low. Several focus
group participants mentioned they joined the jua kali manufacturing sector because they
were introduced and trained by a family member or friend. A few mentioned that their
fathers, brothers, friends, or husbands were the ones who trained them. It was unclear if
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those who were trained by family members or friends went through an apprenticeship or
some other training approach.
Apprenticeships finished when a helper had gained enough knowledge to make
his or her leader’s product to the leader’s satisfaction. Multiple participants mentioned
that their trainers or leaders told them to focus on perfecting their skills first and then
work to develop speed. By the end of their apprenticeship, a helper was fully capable of
setting out on their own to earn a living, making and selling their own version of their
leader’s product or by working for another jua kali business that made the same or
similar products. It was unclear as to whether a graduate who wanted to make and sell
their own products was required to move to a new market or location, or if they were
welcome to set up shop within the market of their training. Jua kali apprenticeships, as
one participant stated: “I train someone, and they start working,” provided an avenue for
new youth to develop the skills within a few months to begin earning a living.
At its most basic, jua kali apprenticeships provided a helper or freshman with the
skills to make a specific jua kai product. At a deeper level, an apprenticeship provided
motivated helpers with an opportunity to network with other jua kali workers to gain
additional skills. Apprenticeships within the jua kali sector were the processes that
untrained youth went through to gain the first level of jua kali knowledge as described in
the previous section. Even with that basic understanding, new jua kali manufacturers
could make a living. However, for those motivated to expand their knowledge to the next
level, apprenticeships also helped facilitate opportunities to network and collaborate with
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other skilled workers. The following section will discuss how jua kali workers expand
their base level of knowledge by learning from others while they worked.
Learning from Others
After training through an apprenticeship or other arrangements, jua kali workers
used their skills to earn income. Most jua kali works earned a living through the
production and sale of the jua kali product they learned in their training. While
manufacturing products for sale took up most their time, jua kali workers who wanted to
develop additional skills did so by learning from other jua kali experts within their
market which provided a way for jua kali workers to develop their skills while continuing
to make money. They developed their knowledge and experience by networking with
fellow jua kali workers and finding opportunities to learn from them. Jua kali workers
who learned new knowledge shared it with others. Through the process of learning and
sharing, jua kali workers expand their own abilities, develop the necessary competencies
to achieve the second level of jua kali knowledge, and spread knowledge throughout the
sector. I next discuss how learning from other occurs, the role of Gikomba Market in
disseminating jua kali knowledge throughout Kenya, and some of the hurdles faced by
jua kali workers in developing new skills.
The following quotation from a jua kali participant explained a few key aspects of
learning from others:
It’s up to me to become friends with him so that when I am not making boxes, I
concentrate on what he is making. I do not pay him…Thus, I acquire the skills
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from him. Also, he may not know how to make the metal boxes. Therefore, he
will do the same. Male Participant, Toi Market focus group (February 2015).
Focus group participants overwhelmingly stated they had gained their jua kali knowledge
from other workers. Learning from others was differentiated from apprenticeships or their
initial training from family members in a few important ways. One major difference
between learning from others and apprenticeships was that the training took place while
still employed in the sector. Participants across multiple focus groups mentioned
variations of: “I was taught while working here,” suggesting they were employed while
they learned. As stated in the quotation from the Toi Market focus group, jua kali
workers used their free time to learn new skills. This ensured they would not have to
sacrifice their income by taking time off to engage in additional training.
The quotation also communicates the most important aspect of learning from
others. Individuals who wanted additional training engaged experts through their social or
professional networks. Learning new skills required jua kai workers to identify an expert,
develop a friendship with them, and then plan for the training. Other focus group
participants stated that their relationships with jua kali experts were an essential
component of getting additional training: “Thus, skills are acquired from veterans in the
field base on your relationship with them.” For jua kali workers in the manufacturing
sector, building and maintaining good relationships with other jua kali workers was
essential to developing new knowledge and skills beyond their initial training.
This suggests two processes happen through the act of learning from others. First,
when jua kali workers train eachother, knowledge and techniques are passed down from
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experts to other jua kali workers. As one participant eloquently described in a semistructured interview, jua kali knowledge: “is a sort of inheritance.” Second, the process of
learning from others strengthens social and professional relationships within the sector
and likely creates increased social capital. Unfortunately, there was insufficient data to
explore this second causal relationship. However, there was some evidence supporting
the existence of strong social capital within jua kali manufacturing centers in Toi and
Gikomba Markets. For example, during the Toi Market focus group participants
discussed how strong social bonds between jua kali workers within the market minimized
conflicts between an otherwise highly competitive industry. As one Toi Market
participant stated: “Sometimes people quarrel, it’s normal here. However, you will not
find people taking it too personal to the extent of wanting to kill one another. Even when
people fight, they fight like brothers, lightly, and if one is really pushed, you may just
shed tears and let go, because we are brothers.”
After a jua kali worker identified an expert, built a relationship, and requested
training, the worker and expert agreed upon some types of exchange or compensation for
the training. As the quotation from the Toi Market suggested, training agreements
between trainers and students did not necessarily require cash payment. Some of the
issues that might influence the type of arrangements between jua kali experts and trainees
include the level of their relationship, the needs of everyone involved, and the intensity or
length of training required. Some of the agreements made by participants included
swapping expertise by training each other, paying for training, doing favors, or even:
“You’ll come help me out, and I’ll give you lunch, tea, or whatever.” This implied
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learning from others was a mutually beneficial process that encouraged jua kali experts to
share their knowledge with each other. Additionally, the payment of money for training
suggested workers with limited or no social connections to an expert may have been able
to overcome the lack of friendship by paying for training.
The responses of focus group and semi-structured interview participants described
how jua kali manufacturers openly shared their knowledge with those around them. One
jua kai worker stated in a focus group:
The skills we have, we help each other acquire them from one another. There are
things I know how to make and others I don’t. So, you discuss with your friend
who knows what you don’t, and you exchange ideas. Male Participant, Toi
Market focus group (February 2015).
Jua kali workers seemed invested in helping each other develop their skills and learn how
to make new products. Some participants even mentioned how friends or family helped
facilitate training by introducing them to experts.
Female jua kali workers also discussed how they helped train other women in the
sector. As one participant stated: “I learned the job from other women and it has served
me well.” Additionally, in relationship to the KCJ and other cookstoves, some
participants mentioned that they had learned how to make stoves from others. For
example, one female jua kali stove maker stated: “these skills we just acquire from
people who have a lot of experience in making jikos.” It is through the process of
learning from others that jua kali workers expanded on their training and developed a
broader set of skills. Within the three-stage jua kali knowledge framework, learning from
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others is how jua kali workers advanced from the first level to the second level of jua kali
knowledge
Jua kali workers who developed their skills and knowledge diversified the
products they could make and their opportunities to generate income. Jua kali workers
with a wide variety of competencies were more adaptable to market changes as they
could manufacture different products or were better able to learn how to make new
products. Participants expressed the importance of jua kai workers developing their
skillsets. One jua kali worker who participated in a semi-structured interview explained:
“It’s very hard to go beyond what your teacher gave you,” and: “If you are trained to only
make something, you will be making it always.” He suggested most jua kali workers
were limited in their ability to develop new skills without learning from others and that if
efforts were not taken to develop new skills, then jua kali workers would be stuck making
the same products. Another young jua kali worker stated it this way:
People like us, who are still new in jua kali, we need more training and exposure
in regards to skills. We need both theory and practical [knowledge] of this sector
in order to prosper. When a person is able to prosper and advance by being wellrounded, even the sector will advance and prosper. Male Participant, Gikomba
Market focus group (February 2015).
Therefore, jua kali workers were incentivized to gain as much knowledge as they could
and perfect their skills through continued practice as they pursued a well-rounded
knowledge of the jua kali craft.
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Jua kali workers progressed to the final level of jua kali knowledge by continuing
to learn new things and by practicing their craft. Focus group participants identified
experts within the sector as those who had been working there for many years. Most of
the experts identified had worked in jua kali manufacturing for 15 to 40 years. Over years
of operating in the sector, jua kali experts emerged with a deep understanding of jua kali
methods, which allowed them to deconstruct and remake new products and ideas using
jua kali methods. Participants who stated they could make anything they could see were
also those who had been in the sector for at least 15 years.
Gikomba Market
While discussing the spread of jua kali knowledge, participants identified
Gikomba Market (also called Kamukunji after its electoral constituency) as the center of
jua kali knowledge (see Figure 5 and Figure 8 for visual documentation of the market).
One participant, in a semi-structured interview, stated it this way: “Here in Kamukunji, it
is the mother of all other jua kali in Kenya.” Gikomba has played and continues to play a
fundamental role in spreading jua kali knowledge outside of Nairobi by providing an
officially sanctioned space for training young people and new jua kali works. Gikomba is
the only location in Nairobi, and possibly East Africa, that has been set aside and
protected by law for jua kali manufacturing. The market space is legally protected, but
that does not mean individuals working there have registered their business with the
government. Most are still informal. The market is conveniently located in between the
Nairobi Central Business District (CBD) and one of Nairobi’s industrial areas (see Figure
4). This allows costumers easy access to the market from the CBD and jua kali workers
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contact to waste products and recyclables from the industrial area. Additionally, the
permanence of Gikomba, in contrast to the other semi-permanent or informal squatter
markets in Nairobi, encouraged jua kali experts to plant roots there.

Figure 8 Pictures of Gikomba Market (Photo credit: J. Neil Ransom).

A participant who had worked in Gikomba before it was official recognized
recounted his experience when, in 1984, President Moi had observed the jua kali workers
there on his way to a soccer game in a nearby stadium. The President was impressed by
the entrepreneurialism he witnessed and decided to protect Gikomba as a jua kali
manufacturing center to encourage people to come there and train in jua kali methods. It
was the President’s intention that jua kali manufacturing would spread throughout Kenya
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(see Appendix 5 for a complete transcript of the story). Another participant who worked
in the Kamukunji Jua Kali Association that governed the Gikomba Market stated:
If you go to Nakuru, you will get the same people from Kamukunji. Go to Nyeri;
you will see the same jobs being done. They are trainees from Kamukunji. They
are situated all over the country. That was the main aim in forming this thing.
Male Participant, semi-structured interview (June 2015).
While no official training program was ever implemented, setting aside a protected place
for jua kali workers enabled people in Gikomba to use apprenticeships and learning from
others to grow and spread jua kali expertise across the country. Participants also stated
that trainees had come to Gikomba to learn jua kali methods from other countries in the
East African Community (EAC), Zambia, Zimbabwe, and even South Africa. They
suggested Gikomba Market was the only jua kali center of its scale in all of East and
Central Africa.
Gikomba played an important role in the dissemination of jua kali knowledge
throughout the country and is the central locus in the development of new jua kali
knowledge. Not only has Gikomba played a role in training new jua kai works and helped
facilitate the spread of manufacturing knowledge throughout Kenya, but Gikomba also
provided a central location for jua kali workers to interact, build social relationships, and
exchange ideas. There was also some evidence that Gikomba was one of the main
interaction points between the formal sector and the jua kali through subcontracting,
wholesale purchasing, custom work, government programs, and NGO training courses.
Unfortunately, insufficient data was collected to explore these interactions and linkages
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more fully, except with regards to NGO and government training programs. The next
section closely examines outside training programs that have attempted to upgrade or
improve jua kali knowledge.
Outside Training Programs
Both focus group and expert interview participants described outside training
programs offered by NGOs and the Kenyan Government as short one-to-three day events
that focused on business development, financial literacy, or in some cases, training on
ways to improve existing or build new products. The programs were offered for free in
the effort to improve the sector or address some perceived need. Each of the research
locations had meeting spaces that could be used for training programs or self-help groups
including The Kamukunji Jua Kali Association in Gikomba Market, Muungano Wa
Wanavijiji organization in the Toi Market, and Dagoretti Empowerment Centre in
Kawangware slum.
Several of the experts I interviewed worked for organizations or government
agencies that provided training to jua kali works. The programs covered a range of topics
including ways to improve stove quality and efficiency, investment, business practices
such as record keeping, how to start savings groups, the benefits of formalizing jua kali
businesses, and in one case, how to make charcoal briquette machines. A few experts
discussed the importance of training jua kali workers about the Kenya Bureau of
Standards’ (KEBS) upcoming stove regulations and how to implement them. Most
experts suggested jua kali needed to be trained on basic business and entrepreneurial
skills. A few experts suggested upgrading the jua kali sector through outside training
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programs was too daunting for individual organizations to do and argued: “The
government needs to take the lead in the process of creating a conducive environment for
entrepreneurship, and training people on the importance of entrepreneurship.”
To the contrary, the clear majority of jua kali focus group participants argued that
outside training programs had little or no benefit to the jua kali industry, for several
reasons. First, very few participants had attended outside training, stating that no such
programs exist. Second, most participants complained that outside training programs only
offered business skills-related training instead of manufacturing skills-related training.
One participate presented the argument as: “When you are trained and well skilled,
business is no problem. You can employ someone to sell things on your behalf. If you are
unskilled, that's the problem.” The clear majority of jua kali workers valued
manufacturing skills development over business skills, even though experts had
suggested the opposite was most in need. Third, attending an outside training program,
even if provided free of charge, was insurmountable for many jua kali works because
they couldn’t afford to take time off work to attend. In sum, outside training programs
were not a viable method for learning new skills because they were unavailable, the
programs did not cover topics relevant to the work experience, or the programs were
inaccessible.
The disconnect between experts and jua kali workers regarding outside training
programs presented a unique challenge to the development of new knowledge within the
sector. When focus group participants were asked about how the government could assist
the industry, nearly all respondents expressed the need for training. The desire for outside
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training suggested current training programs were not meeting the needs of jua kali
workers. Jua kali participants wanted the government to help them through training
programs targeted at upgrading their manufacturing skills, training them on how to use
machinery, and enhancing their technological literacy. Some participants suggested the
need to create a jua kali training facility or technical college that would offer jua kali
workers practical skills training at affordable prices. Additionally, a few focus group and
two expert interview participants argued that the current method of one to three-day
training programs needed to be changed, potentially by using a mentorship model that
mimicked the jua kali learning from other methods of training. Another suggestion was to
make training more accessible by paying jua kali workers for their lost wages so they
could attend. Jua kali workers along with NGO and government experts recognized the
importance of outside training programs in helping to enhance jua kai knowledge and
skills. However, the disconnect between the two groups and other logistical challenges
made the current system less effective in meeting the needs of the jua kali manufacturing
sector.
Challenges to Education and Training
In addition to the challenges to implementing training programs in the jua kali
manufacturing industry, other challenges to the development and spread of knowledge
were identified by participants. The challenges identified were not necessarily exclusive
to the development and spread of knowledge, but also were described as general
problems within the jua kali sector. The three mains problems included access to
protected and improved workspace, the need for more advanced tools and machinery, and
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physical and health risks associated with jua kali work. These three issues are somewhat
interrelated as they all necessitated higher-level interventions targeted at upgrading jua
kali working conditions and techniques.
One of the primary problems identified by jua kali workers across focus groups
and semi-structured interviews was the lack of protected workspace. Many jua kali works
stated similar sentiments to what one worker said: “More people are joining this sector,
so space is paramount.” Clearly, participants identified the lack of space as a bottleneck
to accommodating growing numbers of jua kali participants. The inability to
accommodate new people into the sector limited the number of jua kaki workers who
could be trained. Additionally, outside of Gikomba Market, most jua kali workers
squatted on government land and had limited protections for their workspaces: “It’s only
in [Gikomba] that space is allocated for jua kali workers; elsewhere, workers are always
at loggerheads with the county government.” The lack of designated jua kali space likely
affected the development and dissemination of jua kali knowledge by discouraging
workers from investing in machinery, improving working conditions, or taking on
apprentices because, at any moment, they risked ejection from their workspace. One jua
kali worked explained the problem this way:
Most jua kali people work in public lands. There are untouchables [elites] who
target these public lands. The other day you just saw them grabbing school land
around here. So, wherever we are working today, you may come tomorrow just to
find that we have been evacuated, even without notice to arrange yourself. Male
Participant, Toi Market focus group (February 2015).
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Thus, participants suggested one of the best ways for the Kenyan Government to help the
industry would be to provide permanent and protected workspaces.
Even within Gikomba Market – the only protected jua kali workspace in Nairobi
– overcrowding was an issue. Ten acres of land were set aside for the Gikomba Market to
accommodate anticipated 2,000 workers. However, participants stated the number of
workers in the market had grown to 6,000; three times the size it was designated for. As
explained earlier, Gikomba was the primary jua kali training center, and due to its legal
protection, it enabled experts to continue to work and share their knowledge with others
within the market. Overcrowding within Gikomba Market was likely due to the perceived
importance of the location as a training center. Without additional protected jua kali
spaces, it is unlikely other training centers would develop to alleviate some of the
pressures on Gikomba.
Participants also suggested a need for improved tools, technology, and machinery:
“We have not acquired the proper machineries.” As mentioned earlier, jua kali workers
were limited in their ability to expand their knowledge beyond what was in the sector
without outside input. Without access and training on new equipment, jua kali workers
were somewhat limited in their ability to develop and spread increasingly advanced
knowledge. One focus group participant stated: “[The government] should improve that
sector seriously. They should give them high-tech machines to weld those metals; take
them for training. At least so that jua kali can stand firm …, it grows that sector.” Many
participants suggested the government should take an active role in upgrading the sector
by providing technology and training.
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Additionally, some jua kali workers explained that health and safety issues
impacted the jua kali sector. Participants suggested jua kali methods of manufacturing
were in themselves dangerous, and people were at risk of cuts from the metal and injury
from wielding heavy objects or hammering. Additionally, it was pointed out that the
processing of some materials, such as burning sheet metal or using chemicals to remove
coatings from waste materials, created health hazards for jua kali workers. During a
semi-structured interview, one participant linked health issues to training when he said:
What hasn’t changed is how we train people locally. We don’t even have
equipment to train people. If you train someone with bare hands, if he cuts
himself, he may wrap it up with Elastoplast, or he puts sand. If we are training
people locally, we are walking on sharp objects. Male Participant, semi-structured
interview (June 2015).
The risks of jua kali manufacturing and the lack of proper training facilities made
learning jua kali a risky process. The negative health impacts on those being trained and
on trainers may have also negatively impacted their ability to learn and to teach jua kali
knowledge.
Despite the many challenges facing jua kali workers, the sector demonstrated a
remarkable ability to train new recruits in jua kali manufacturing methods. The
movement of jua kali workers throughout Kenya and into other parts of Africa has
decentralized jua kali manufacturing and spread jua kali knowledge along the way. As
will be discussed in the following section on jua kali innovation, there are some direct
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linkages between the development of the third level of jua kali knowledge and the ability
of jua kali experts to innovate.

Innovation and Fuel-efficient Cookstoves
There are some direct linkages between the development of higher level or the
third level of jua kali knowledge and the ability of jua kali experts to innovate. Learning,
developing, and practicing jua kali knowledge was necessary for individual workers and
the entire jua kali industry to engage in innovation. Additionally, higher levels of
knowledge were required to innovate in the field of fuel-efficient cookstoves.
Innovation and creativity were the two characteristics most often used to describe
the jua kali sector. A few jua kali informants recognized the importance of innovation
within the jua kali sector, stating variations of, “innovate or disappear.” They suggested
jua kali workers and the industry must constantly innovate or risk becoming obsolete.
Additionally, the need to innovate to remain relevant suggests innovation can be driven
by individual desperation to find a way make money in a competitive marketplace.
Participants used the term innovation to describe a variety of concepts including the
creation of new products, the incremental adaptation of existing products, and the ability
to replicate or copy products from within and outside the jua kali sector. The discussion
of literature on innovation within the informal economy in, Chapter Two, suggested
innovation can be new or novel, incremental, or the adaptation of existing outside
technology to local contexts (Cozzens & Sutz, 2012; Gupta, 2012; Kumar & Bhaduri,
2014). Additionally, the literature suggested that new technologies, techniques, or ideas
might be admissible as innovations if they were new to an individual or group of people
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(Cozzens & Sutz, 2012). My analysis of the research data suggests jua kali may engage
in innovation under these definitions. The following section will present the different
types of potential jua kali innovations, provide examples of reported innovations related
to fuel-efficient cookstoves and other products, and discuss the challenges to innovation
within the sector. It will conclude by discussing potential links between jua kali
knowledge and training, and innovation.
Novel Innovation
Innovation in the jua sector may have followed innovation trends within other
informal sectors. As the literature discussed in Chapter Two, three possible types of
innovation may occur with the informal economy. The following section will discuss
each of the three types of innovation within the jua kali sector and present results
regarding each. First, innovations are the creation and dissemination of new ideas,
technologies, or techniques (Gupta, 2012; Kumar & Bhaduri, 2014). Generally,
innovation is most often perceived as the development of new or novel ideas. Focus
group participants suggested the jua kali sector had created new and original innovations.
As one participant stated: “Jua kali has come up with great innovations.” Two experts
also stated that: “New products are constantly emerging,” and: “If you visit them on a
daily basis, you'll find new designs on a daily basis,” suggesting jua kali manufacturers
are constantly developing new products to sell.
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Figure 9 Metal boxes in Toi Market, 2015 (Photo credit: J. Neil Ransom).

New and novel innovations were attributed to the creativity and intelligence of jua
kali workers. One female participant form Kibera Slum who used jua kali products
suggested the jua kali sector: “creates more innovation and education because of the
people who are there. Those who designed those things, they just do it from the ideas
they have.” She suggested the sector fostered innovation because there were creative
people in the sector who had new ideas. The results also suggested market forces were
the primary driver of new innovations within the jua kali sector as manufacturers
attempted to find new merchandises to sell. A jua kali work stated it this way: “Unless
we discover new things, we’ll see problems because the demand has been down.” In this
regard, jua kali manufacturers were motivated to develop new products and innovations
to compete with other jua kali workers making similar products.
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Figure 10 Customized hammer to speed up the riveting process at the Cookswell Jiko factory, 2015 (Phot credit:
J. Neil Ransom).

Two examples of possible new or novel jua kali innovations demonstrate the
challenges distinguishing between novel, incremental, and adaptive innovations. The first
was the metal boxes which are used by boarding school children for transporting and
storing clothing and household items (see Figure 9). One of the senior jua kali focus
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group participants explained that he was the person who invented the metal box. He
stated:
Today there are a lot of changes. Jua kali is different from how I found it years
ago. Technology is high. There a people who invent things. Like this iron metal
box from old scrap metal. I’m the first person to do it, imagine, 86. Today it’s all
over Kenya and beyond. Whenever I see someone making it, I get very proud of
my knowledge. Male Participant, semi-structured interview (June 2015).
His innovation may be considered new and novel because he was the first to create a box
out of metal. However, one might also argue that his innovation was incremental because
he was recreating or enhancing an already existing wooden version. The second example
of a potential novel innovation was the modification of a hammer used for riveting the
metal cladding of KCJ stoves (see Figure 10). A hex nut was welded onto the back of the
hammer to assist in punching rivet holes in sheet metal. The new tool was a jua kali
innovation that sped up the manufacturing process. However, it too was a modification of
an existing tool. As evidenced by these two examples, finding new or novel innovations
was challenging because nearly all innovations observed within the jua kali sector were
derivatives or modification of existing products.
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Figure 11 Example of a Thai bucket stove from Pai, Thailand, 2016 (Photo credit: J. Neil Ransom).

Within the fuel-efficiency cookstove sector, there were few examples of new
stove innovations outside of the original KCJ, which was already a modification of the
Thai bucket stove (see Figure 11 for an example of the Thai bucket stove). The one
example of a new or novel stove-related innovation was the charcoal oven created by Dr.
Kinyanjui, the same inventor who had developed the original KCJ and founded the
Cookswell Energy Saving Jiko company (see Figure 12). The charcoal oven used the
same KCJ clay liners, which were attached to a square insulated metal oven, not too
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dissimilar from a modern barbecue grill. The oven has been copied by other jua kali
artisans and is widely available throughout Nairobi. One important distinction was that
while the oven was manufactured using jua kali techniques, its development required
countless man-hours, multiple prototypes, funding, and improved facilities unavailable to
most jua kali workers and so does not accurately represent the novel, innovative process
of most of the jua kali sector. By no means, do these findings suggest there aren’t
additional novel stove innovations that were not captured in the data. However, the
results of this research project do suggest jua kali innovation may be less defined by new
and novel creations and more by incremental modifications and adaptation of existing
technologies.

Figure 12 Examples of charcoal ovens designed and manufactured by Cookswell Jikos in their Nairobi
showroom, 2012 (Used with permission from Teddy Kinyanjui).
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Incremental Innovation
The literature on innovation in the informal economy implied the incremental
modification of existing technologies was a form of innovation (Cozzens & Sutz, 2012).
The research results insinuated adaptive innovation was prevalent in the sector.
Respondents from all three datasets mentioned that jua kali workers were constantly
modifying and adapting products to differentiate them from their competitors. Just like
with new or novel innovations, the driving force behind these modifications was in
response to the demands of the market. A semi-structured interview participant stated that
“By changing the wheels, you come to understand people want this and this. You profit.”
An expert interview participant made the same statement suggesting jua kali workers:
“Change something slightly just to attract the customers.” One of the challenges
determining whether changes or modifications to an existing product constitute an
innovation is distinguishing between cosmetic changes, such as the first person to paint
the metal boxes and substantive adaptations that enhance the functionality of the
products. The hammer example presented above might easily qualify as an adaptive
innovation. Within the jua kali sector, there were evidence jua kali workers themselves
distinguished between superficial and substantive innovation. As one participant
mentioned: “The first person to make it must see that it’s functional. It’s not bringing
difficulties in operation. After that, you will find so many people copying it. Copying is
very easy.” The modification of existing products in new ways to make them more
beneficial to customers is one way jua kali innovation was identified as helping to
improve the lives of Kenyans while providing livelihoods for jua kali workers.
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Examples of jua kali innovating within the fuel-efficient cookstove industry were
almost entirely adaptive innovations. Both experts and focus group participants described
jua kali stove innovations as being slight changes or modifications to existing stove
models to enhance their marketability, make them more usable, or to try and improve
efficacy. However, it seems the clear majority of innovations within the stove industry
were an attempt to increase sales and profit margins rather than improve efficiency or
durability. One expert stated:
Even the jua kali artisans themselves, they do come up with some
improvements...They change something slightly just to attract the customers. If
you visit the jua kali in Mombasa, their designs are different from the jua kali in
Nairobi. Male Participant, expert interview (December 2014).
One expert asked whether jua kali workers who painted poorly fired clay liners red to
hide the imperfections was an example of innovation. Another expert pointed out: “I’ve
seen variations in construction, like different style legs or things like that,” but suggested
he had not seen many examples of incremental innovations that address efficiency or
emissions problems with using biomass fuel (see Figure 13). There were a few examples
of stoves that had been developed by jua kali workers to improve efficiency. One expert
explained: “Local innovations take place, like the Fundi stove which is made in Western
Kenya. They took the KCJ and thought, ‘Would it retain heat more if they put more clay
on?’ I think it does have a higher efficiency.” His example of an improved stove in
Western Kenya showed how incremental innovation could play a role in improving stove
efficiency. However, as will be discussed in the section on challenges to innovation, the
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jua kali sector was severely limited in the range of stove innovations they could make
due to several factors.

Figure 13 Examples of KCJs and other jua kali made cookstoves in Gikomba Market, 2015 (Photo credit: J. Neil
Ransom).

Adaptive Innovation or Copying
Adaptive innovation was described as the process of implementing, incorporating,
or copying an existing technology, idea, or process that was new to the innovator or
community (Cozzens & Sutz, 2012). The process of innovation by copying was one of
the most prevalent uses of innovation within the jua kali sector. Copying as innovation
solicited a wide spectrum of responses from positive to negative by participants in all
datasets. As mentioned in the section on training and jua kali knowledge, the jua kali
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workers identified as the most expert were those with the ability to remake products using
jua kali techniques without instruction. One jua kali worker who was talking about his
ability to innovate stated: “They are new products because I didn't train on that,”
suggesting that his ability to innovate was to make products he was not trained in. Other
jua kali workers made similar claims suggesting individuals who could copy existing jua
kali products that they were not trained on, were innovating by using their skills and brain
to go beyond their training. The jua kali understanding of innovation included a more
individual-based concept that may not necessarily reflect the presence of innovation with
the broader jua kali sector.
Jua kali workers claimed copying existing products required innovation and
creativity: “These ideas, I would say, are from my mind. Creativity. Because when I see
something, I sit down and think about it. I will figure out how to make it.” Jua kali
experts reported the essence of the jua kali sector was the ability to copy and make
products, suggesting they valued the ability to copy products and the sector-wide practice
of replicating ideas, technologies, and merchandise. Restating a quote by a jua kali
worker in a previous section; he identified the difference between individual innovations
and sector-wide copying: “The first person to make it must see that it’s functional. It’s
not bringing difficulties in operation. After that, you will find so many people copying it.
Copying is very easy.” His statement suggested an individual usually was responsible for
developing a new jua kali version of a product and then if the product or improvements
were perceived as beneficial, the jua kali sector would adopt and replicate that product or
process.
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Figure 14 Examples of jua kali made products in Kawangware Slum, 2014 (Photo credit: J. Neil Ransom).
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Informants described a variety of items that had been copied from outside
products as new innovations to the sector. A jua kali worker aptly stated: “As technology
is advancing, we also try to imitate these technologies by designing something similar to
that we see from all over the world.” This statement suggests new technologies can be
adopted by jua kali workers if they are introduced to them This may have potential
benefits for climate change related technologies that can be copied by jua kali workers
and are perceived by customers to provide them with personal benefits beyond addressing
climate change. Some of the innovations described by informants included simple
household items such as potato peelers or watering cans to more complex items such as
wheelbarrows and BBQ grills (see Figure 14). Informants proposed that farming
machinery and food preparation equipment had benefited the most from jua kali adaptive
innovations (see Figure 15). Informants gave the following examples of jua kali
innovation: grass-cutting machines that had helped farmers processes feed for their cattle;
brick-making machines that had enabled the on-sight production of building materials;
grain processing machines; and chicken hatcheries used in the commercial poultry
business. Innovations related to food preparation including commercial french fry cutting
presses, electric deep fries, heated display boxes, food trollies, and popcorn machines
(See Figure 14 and Figure 15).
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Figure 15 Electric food display case and warmer and interlocking soil brick making machine from Gikomba
Market, 2015 (Photo credit: J. Neil Ransom).

Most of the examples of innovations provided by participants were copies of
existing products or machines available in formal markets that have been recreated using
jua kali methods and sold at a lower price point. A jua kali worker explained: “Things
that came from India. They were selling it very costly. When jua kali saw it, within a
very short time, it was dismantled and made anew. Better than the one which was
imported.” Similarly, a user of jua kali products stated: “They’re very creative people
because at least there are so many things you can find in jua kali…when you compare the
prices, even it’s for us.” The process of copying outside technologies by jua kali workers
could be considered adaptive innovation because they are new to the jua kali and Kenya’s
informal markets. Additionally, jua kali innovators recreated existing products to meet
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local needs that reflect the economic conditions of the local people who purchase their
products. A few informants even claimed the availability of jua kali copies of outside
products contributed to Kenya’s development by providing poor people access to new
technologies. However, jua kali innovations based on copying outside products were not
motivated by a romantic attempt to democratize expensive or foreign products but a way
to compete within a highly competitive marketplace (Gupta, 2012).
The ability of the sector to replicate innovations within the industry was also
perceived by some as having negative consequences. One participant from the focus
group with female stove users stated:
The jua kali sector has been over innovative. Whereby, the quality of the jua kali
sector has deteriorated from year to year. Over the last 15 years, due to the fact
that so many people have chipped into this, the competition has become so high.
They have come with the ideologies whereby they can give out cheap things.
Female Participant, Kawangware Slum focus group (March 2015).
The quote captures some of the complexity of adaptive innovation in the jua kali sector
by connecting many of the challenges faced by the jua kali industry including the stiff
competition within an open manufacturing sector that has resulted in lower quality
products. A jua kali focus group participant expressed frustration with copying in the
sector stating: “Some people are lazy. They are [copycats]. We must change from the
[copycats]. If you see something, use common sense. Don’t copy that. Use common
sense to change it.” Thus, while the adaptation and copying of outside products were
perceived as beneficial, copying within the jua kali sector had some negative
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connotations. Similarly, the high level of copying by jua kali workers kept prices and
incomes low and likely contributed to discontent within the industry.
Additionally, experts working in the formal stove sector described copying within
the jua kali as evidence of a lack of creativity. One expert stated: “In copying all these
things, they keep on recycling the ideas,” suggesting the sector struggled to develop new
ideas because they copied existing products rather than creating new ones. Additionally,
some experts suggested that copying within the informal economy was not an innovation
because it caused the quality of products to decline. An expert also stated: “Most of them
do not have that innovative mind,” suggesting a disconnect between jua kali perceptions
of innovation and those of some experts.
From the perspective of fuel-efficient cookstoves, the widespread copying of the
KCJ and other jua kali stoves increased their affordability, availability, and area of
distribution. One might argue the ability of the jua kali sector to uptake appropriate
technologies like the KCJ and distribute them throughout the country is a type of
collective innovation on its own. However, as will be discussed in the following section
on challenges to innovation, may obstacles existed that discourage the jua kali sector
from growing beyond the KCJ to more fuel-efficiency biomass cookstoves. Additionally,
participants suggested the increased competition caused by inter-jua kali copying resulted
in a decrease in general KCJ stove quality as jua kali workers were forced to cut corners
to keep prices low. The high number of stove manufacturers and inconsistency in stove
quality made it difficult for experts and consumers to identify stoves with better fuel
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efficiency or reduced emissions. Therefore, the impact of adaptive innovation on biomass
stoves in Kenya was less clear than with regards to incremental innovation.
However, within the larger household energy use sector, there were some
interesting jua kali innovations copied from outside products with the potential to address
some of the issues caused by biomass use. Specifically, jua kali workers made electric
stoves, ovens, deep fryers, and parts for liquid petroleum gas (LPG) cookers. With
regards to the electrical items, jua kali works bought the heating elements and electronics
from a supplier and then installed them in cladding they had built using stainless steel or
other higher quality metals. Some jua kali manufacturers suggested their versions of
electric cooking equipment were better than the original imports they were copied from
because they could be repaired. Jua kali workers also manufactured stands, burners, and
accessories for LPG cookers. Both these types of cooking apparatus offer the best
solution to addressing indoor air pollution, deforestation, and black carbon emission by
transitioning user to alternative fuels. Additionally, the availability of these products in
the jua kali sector suggested some technological advancement in manufacturing ability
had occurred within the sector through the process of adaptive innovation. However,
these types of products had limited research as many potential consumers lacked the
capital to buy the more expensive products or access to electricity or LPG.
Challenges to Biomass Stove Innovation
Jua kali workers were challenged to innovate new biomass fuel-efficient
cookstoves beyond existing stove technology in the market due to multiple factors,
including, physical limitations to biomass fuel efficiency and emissions; technological
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limitations within the sector; challenges measuring efficiency and emissions; a shortage
of resources; and a lack of knowledge and training.
One of the primary challenges to jua kali innovation regarding fuel-efficient
stoves was the general difficulty in designing stoves that use biomass as a fuel while
maintaining efficiency and lowering emissions. Even the highest quality factory-made
stoves struggle to address the fundamental problem that when efficiency is increased by
enclosing and insulating the combustion chamber, stove emissions also increase because
there is less oxygen available for combustion (see Figure 3). Additionally, regarding the
impact of biomass cookstoves on climate change, CO2 emissions decrease with improved
stove efficiency because less fuel is being burned but BC emissions may increase due to
lower temperatures and reduced oxygen flows (Kar et al., 2012). A professor at the
University of Nairobi pointed out the only way to overcome the inverse causal
relationship between efficiency and emissions was to introduce a forced draft system that
uses fans or other methods to increase oxygen availability within the combustion
chamber. Jua kali workers, like all fuel-efficient stove designers, struggle to make an
accessible and affordable stove that both addresses efficiency and emissions. In fact, the
same professor at the University of Nairobi suggested that all fuel-efficient biomass
cookstoves tested against the proposed KEBS standards failed to meet both efficiency
and emission standards. KEBS had to lower the emissions standards below WHO (2014)
indoor air health guidelines for any tested cookstove to pass the requirements. Therefore,
at its most fundamental level, jua kali workers are challenged to create fuel-efficient
biomass stoves in the same way all stove makers struggle.
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A second challenge was the limitations of jua kali manufacturing capacity to
increase stove efficiency beyond the KCJ, which requires new equipment, machinery,
and training. The KCJ and other jua kali-made stoves use thin sheet metal and clay as the
primary materials. The use of higher quality materials increases the cost of stoves, which
would outprice many KCJ users. This was demonstrated in the cost difference between
formerly-made cookstoves, which range from $25-$45 and jua kali made KCJs which
cost $3-$10. Thus, even if jua kali workers had the knowledge, materials, and machinery
to make an improved biomass cookstove, they might have to confront a lack of demand
for the higher-cost products. One expert stated: “I’ve seen variations in construction...But
in some ways, you can’t beat the design for the price. So, that might be a good reason
why [the KCJ] hasn’t changed that much.” He suggested, with regards to performance
versus price, jua kali workers may be limited in their ability to innovate a new biomass
stove that is as affordable as the KCJ but with high efficiency. However, as pointed out
earlier, there may be possibilities for innovations in non-biomass stoves that sidestep the
issues associated with biomass all together by transition people to LPG or electric forms
of cooking.
A third challenge jua kali workers face in designing fuel-efficient cookstoves was
the difficulties in measuring fuel efficiency and emission levels. The University of
Nairobi professor suggested jua kali stoves ranged in efficiency from 18% – just a little
higher than an open fire (14%) – to as much as 30% depending on the quality of the stove
and lining. His data was backed up by the research presented in Figure 2 and Figure 3 in
Chapter One. Improved formal stove varieties ranged from 28-40%. Very few facilities
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existed that measured the efficiency and emissions of cookstoves. The cost and time of
getting products measured outweighed the benefits to jua kali workers when producing
$3-$5 cookstoves. Additionally, consumers who purchased most jua kali made stoves
were primarily motivated by the affordability of the stove. Those who had the money to
purchase a higher quality, more efficient stove, generally transitioned to LPG or electric
rather than a more efficient biomass stove as the cost was about the same and LPG and
electric cookers offered more convenience and health benefits. Therefore, the lack of
consumer pressure towards increased efficiency in biomass stoves and the difficulty in
measuring stove efficiency and emissions discouraged the jua kali sector from looking at
ways to improve stoves for purposes of addressing environmental issues. Instead, jua kali
workers focused on cosmetic and usability features to differentiate their products in the
market.
Jua kali workers, as mentioned before, were limited in their ability to innovate
new stoves by financial and market constraints. Jua kali innovators suggested they were
challenged to take time off work to find new sources of inspiration or to prototype new
stoves. One participant exclaimed:
If I had two to three days in three weeks [and] somebody to support my family, I
will go and be able to move from here to there looking for materials. Not only
materials to make it, but material ideas. Because if I come here, I get a certain jiko
here, if I go to a hotel I get it, I trade information from here and here, and I come
with another one there. Male Participant, semi-structured interview (August
2015).
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He pointed out some of the challenges jua kali workers face in developing new stoves.
Participants suggested they needed time and money to develop new stoves.
Lastly, jua kali workers were challenged to develop and innovate new biomass
stoves because they lacked the training and expertise needed to take stove manufacturing
beyond simply copying the original KCJ developed by Dr. Kinyanjui in the 1980s. The
following statement, a portion of which was shared in an earlier section, by a jua kali
worker clearly expresses the importance of training to innovation:
We have some limitations. Limitations are brought about by the kind of training
somebody was taken through. It’s very hard to go beyond what your teacher gave
you. If you are trained to make this use, you will be making this always. On-thejob training, that's the system. If you were trained to make this table, you make
the table. Those are the limitations that have narrowed people's minds and
thinking capacity. Not to go beyond the box. Male Participant, Semi-structured
interviews (June 2015).
It was difficult for jua kali workers to innovate beyond their knowledge and skill set
without first learning new knowledge and techniques through training. One expert
responded that: “There is still potential for this market. We only need to educate our jua
kali sector so that they can have the requisite skills to make those improved stoves.”
Also, multiple participants reiterated the importance of training and the need for the
government to uplift the jua kali sector through training. The need for training and
education to enhance the innovative ability of jua kali workers demonstrates a potential
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linkage between jua kali training, knowledge, and innovation and suggests one way
enhance innovativeness within the sector is to focus on training.
In sum, the jua kali sector has the potential to engage in different types of
innovation. Participants provided examples of incremental and adaptive innovations and
possibly novel innovations. They said jua kali innovations benefited people in Kenya by
providing an array of affordable products to consumers. However, participants also
argued that the jua kali sector had many challenges to overcome with regards to the
development and dissemination of new stove innovations beyond what they were already
producing. Although the jua kali sector has contributed to the successful dissemination of
the KCJ, to transition to the next level a fuel-efficient stove production, it must find ways
to upgrade its ability to use improved materials, advanced machinery, and superior
knowledge. The jua kali industry may continue to play an important role in developing
and disseminating technologies and products that are new to the sector. As one semistructured informant stated, jua kali workers need to: “Come up with a new idea. It
means that we are going to need to move from the analog system to a digital system.”

Climate Change
As mentioned above, participants had less to say about climate change than other
issues. The limited data does not represent a lack of understanding or knowledge of
climate change by participants but instead was likely the result of different ways of
experiencing, interpreting, and understanding climate change (Marino & Schweitzer,
2009). Also, focus group and semi-structured interview participants were engaged in
subsistence activities and primarily shared information related to their economic, income,
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and household activities. Additionally, in most cases jua kali engagement in
manufacturing products relevant to addressing climate change problems was motivated
by customer demand for the products and not a sense of responsibility to address
problems caused by climate change. In this regard, jua kali workers did not require
understanding of climate change to contribute to developing and distributing technologies
that could help people adapt to climate change. Two of the six focus groups included
extensive discussions on climate change in the jua kali sector and two additional focus
groups and two expert interviews also mentioned climate change. The two focus group
conversations with the most information about climate change were with men from the
Gikomba Market and women from the Kawangware Slum. Additionally, the focus group
with women from the Kawangware slum was the most information dense as many of the
participants engaged in a diversity of informal activities that provided an opportunity to
see how climate change and the informal economy interacted outside the realm of the
KCJ and cookstoves. The following section presents the climate change data in the
following order: participants’ observations of climate change and its causes; how climate
change affected the informal sector; and how participants dealt with climate impacts.
Observations and Causes of Climate Change
Focus groups participants shared some of their observations of climate change
that including warming temperatures, an increase in heavy rainfall events, changes in
historical weather patterns, receding glaciers on Mount Kenya, and longer dry seasons.
One of the most frequently mentioned observed changes was the shift in seasonal weather
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patterns. One female informant identified the importance of changing season weather
patterns thusly:
I think, when we were growing up in the village, we used to experience two
seasons in one year. People knew the time they should be planting and the time of
harvesting. Those times did not change, but now the seasons … People are not
sure. They tend to plant today because it has rained and then all of a sudden, the
dry season comes. Even the seeds dry in the ground. On the soil. So, we cannot
predict seasons nowadays. Female Participant, Kawangware Slum focus group
(March 2015).
As will be discussed in the final chapter, many of the observations made by focus group
participants coincided with scientific measurements of climate change in Kenya.
Some participants also mentioned reasons for climate change. Jua kali participant
suggested Kenyans were responsible for the country’s climate change and did not identify
global causes for the problem. Most participants proposed deforestation as the primary
driver of climatic change, as one female participant with a university degree stated: “If
the trees are cut…the rain takes a longer time.” Another male informant suggested:
“There has been a lot of industrialization in this country, deforestation is cutting down the
trees…we are part of the climate change in the name of civilization.” A few jua kali stove
manufacturers even postulated they were partial to blame because jua kali manufactured
stoves that encouraged the use of charcoal: “these charcoal jikos are destroying the
climate because the charcoal is cut from trees.”
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Effects of Climate Change
Participants also shared how the impacts of climate change were affecting them
and the jua kali sector. One informant pointed out the intrinsic relationship between
weather and Kenya’s informal economy when she stated: “It’s jua kali, because you’re
also under the sun,” suggesting that the very name for Kenya’s informal economy
demonstrated its link to climate. Another informant in the same focus group agreed,
suggesting: “When it’s raining; your outside. It’s cold; you’re outside. It’s sunny, you’re
outside. So, you carry all the weather with you.” The clear majority of responses about
the impacts of climate change on the sector dealt with the difficulties of working when it
was hot or during heavy rains. Participants from multiple informal industries described
how hot or wet weather affected their work including the availability and quality of food
crops, altering customer purchasing patterns, and making working conditions
uncomfortable. One female focus group participant who sold pens and pencils on the side
of the road stated: “When it’s hot… when it’s cold, [or] when it’s rainy, oh, my God! In
my sector, nothing is good…No weather is favorable to me.”
Another female focus group participant summarized the impacts of climate
change on the jua kali manufacturing sector when she stated:
When the sun is very hot, it is difficult to make money in the Jua kali sector. The
hot sun prevents an influx of customers. The rainy season will attract people who
want to buy heaters to warm themselves but other products will be neglected. Our
goods are greatly dependent on the seasons. It is tough to work in the hot sun or
on a rainy day because this area is not well protected from adverse weather. The
number of products we can make on a hot day is low so we are only able to work
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properly on a calm day. Female Participant, Gikomba Market focus group
(February 2015).
She pointed out how temperatures and precipitation drove customer demand for products.
Other participants colluded her conclusions by suggesting the KCJ and other cookstoves
sales declined during hot weather as potential customers found alternative forms of
cooking that radiated less heat than charcoal stoves. A few participants suggested the
increased temperature from climate change would negatively impact the jua kali sector
by: “Nowadays the climate is hot, people are not going to buy jiko as a source of
heat…Therefore, we lose a lot.” Furthermore, stove makers suggested deforestation
would lead to decreased availability of charcoal and additional losses to their sales: “In
the near future, we are going to lack jobs because there will be no jiko to be used due to
unavailability of charcoal.” According to focus group participants, climate change
negatively impacted their ability to manufacture and disseminate biomass cookstoves.
Focus group participants also identified other ways climate change was impacting
their lives. A few participants clearly identified a link between the weather and their
livelihoods, as one informant proclaimed: “I’ll say, due to the pattern of the weather, life
has really changed.” Participants suggested climate change affected their health through
warmer temperatures that caused heat related discomfort and illness. One woman selling
products on the side of the road described how she noticed more dust in the air due to
lack of rain and that it caused her irritations. Informants suggested climate change was
causing the price of food to increase as farmers struggled to deal with irregular weather
patterns.
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Adapting to Climate Change
Focus group participants had less to say about how they adapted to the impacts of
climate change. However, one woman said she used an umbrella to shade herself during
hot days but that: “Some think that I’m so proud so they cannot buy from someone with
this, so I stopped using [it].” Another woman suggested people with jua kali businesses
had to: “corrupt somebody, even if it’s a soldier,” by paying them a bribe to get
preferential treatment or access to new markets. Additionally, with regards to fluctuations
in income, one informant suggested: “when life becomes too hard, if you were using
high-quality things like clothing and maybe you were going to the shops in town, you
start buying the second-hand clothes.” Another female participant stated in response to
higher food prices: “We go deep in the market. There is mud in that place, [it is] cheaper,
so when it’s a market day, one can get goods at a low price.” Both women suggested that
one way they dealt with economic problems associated with climate change, was to
purchase their clothing and food from informal markets.
With regards to jua kali manufacturing, informants suggested jua kali methods
could help alleviate some of the pressures placed on Kenya’s environment. One
informant stated: “Let’s say ages ago, people used to use the boxes made of wood, but
now they use the ones made of metal. Now it has led to the wood not being cut that
much.” He suggested jua kali workers could find new ways to manufacture products that
used less wood resources. Another jua kali worker argued: “It’s helped so much because
where there’s jua kali, there must be scrap metals…so scrap metals can’t be wasted
everywhere.” A participant also stated: “Therefore, if the deforestation activities persist,
we are going to lose jobs because we have not invented jikos that are efficient or rather
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based on alternative energy such as kerosene [or] solar,” suggesting the sector could
contribute by creating more efficient stoves or cooking devices that used alternative
energies.
The data presented above, while representing a smaller sample of participant
perspectives, does suggest jua kali workers and women living in informal settlements are
aware and have observed, the impacts of climate change. Additionally, participants
suggested climate change had negatively affected their livelihoods within Kenya’s
informal economy. Participants also presented ways in which they have attempted to deal
with the impacts of climate change including engaging more deeply within the informal
sector. Participants also gave a few ways jua kali manufacturers could help minimize or
alleviate the effects of climate change.

Conclusion
The findings described the main aspects of jua kali industry with regards to the
development and spread of jua kali knowledge, innovation within the sector, and
perceptions of climate change. Jua kali knowledge was defined by three stages of
knowledge: first, by the ability to create a single product; second, the knowledge required
to create many objects; and third, the ability to deconstruct outside technologies and recreate them using jua kali techniques. Knowledge was spread throughout the jua kali
sector through apprenticeship programs and training by family members or friends. Once
jua kali workers had sufficient knowledge to begin working, they enhanced their skills by
learning from other jua kali workers. Through years of practice, jua kali workers
developed the expertise required to make new products without being given instructions.
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The data also suggested jua kali may engage in innovation through creating new
innovations, modifying of existing technologies, and by adapting outside technologies to
local contexts. Informants provided several examples of jua kali innovations, most of
which were adaptations of existing technologies, but suggested that the jua kali sector
was highly capable of incorporating new and novel products and techniques. With
regards to the fuel-efficient cookstove, the data suggested jua kali innovators could
incrementally modify and change existing stoves to enhance their marketability or to
attempt to increase their efficiency. However, many challenges prevented jua kali
workers from developing and disseminating more advanced biomass cookstoves due to
several hurdles, including the inherent limitations of biomass fuel, a lack of technological
capacity, the difficulty in measuring efficiency and emissions, financial constraints, and a
lack of appropriate training. Examples of jua kali electric and LPG cookers suggested
alternative ways in which the jua kali sector may be able to contribute to the household
energy-related development and environmental issues.
Informants shared their observations of climate change and their perceptions of
what was causing it. They also described how climate change was impacting the jua kali
sector and their personal lived. They provided information about how they adapted to the
impacts of climate change and suggested ways the jua kali sector might contribute to
addressing climate change and other environmental issues. In the next chapter, I examine
these research findings in the broader context of this dissertation’s original research
questions.
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CHAPTER FIVE: DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In this chapter I discuss my findings within the framework of the original
dissertation research questions. I also examine the findings within the broader discourses
on climate change adaptation and informal economies and how this research project has
contributed to these fields. I consider possible opportunities to improve upon the results
of this study and conclude with policy recommendations, a case for future research, and
present a summary of the project.

Discussion of Results
Here I examine the findings of the research, first in response to each of my
research questions and then in the context of the broader discourses.
Question 1
The first research question in this project was an attempt to understand how local
jua kali knowledge was developed and disseminated throughout Kenya’s informal sector.
The question stated,
1. Using the Kenya Ceramic Jiko (KCJ) stove as a case study for the ability of local
people to innovate and develop technologies, how is stove technology and
manufacturing know-how developed, adapted, and transmitted within the jua kali
sector?
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The research question made a major assumption about the jua kali informal sector and
asked three distinctive question about jua kali knowledge. The assumption was that the
KCJ represented a jua kali innovation. The questions were, first, how is jua kali
knowledge developed? Second, how is jua kali knowledge adapted? Third, how is jua
kali knowledge transmitted? Before more fully examining these questions, we must first
determine whether the original assumption about the KCJ was correct. Is the KCJ an
example of jua kali innovation and their ability to develop technologies?
Research data demonstrated that the KCJ was widely available throughout Kenya
and used as the primary charcoal-based stove by most Kenyans. The KCJ was
manufactured throughout the country by jua kali workers who had been trained or
learned how to make the stove from other jua kali workers. The KCJ had become such a
commonplace technology within the jua kali sector that it was widely considered an
example of jua kali innovation. Since the introduction of the KCJ into Kenya’s informal
market, the stove has been widely adopted by the country, the wider East African region,
and other African countries (see Figure 16 for an example of KCJs being manufactured in
Ghana).
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Figure 16 A workshop in Winneba, Ghana producing versions of the KCJ learned from Dr. Kinyanjui in the
90s, 2013 (Used with permission of Teddy Kinyanjui).

The origin of the KCJ, however, was developed by a professor at the University
of Nairobi in conjunction with local KCJ artisans. The involvement of an outside
university professor suggests the KCJ is not clear evidence of the ability of jua kali
workers to develop new fuel-efficient stove technology; at least without outside
involvement. As recounted in the oral history of the development of the KCJ (see
Appendix 6: An oral history of the creation of the KCJ), the process required to create the
stove included weeks of research in Thailand, multiple prototypes, years of consumer
research, and financial backing from the Kenyan Government and international aid
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groups. The time and investment required to develop the KCJ, even though it was
designed in partnership with, and to be manufactured by, jua kali artisans, was beyond
the capacity of most jua kali workers. Thus, the KCJ suggests the jua kali industry has
limited capacity to develop new and novel fuel-efficiency technologies due to the many
constraints on jua kali innovation mentioned in, Chapter Four, including the lack the
finances, time, training, facilities, and knowledge needed to engage in that type of
innovation.
Research findings suggested jua kali workers were more capable of incremental
innovation and the adaptation of outside technologies to local contexts. The ability of jua
kali workers to incrementally innovate and copy existing technologies may explain why,
while they are unable to develop the KCJ without the intervention of an outsider, the
sector could adopt the stove, modify it, and widely distribute it. The wide-spread
availability of the KCJ and its many variations is evidence of the ability of the sector to
disseminate fuel-efficient stove technology. Incremental jua kali innovations may play a
significant factor in the success of the KCJ because it allowed jua kali workers to adapt
stoves to local cooking needs, make stoves at a variety of price points, and utilize locally
available materials. Therefore, the findings suggest that while the jua kali industry was
challenged to innovate new and novel fuel-efficient cookstove technology, their ability to
engage in incremental innovation played an essential role in the dissemination of stove
technologies.
The development of jua kali knowledge related to the KCJ was through a training
process developed by Dr. Kinyanjui, the original inventor of the stove. In the case of the
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KCJ, the jua kali sector required outside input to facilitate the development of the
knowledge required to manufacture the stove. Because the process and resources required
to develop the KCJ depended on outside organizations and experts to collaborate with the
jua kali industry to successfully develop new types of technology, collaborative
innovation between experts and jua kali workers may be one way to overcome barriers to
innovation while still developing technologies that can be manufactured within the jua
kali industry.
Additionally, the various examples of adopted technologies within the jua kali
sector suggest the industry can develop innovative knowledge through the process of
copying existing technologies. Some of the technologies reproduced in the jua kali sector
included complex machineries such as agricultural machines, electric kitchen appliances,
and industrial equipment. The process required to manufacture more advanced items also
required workers to use higher-level skills than traditional jua kali items required
including welding, metal casting, and electronics. This suggests the jua kali industry
slowly upgrades their skill sets and knowledge base through the process of adopting
outside technologies into the sector. Also, due to the limitations of biomass fuel-efficient
cookstoves, the sector may play a more important role in making electric and LPG
cooking devices more affordable than developing a more efficient version of the KCJ.
The second part of this research question asked how knowledge related to the
KCJ was adapted by jua kali workers. There was some evidence jua kali workers adapted
the KCJ to the cooking styles of different communities. They could do so because most
jua kali workers manufactured their products within the local markets they sold in and so
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could more easily incorporate feedback into their products. Most likely, the adaptation of
the KCJ happened through processes of experimentation motivated by workers trying to
differentiate their cookstoves from others on the market or in response to suggestions by
consumers or custom orders.
The process of incremental innovation may have been the key to the adaptation of
jua kali knowledge. The findings suggest that jua kali workers adapted their products to
differentiate them from others within the market suggesting that the jua kali industry may
be a powerful force for disseminating technologies they can make, like fuel-efficient
cookstoves, because they are able to customize and adapt the technologies to the needs of
local users. The mass production, uniformity, and quality control of commercialized or
factory made products make them less adaptable at the local scale. On the other hand, jua
kali products are made on site by people within the community and are therefore much
more adaptable and customizable to the needs of customers. Therefore, the adaptation of
fuel-efficient cookstoves and the knowledge required to make them may have played a
significant role in the success of the KCJ.
The dissemination of manufacturing knowledge, including how to make the KCJ,
within the jua kali sector was driven by apprenticeships, learning from others, and intersector copying. The primary method for training new jua kali workers was through the
process of on-site apprenticeships or familial training. Apprenticeships taught new
recruits the basics of jua kali manufacturing by training each person to make a single
item. In some cases, that meant new recruits could be trained to make the KCJ or other
cookstoves through their initial apprenticeship program. Those who did not learn how to
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make the KCJ during their initial training could later learn to do so by finding an expert
who knew how to make the stove and get training from them. Additionally, When Jua
kali workers had achieved a sufficient level of knowledge and expertise, they were able
to replicate products within the market without needing additional training. The process
of copying likely represents another avenue for the dissemination of KCJ manufacturing
knowledge. Therefore, the initial dissemination of jua kali knowledge, including the KCJ,
most often happened through apprenticeships and learning from other and to a lesser
extent copying within the sector.
As more people entered the jua kali industry and were trained in manufacturing
techniques, they moved into other parts of Kenya to start their own businesses. Gikomba
Market played a central role in training jua kali workers before they moved to other parts
of the country. Gikomba was the only protected jua kali workspace in Nairobi and
possibly in East Africa which enabled it to provide a more stable location for training
new recruits. Most jua kali workers manufactured and sold their products in informal
markets, public spaces like the sides of roads, or in other parts of informal settlements or
slums. The lack of protected space in the jua kali sector discouraged jua kali workers
from investing time and resources in upgrading their workspaces, buying tools and
machinery, and expanding training opportunities. Research findings suggested jua kali
workers need additional officially recognized locations like Gikomba to provide legal
protection for jua kali work. Increasing the number of officially recognized workspaces
could benefit the sector by enhancing their ability to learn, develop, and disseminate
increasingly advanced knowledge and to accommodate the training of more people.
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Summing up the findings of the first questions, by using the KCJ as a case study,
this research project has attempted to show how jua kali knowledge is developed,
adapted, and disseminated throughout the sector. The findings suggested jua kali methods
of training, learning, and innovating contributed to the widespread distribution of the KCJ
and the knowledge to manufacture the stove throughout Kenya and parts of East Africa.
The jua kali system for developing and disseminating manufacturing knowledge
enhanced the availability of jua kali products and technologies. However, the jua kali
industry was limited in their capacity to develop novel innovations that required a higher
level of expertise, capital for research and development, and access to improved facilities.
The KCJ demonstrated that some of these challenges could be overcome through
collaboration with outsiders who can provide the expertise, capital, and facilities to
develop new technologies.
Question 2
The second research question asked,
2. In what ways do these technologies and manufacturing processes help Kenya’s poor
adapt to climate change?
My research findings provide evidence of the ability of the jua kali sector to manufacture
and distribute innovations with potential to help people adapt to climate change.
Additionally, due to my time in the field and discussions with excerpts, I can speak on the
role of technology to help Kenya’s poor adapt to climate change. Therefore, I do provide
the following discussion on the possible role of jua kali technologies and processes in
helping Kenya’s adapt to climate change.
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The arguments presented in Chapter One suggested the KCJ, when made
correctly, can improve efficiency, time availability, and some emissions associated with
improved sustainable development and climate change outcomes. KCJ users could be
expected to experience better health and wellbeing, decreased household expenditures on
fuels, and more time for women and girls. Households with more income, disposable
time, and better health are more capable of adapting to climate change than if the
opposite was true.
Under the assumption technologies, like the KCJ, enhance the capacity of people
to adapt to climate change either by improving development outcomes or enhancing their
ability to adapt to specific impacts of climate change, then processes and systems that
encourage the widespread distribution of such technologies positively contribute to
adaptive capacity. Although this research project was unable to determine if the KCJ
directly enhanced adaptive capacity, the findings suggest the sector played a critical role
in making the stove accessible and widely available. Jua kali methods for training and
knowledge sharing and jua kali incremental innovations contributed to the widespread
adoption of the KCJ. The jua kali sector adopted, recreated, and distributed the KCJ and
other technologies at a more affordable price than could have been achieved through
other means.
The copying and dissemination of fuel-efficient cookstoves enhances the capacity
of users to adapt to climate change by reducing health and financial stresses caused by
the burning of biomass fuel (Dherani et al., 2008; Smith et al., 2007). Fuel-efficient
cookstoves can also contribute to climate change mitigation by reducing pressure on
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forest and ecosystem resource, GHG emissions, and reduce BC (Panwar, Kurchania, &
Rathore, 2009; Smith & Haigler, 2008). However, the extent to which the KCJ addresses
these issues depends on the quality of the stove produced. KCJ efficiency varied widely
depending on the quality of the clay liner. Lower-quality stoves produced negligible
efficiency improvements over an open fire, and higher-quality versions had efficiencies
closer to factory made improved stoves. One of the challenges within the jua kali sector
was providing high-quality products that consistently perform at peak levels. The stiff
competition within the jua kali sector helped keep stove costs low and increased their
availability but also encouraged jua kali workers to cut corners in the manufacturing
process to maintain their margins. Additionally, the quality of the charcoal used in stoves
also directly influenced the level of emissions, stove efficiency, and pressures on
ecosystems. Therefore, the impact of a given KCJ on the capacity of users to adapt to
climate change depends the quality of stove in question and the fuel used.
The ability of jua kali workers to manufacture and distribute technologies
throughout Kenya hints at their potential for enhancing adaptive capacity and building
resilience. Additionally, there was some awareness among research participants that the
sector had or could play a role in addressing some climate change issues either by
improving stove efficiency or making products and technologies available. Specifically,
the jua kali sector may enhance adaptive capacity through stored potential to disseminate
technologies that enhance adaptation. In other words, the ability to disseminate
technology might represent an adaptive mechanism. However, the effectiveness of such
diffusion also depends on the benefits of the actual technologies being disseminated. For
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example, the ability of jua kali to innovate a new potato peeler or popcorn machine does
not improve Kenyan’s capacities to adapt to climate change. On the contrary, the sector
may play a more important role in enhancing climate adaptation through the development
and distribution of agricultural machinery that allows farmers to adapt their farming
practices to changing weather patterns. Furthermore, considering the sector’s ability to
copy technology from around the world, if they so desire, there is great potential to
replicate adaptive technology to counter climate change as long as they have value to the
industry and customers. In any case, the jua kali sector plays an important role in the
copying and dissemination process. Therefore, I argue that the presence of an informal
mechanism with the ability to innovative and distribute technologies can enhance
adaptive capacity because of its potential to disseminate climate-adaption enhancing
technologies.
Additionally, the development and distribution of jua kali versions of electric and
LPG cookstoves at affordable prices may help facilitate the transition away from biomass
fuel to cleaner alternatives. The relationship between jua kali innovations and technology
and climate change adaptation is much more complicated than initially thought and
additional research is needed to more fully understand the relationships between the two.
Question 3
The final research question was,
3. What effect does the informal nature of the jua kali sector have on local innovation
regarding climate change issues?
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My data included a discussion on how people in the broader jua kali industry perceived
and adapted to climate change. Additionally, my data is sufficient to discuss some of the
ways the informal nature of the jua kali manufacturing sector affects their ability to
disseminate technologies with the potential to address climate change issues.
Informal Responses to Climate Change
Research participants within the jua kali manufacturing industry and broader jua
kali sector said they had observed changes in climate that included increased
temperatures, more intense rainstorms, unpredictability in the season, and the depletion of
glaciers on Mount Kenya. Jua kali observations of the climate change likely were based
on their personal experiences with the effects of climate change and their interpretation of
information from other sources like media, associates, or the Kenyan Government. Kenya
is intersected by the equator and so does not experience seasonal changes in temperature
and daylight as do higher and lower latitudes. However, much of Kenya has a double
wet-season with most annual precipitation (over 70%) falling during the months of March
to May (the long rainy season) and the remaining falling mostly during the short rainy
season (less than 20%) from October to December (Camberlin & Okoola, 2003; SEI,
2009).
As reported in Kenya’s National Climate Action Plan (NCAP): “[In] many areas,
rainfall has become irregular and unpredictable; extreme and harsh weather is now the
norm; and some regions experience frequent droughts during the long rainy season while
others experience severe floods during the short rains” (GOK, 2013, p. 2). Additionally,
Mount Kenya lost 90% of its glacier cover over the last century (Vodӑ et al., 2008, p. 75).
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However, the NCAP report suggested shifting trends in temperatures and precipitation
levels varied throughout the country depending on the geographic region and the rainy
season, making it difficult to identify national trends (GOK, 2013, p. 2-3).
The scientific data on climate change collaborates some of the observations made
by jua kali participants, suggesting some people in the sector have a level of awareness to
climactic change. However, more in-depth research is needed to assess climate awareness
within Kenya’s informal economy against scientific observations. In the context of my
research project, the statements made by research participants regarding their
observations of climate change suggests, at least for urban jua kali workers in Nairobi,
the informal economy and informal activity is one of the primary ways they experience
the impact of climate change. The link between jua kali and climate change was
evidenced by participants suggesting hotter weather made working under the sun was less
comfortable, changed consumer behavior, affected access to agricultural products, and
disturbed their merchandise. Being jua kali implies engaging in economic activity that, in
some measure, relies upon and is susceptible to the weather and thus climate change.
As presented in Chapter Four, for those working in the jua kali sector, climate
change potentially impacted their incomes in three ways. First, climate change intensified
the difficulties and discomforts associated with manufacturing or selling products in hot
or rainy weather. Second, climate change affected incomes by reducing sales of seasonal
products like cookstoves that radiated lots of heat or changed access to agricultural
commodities for some food vendors. Third, climate change impacts increased the
variability in jua kali incomes and thus exacerbated existing challenges to livelihood
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pursuits within the sector. Participants suggested they adapted to these changes by
engaging in more informal activity like bribing officials, finding new locations, products,
or methods of making money, or by shift spending habits to more informal markets to
deal with fluctuations in income. From the limited data I collected, it seems those
working in jua kali, broadly speaking, when confronted with impacts from climate
change, engaged more deeply in the informal sector and informal activities to adapt to
changes that affected their livelihoods.
Informal Characteristics on Jua Kali Innovation
As demonstrated by the KCJ in Kenya, the jua kali sector had a significant impact
on the successful dissemination of the stove throughout Kenya. The process of learning
and sharing knowledge within the sector and the ability of jua kali workers to engage in
incremental adaptation played a major role in the success of the KCJ. These
characteristics, in part, were driven or influenced by the informal nature of the sector.
The jua kali industry is not regulated and taxed like formal businesses in Kenya. Scant
regulations meant few barriers to entry. People could enter the jua kali sector without
certifications, training, or legal work status. The low barrier to entry encouraged people
to join the sector who are unable or unqualified to get employment in the formal sector,
thus, facilitating the growth, adaptation, and transmission of jua kali knowledge and
technologies.
The jua kali sector and its products were not directly taxed and therefore were less
expensive than similar items sold through formal businesses and distribution centers.
Additionally, the openness of the sector, the willingness of workers to share knowledge,
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and the lack of copyright encouraged a sort of informal, decentralized mass production of
products and technologies. Stiff competition within the sector kept prices low and
promoted the dissemination of affordable products into new market spaces. From the
perspective of the consumer, the jua kali sector made some types of goods and
technologies more accessible than formal enterprises might. In fact, a few informants
stated they dealt with irregular income flows by modulating their shopping behavior
between formal and informal businesses. These behavior changes suggested urban poor
in Kenya may adapt to the impacts of climate change on their livelihoods by increasing
their use of informal markets and services due to their affordability.
Unfortunately, the informal nature of the jua kali sector also complicated the
development and distribution of affordable technologies. The jua kali sector had an open
access problem in that it lacked barriers to prevent or control new people from entering
the sector. This resulted in the progressive growth of the number of manufacturers
making the same products. The stiff competition kept product quality low and
inconsistent and limited the ability of individual workers to expand their businesses
within the sector without becoming formalized. Additionally, the lack of official
recognition, unprotected workspaces, and absence of intellectual property rights
discouraged jua kali workers from taking risks required in upgrading their skill sets,
purchase improved machinery, and develop innovations.
The benefits of the informal nature of the jua kali sector in disseminating
affordable technologies was proportional to the challenges faced by jua kali workers in
developing their capacity and economic wellbeing. In other words, consumers benefited
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from affordable products at the cost of financial, health, and security to jua kali workers.
Those who could expand their businesses and capacity beyond making and selling single
products almost always registered their business so they could get tenders to sell their
products through formal channels. In many instances, formalized jua kali businesses
employed unregistered informal workers. Therefore, the informal nature of the jua kali
system of production may facilitate the widespread distribution of affordable
technologies but doing so requires the exploitation of cheap labor.
Therefore, in response to the original research question, the informal nature of the
jua kali sector influences its ability to develop and disseminate technologies. However,
the effectiveness of jua kali processes in addressing climate change issues depends in
large part on the ability of the technologies to do so. This suggests the jua kali sector may
have a role to play in enhancing the capacity of Kenyans to adapt and deal with climate
change issues. However, the challenge is figuring out how to utilize jua kali methods for
disseminating technologies with the potential to address climate change issues while
maintaining and enhancing the capacity and well-being of the jua kali workers
themselves.

Discussion of Innovation and Informal Economies
In summary, the findings from this dissertation project contribute to the greater
discourse on informal economies and climate change adaptation in several ways. My
examination of innovation within the jua kali sector contributes to the broader discourse
on innovation within informal economies by providing evidence of innovations in
Kenya’s informal sector. My findings showed how jua kali innovation was primary
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incremental and adaptive (Cozzens & Sutz, 2012). Additionally, my study suggests
informal economies can help facilitate the adoption of technologies by customizing them
to meet the needs of local users (Adimo et al., 2012; IPCC, 2001; Stewart, 1981). The jua
kali sector’s decentralized distribution of manufacturers throughout Kenya suggests the
local nature of this types of manufacturing increase the ability for technologies to be
adapted to local contexts in a way unachievable by factory produced products (OECD,
2010; Schumacher, 1973; UNFCCC, 2006).
My dissertation identified hurdles that prevented or slowed the development of
new and novel innovations as well as opportunities for innovation within Kenya’s
informal sector (Cozzens & Sutz, 2012; Harris 2014; Seligmann & Guevara, 2013).
Collaboration between formal experts and the informal innovators may help informal
manufacturing industries overcome some of the hurdles to developing new and novel
innovations that may be beyond the current capacity of informal innovators by
themselves (Manyati, 2014; Mhula, Links, Hart, & Jacobs, 2014). Additionally, the
relationship between informal innovation and sustainable development is complicated
and requires further research (Cozzens & Sutz, 2012; Seligmann & Guevara, 2013). For
example, I suggested a possible conflict between the benefits of Kenya’s informal
manufacturing sector that used cheap labor to produce and distribute affordable
technologies and the ability of the informal manufacturing class to enhance their
economic status (Bromley, 2004).
My research provided insights into the relationship between the informal
economy and climate change adaptation. This dissertation speculated that the value of
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informal technologies, manufacturing knowledge, and distribution methods in climate
change adaptation is determined by the effectiveness of the technologies distributed
(IPCC, 2001; UNFCCC, 2006). The informal economy and climate change adaptation
potentially share links in several ways, and that the ability of the informal sector to create
and disseminate technology may represent a potential adaptive mechanism (Taylor &
Peter, 2014). Additionally, this study of the Kenya Ceramic Jiko (KCJ) demonstrated the
opportunities and challenges of engaging local-level actors in developing, manufacturing,
and disseminating technologies that try to address climate change and sustainable
development issues (Gupta; 2012; Kumar & Bhaduri, 2014; OECD, 2010). I argued the
need to consider informal structures and processes in climate change adaptation and
sustainable development programming (Taylor & Peter, 2014; Harris-White &
Rodrigo,2013).

Policy Recommendations
Based on the findings from this research project, I propose the following policy
recommendations. Policy makers and the Kenyan Government should make the jua kali
sector more visible in the policy discourse by including discussions, statistics, and
research on the jua kali manufacturing industry in all relevant policies, reports, and
discussions. Additionally, efforts should be made to include the perspectives,
understandings, and voices of jua kali workers in policies and related publications.
Specifically, the Kenyan National Climate Change Action Plan and updated version of
Kenya Vision 2030 should include a discussion of jua kali manufacturing and how these
policies can include or help upgrade the sector.
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The Kenyan Government should provide protected space for more jua kali
workers like the Gikomba Market. Additional protected workspaces can provide jua kali
workers with worksite stability and create other centers for jua kali training and
knowledge exchange. Moreover, creating more designated workspaces can help alleviate
congestion and improve health and safety issues present in many of the informal
workspaces and markets along roadsides and in slums. However, creating protected
workspaces would require financial investment for the construction and maintenance of
the spaces and the Kenyan Government may be challenged to extract user fees from jua
kali workers. Similarly, the Government should expand legal protection for jua kali
manufacturers, either through a simple registration process or by other means, which
allow them to work free from harassment or risk of legal repercussions. In both these
instances, policies will most likely succeed when jua kali workers seen tangible benefits
from participating in and paying registration and user fees.
The Kenyan government should implement policies that lay the groundwork for
upgrading the jua kali sector. The Government should develop and provide realistic,
affordable, and clear guidelines for jua kali workers to register their businesses and be
able to engage with the formal sector. Upgrading the sector can take a variety of forms
including improving jua kali skill sets, access to equipment, supply chains, and education
or personal development opportunities. One way to help enhance the sector is through the
development of accessible and affordable training programs targeted at updating jua
kali skills and providing them with business training. Again, these types of policies
require money to develop, implement, and maintain. Extracting fees and taxes from jua
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kali workers to pay for programing will prove challenging. Any such program should
include jua kali workers at all stage of development and implementation so they can
ensure the process of upgrading the sector directly benefits them. Additionally, while this
project suggested some challenges with existing training programs within the jua kali
sector, many of the issues presented are likely surmountable.
Universities, NGOs, and government agencies should develop mechanisms for
collaborating with jua kali workers to overcome barriers to innovation. Universities can
play a critical role developing a curriculum that partners engineering and business
students with jua kali experts at training centers, like Gikomba Market, to co-develop
new technologies or business strategies targeting Kenya’s urban poor. Developing
mechanisms for collaboration can help facilitate the development and realization of local
innovations and solutions to Kenya’s climate change and suitable development problems.
The Kenyan Government, NGOs, and the private sector should also devise ways to
provide jua kali workers with low-interest loans and subsidized insurance to encourage
workers to take more business and innovation risks.

Project Limitations
The project would have benefited from additional time in country to engage in a
more thorough collaborative process that allowed research participants to contribute more
in data analysis to verify and expand on the research findings. Additionally, this research
project intended to include creative forms of data collection like community mapping or
participant-directed visual documentation but did not due to time limitations.
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The KCJ turned out to be a good case study for looking at how jua kali networks
contributed to the development and dissemination of knowledge, innovations, and
products. I would have also liked to have been able to include multiple jua kali
manufacturing centers across Kenya to understand larger networks within Kenya’s
informal sector, explore how knowledge transmitted across long distances, and observe
how people adapted products to different local contexts. Additionally, using examples of
jua kali agricultural machinery that had evidence of enhancing adaptive capacity may
have been more manageable than the KCJ cookstove.
My lack of fluency in Kiswahili also hindered the research, and if I had been able
to learn the language, it would have benefited the research. If I had been able to gain
fluency in Kiswahili, I would have been better able to engage in the data collection
process and gain a deeper understanding of informant perspectives because I could have
led focus group discussion.

Recommendations for Future Research
The following suggestions for future research on the topics discussed in this
dissertation came from the findings and limitations I identified throughout this project. I
begin the list with several ways that I will continue and build upon my findings. My
research project collected a vast array of data on many issues within the jua kali sector
beyond what was presented in this dissertation. I plan to explore these additional issues
by reexamining unused portions of the data including social networking within the sector,
marketing, gender issues, outside perspective of the sector, and rules, regulations, and
government involvement. Additionally, I conducted a survey of 200 jua kali workers in
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Gikomba Market to understand what types of skills were present within the market, the
challenges they faced, and their suggested ways the Kenyan Government could improve
the sector. I plan to examine this dataset and see how it fits within and expands upon my
dissertation findings.
I also intend to return to Kenya to explore in more detail two findings from my
research that I believe have potential to provide more insights into climate adaptation and
informal economies. First, as I mentioned previously in this dissertation, one way to
upgrade biomass cooking is by improving the quality of charcoal used in the KCJ stoves.
During expert interviews, I learned of two organizations developing technologies to turn
crop residues and charcoal dust into charcoal briquettes that are cleaner burning, more
efficient, and don’t cause deforestation. The briquette machines, like the KCJ, were
designed to be manufactured by jua kali workers and represent a potential opportunity to
document the development and dissemination of an adaptive technology through the jua
kali sector from initial stages of design and development. Second, my original research
data touched lightly on the observations, impacts, and adaptive responses of people in
Kenya’s broader informal economy to climate change. I plan to return to reexamine this
issue more in depth.
Additionally, future research into the role of the informal economy in climate
change adaptation will benefit from the suggested following approaches. First, a robust
approach for examining whether an informal economy and innovations benefit people’s
ability to adapt to climate change is through a comparative approach. I recommend that
future research projects explore potential benefits or downsides of the informal economy
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to climate change adaptation by comparing the adaptive capacity of two or more
communities or countries that have significant differences in the size of their informal
economies. Second, another opportunity to explore jua kali manufacturing and adaptive
innovation with regards to the energy sector is to examine whether the recent
development of jua kali version of electric stoves and LPG components increase poor
Kenya’s transition away from biomass fuels. Third, on a more theoretical level,
additional research needs to be done to explore the potential exploitive relationship
between the jua kali manufacturing and distribution of affordable products and the stiff
competition that prevents jua kali workers from financial advancement.

Conclusion
The Kenyan Ceramic Jiko (KCJ) is a fuel-efficient cookstove made by informal
manufacturers, called jua kali workers, in Kenya’s informal sector. This project sought to
explore whether the widespread distribution of the KCJ by informal actors evidenced any
links between informal economies and adaptive capacity to climate change. Using
qualitative methods, this dissertation project attempted to more fully understand jua kali
and consumer perceptions, understandings, and processes in three informal markets in
Nairobi, Kenya.
Research findings suggested jua kali workers engaged in innovation by
incrementally adapting existing technologies to meet local needs, enhance usability, or to
distinguish their products within a competitive market. Jua kali workers also innovated
by creating new products copied or inspired by existing technologies outside the sector.
These results suggested that the jua kali sector could engage in some types of innovation.
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However, workers within the industry were challenged to develop new and novel
innovations in biomass cookstoves because they were limited by their ability to increase
fuel-efficiency using existing stove-making processes and materials. Once an innovation
was developed within the sector, jua kali methods of training and learning from each
other, helped disseminate the innovations throughout Kenya.
As to whether jua kali development and dissemination of the KCJ enhanced the
adaptive capacity of Kenyans to climate change, the research findings suggested there
was an opportunity to do so. The effectiveness of technological dissemination to enhance
adaptive capacity to climate change depends in many ways on the impacts of the
technologies themselves. In the case of the KCJ, the process by which the stove was
developed, manufactured, and distributed throughout the country suggests jua kali
methods are an effective way to disseminate technologies to the poor. Additionally, this
project demonstrated the need to consider the informal economy, if only to provide
context or a framework for engaging the poor, in climate change adaptation and
sustainable development programs.
Future research is needed to more fully understand the role of the informal sector
in climate adaptation programs. I hope this dissertation project will encourage future
research that helps find better ways to incorporate poor and marginalized people and their
perspectives into climate change adaptation and sustainable development programs and
debates.
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APPENDIX

Appendix 1 Focus group questions
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Why Jua kali?
What are the Benefits of Jua kali?
What are the Challenges of the Jua kali?
What are people’s perceptions towards Jua kali and jua kali workers?
Who offers training and professional skills to the people interested in joining the
jua kali sector?
6. Are there any kind of rules and regulations in the Jua kali sector?
7. How do you think the Jua kali is benefiting the country?
8. What are the Challenges facing the Jua kali sector in Kenya?
9. What can the government do to support the industry in Kenya?
10. How Has the Jua kali contributed in innovation of low energy and efficient
stoves?
11. What are the advantages of the jua kali stoves over the new brands?
12. What are the challenges in the making of jua kali stoves?
13. How can the value of the jiko be determined?
14. Who are the stakeholders in the Jua kali sector?
15. What can be done to increase the population that uses low energy stoves?
16. Where do you see the Jua Kali sector in future?
17. What are the benefits of the jua kali stoves over firewood?
18. What is climate change?
19. What changes have you witnessed in ten to fifteen year?
20. How have the changes affected the jua kali sector?
21. What innovations have the jua kali come up with that have enhanced
development?
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Appendix 2 Sample semi-structured interview questions
[REMOVED], is an expert in jua kali and has been working in the sector for 25 years. He
makes higher than average income for the sector. I would like to discuss with him his
experience in the sector, what he contributes his success to, about his innovation
processes, and what he thinks the future of jua kali will be.
1. How did you get involved in the jua kali sector?
2. What has it been like to work in the jua kali sector for 25 years? What changes
have you observed?
a. What improvements have you seen in the sector? What has stayed the
same?
3. How long before you were making a good wage as a jua kali worker? What
changed?
4. Where do you get your ideas? How often do you change or update your products?
5. Do you try new types of products? If so, how do you go about developing and
selling them?
6. Where do you look for new ideas?
7. How do you guarantee the quality of your materials and products?
8. What has been you experience working with NGOs or government programs, if
you have done so?
9. What has been your experience trying to get loans to expand your business?
10. What types of things to you believe jua kali can do to help Kenya develop as a
country?
11. What observations of climate change have you made?
12. Where do you see jua kali in the future?
13. If you could give advice to future generations of jua kali workers what advice
would you give?
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Appendix 3 Consent Form
RESEARCH PROCEDURES
This research is being conducted to understand how jua kali develop and disseminate
innovative and appropriate technologies – specifically, fuel-efficient cookstoves –
throughout Kenya and how these technologies can help address Kenya's development and
climate change goals. If you agree to participate, you will be asked to answer questions
and discuss your experiences related to jua kali, fuel-efficient cookstoves, other
appropriate technology, climate change, development, and/or the informal economy.
Your participating in this research project will include answering questions in a
conversation format with me and/or participating in a discussing with other informants on
general themes related to the research topic. The specific methods you are being asked to
participate are one of the following: focus groups – a facilitated group discussion with
other informants like yourself; semi-structured interview – a conversation around an
organized set of themes or topics; expert interviews – a semi-structured interview with an
expert in a field related to the research topic; a community mapping project –
collaborating with other participants to produce visual maps of centers of knowledge,
power, and/or exchange relevant to the research; or a visual documentation project in
which you are given training and equipment to make short documentary films related to
the research topic. Additionally, audio recordings will be made of all research activities.
Video recordings will be used in the community-based visual documentation project. By
participating in this research, you consent to being audio and/or video recorded. All
recordings will be used for research and only be shared with your specific permission.
RISKS
There are no foreseeable risks for participating in this research.
BENEFITS
There are no benefits to you as a participant other than to further research in the role of
jua kali in Kenya’s efforts to achieve development and climate change mitigation goals.
CONFIDENTIALITY
The data in this study will be confidential. Your name, contact information, and basic
demographic information may be collected as part of this research project. This
information will be kept separate from your responses to questions or the focus groups.
The information will be stored securely in encrypted files on server space at George
Mason University. Additionally, any recordings, notes, or documentation of your
responses or participation in this project will be kept, if digital, in an encrypted folder on
a server at George Mason University; if hard copy, in a locked cabinet. Personal
information will be kept separate from your responses and a code will be used to link the
two – which will also be password protected and accessible only by the researcher,
Joseph Ransom. If any identifiable information is to be shared with someone else or
published, your permission will be requested prior to that sharing. The final dissertation
documents and other policy memos will not contain identifiable information unless your
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permission is given. Audio and video recordings will be stored in an encrypted and
password protected folder on the researcher’s personal computer and will not be made
available to anyone else without additional permission. Any videos produced from this
research project will only be made public or shared with others with you express
permission.
PARTICIPATION
Your participation is voluntary, and you may withdraw from the study at any time and for
any reason. If you decide not to participate or if you withdraw from the study, there is no
penalty or loss of benefits to which you are otherwise entitled. There are no costs to you
or any other party. Your participation in the study will not exceed four hours and you will
be compensated for your participation in the amount of 500 Kenyan Shillings. If you feel
like you must withdraw from the study at any time or for any reason you will still be
compensated the 500 Kenya Shillings.
CONTACT
This research is being conducted by Joseph Neil Ransom from the Department of
Environmental Science and Policy at George Mason University. He may be reached at
(KENYAN PHONE #) or jransom@gmu.edu for questions or to report a research-related
problem. The faculty advisor for this research is Dr. Susan Crate, who may be reached at
scrate1@gmu.edu or through the Environmental Science and Policy department at (01)
703-993-1517. You may contact the George Mason University Office of Research
Integrity & Assurance at (01) 703-993-4121 if you have questions or comments regarding
your rights as a participant in the research.
This research has been reviewed according to George Mason University procedures
governing your participation in this research.
CONSENT
I have read this form and agree to participate in this study.
__________________________
Name
__________________________
Date of Signature
Version date: 17 June 2014
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Appendix 4 Sample expert interview questions
Questions asked to an expert working for the Global Alliance for Clean Cookstove.
1. General feelings/observations of the stove market/industry in Kenya.
2. Perceptions of other stoves in the market, particularly jua kali stoves.
3. Explanation of different strategies for stove distribution – what do you see as
viable/not viable?
4. What hurdles are unique to jua kali stove makers? How does their model differ
from other stoves?
5. What role can jua kali play in stove dissemination?
6. Successes/challenges you experience in stove distribution.
7. Role of offset credits in your business strategy – sustainability of that model.
8. Role of foreign investment/aid in stove distribution.
9. Viability of jua kali workers accessing those funds/training/opportunities.
10. Your perceptions on what Kenyan policies would make stove distribution more
successful.
11. Policies that could help the jua kali sector play an even bigger part in stove
distribution.
12. How are some other people I should talk to?
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Appendix 5 Transcript of a focus group participant’s recounting of President
Moi designation the Gikomba Market as an official jua kali worksite
In accordance to my experience in jua kali, many a times jua kali has been taken for fools
and people who were uneducated. But the time jua kali came to light was when the
former President, Moi, introduced this project as village-polytechnic.
I remember very well, he introduced this project when he was going to the City Stadium
to watch a football match between Kenya Breweries and A.F.C Leopards. As he was
passing through this Landhies Road, right here, there were so many plastic cans. He then
stopped the vehicle and asked, “What are these?” He was told there are people who are
working here. So, he stopped and alighted the vehicle. Down there where people are
building buckets, was a path, through it, by the way. I remember very well, I was taking
some alcohol around there. I was among the people who were there. So, the former
president asked the former P.C., Waiganjo, “how long have these people been here?” “I
do not know Sir,” he replied. “And why don’t you build a place, when you talk of villagepolytechnic, why don’t you consider this one, it should be part of it?” From then on, these
buildings were put up. That means, from that time, people all over Kenya started using
the term “jua kali.” So, it turned out to be not a thing for fools but people who can use
their skills to develop the country and bring some income to the country for the benefit of
the people who are living in Kenya and outside.
I think it’s only a matter of fact that we should not go to colleges where we are taught
nothing. We are not trained technically apart from financial. The rest, you need to bring
your brother here because there are many people here who are experts; here, he can learn
a lot. There is welding, jiko making, and box making … anything. From that day, jua kali
has been recognized all over the world. I remember sometimes back, I don’t know if it
was in 1988 or ’87, around there, there was a lady from Germany Gothic University. She
came and did her research, I do not know what went wrong that she never proceeded
further and so about it I cannot explain but we did research for one good month, and then
she wrote a letter to me telling me she passed and would like to do something to me as a
sign of gratitude through the government. As I replied, up to today I do not know what
went wrong. There might be a problem that we do not know but probably the people in
government up there do.
Further to that, we have problem with our leaders who keep talking of jua kali but I have
never seen anyone coming here to see how these people work, how they get our
materials, how do these people reach to the people. So many things that we do not talk
about. So, in jua kali we get a lot of false promises; this and that will happen but we
always fight our way out. The Government representatives attend to forums outside
Kenya, in Rwanda, Burundi and Uganda to participate but we do not have any idea.
Sometimes the Ministry comes in as middlemen to broker people’s jobs. It takes so much
work to have such a quality product in jua kali. If you start a project with that mind set, it
won’t go further. They shouldn’t beat around the bush, but call it as it is.
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Appendix 6 An oral history of the creation of the KCJ
This oral history was given by Teddy Kinyanjui, the son of Dr. Kinyanjui who created the
original Kenya Ceramic Jiko (KCJ). At the time, Teddy was running Cookswell Jikos, the
company his father stared sometime after the initial invention of the stove.
Okay, so he had come back from the states he had gone there a scholarship. He had
gotten a degree in urban planning. His doctorate in urban planning. When he came back
he responded to the government to lecture at the University in exchange for the
scholarship. So, he taught at the University five, six years or something. He had always
been interested in general social development what sort of things you can do to help
people you grown up quite a poor village. Notice the cooking was such a pain in the ass.
It was hard for his mom, it was expensive, smoky, and this and this and this. So, he was
tinkering with stove time. So, it was that. It was the 80s. 1980 the beginning of 1980.
That stove appropriate technology movement was starting to become popular. He had
heard about and heard about that a little bit and then you know there is vocations and how
can you make these local manufacturers. How do you empower them to make better
quality cooking devices for homes? And so, he made just a few random BBQs for me and
stuff. He would test them on his friends.
So, someone had heard about this a professor at the University does things with stoves
and the Ministry of Energy through the World Bank, USAID had a grant for energy as
part of the development thing. They had a grant to develop a cook stove that used half is
a much charcoal as a traditional all metal Indian stove that came in with the railroad.
When asked to show that they had technology is terrible. So, he was asked if you want to
go to Thailand on a learning trip to learn how to make this play stoves that you sent is a
start. He needed to figure out how to adapt them to cooking can. Because cooking stir-fry
there is so different cooking beans and ugali here. So, him and three fundies went there,
they were manufacturers of the regular metal stoves, all in there and stay for a month in
Thailand. They traveled around metal these producers metal is potters and saw his kilns
and firings and how they make them to how they sell them.
So, they came back and spent three or four years making a whole bunch of different
versions of the stove. The premise is a clay lined portable charcoal cooker. So, he does
not get lost out of the side because the clay lining. After about the fourth year they had
this final design really incorporated, they would give out 50 pieces to 50 women, then
after a month come back and say do you want to buy this or not. Why not? Is it too
expensive, is it how it works, is too tall? Some of the women suggested the bell bottom
shape of the stove. It was suggested by one of the users. If you made it skinny in the
middle and wide at the bottom it would be more stable. And so, through a whole bunch of
trial and error they came up with this final design about what they all agree on. They then
took it through testing to measure the efficiency. Then it was signed off.
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The program was keen on doing central manufacturing. Like setting up just factory in
downtown Nairobi and just making stoves and selling. But my dad was really against that
and almost quit because they want to do so much. Because he knew that people buy
cooks does want to buy it from someone that they know. In your village, if it breaks, you
get it fixed again. Also, there are tons of consumers would certainly not mind the extra
work of many improved stoves making a job out of. So, they had a conversation about
that and then he managed to sway the conversation as a designer and then was hired by
one of these programs to go around – I think he went to five or six different African
countries, mostly in East Africa, from Malawi to Khartoum basically – teaching people
who are already making stoves how to include this clay liner. So, these groups are
making traditional pottery and figuring out how to find these groups and see if they can
be trained to make the liners and then finding fundies and seeing if they can make the
stove with sheet metal. And then start selling them. So that really worked. Now you see
them everywhere.
There is a version of the Kenya Ceramic Jiko (KCJ) – I’ve seen square ones, I’ve seem
giant huge Ghanaian ones, specialty coffee once Ethiopia for night watchman.
Everyone’s got their own little version of the Kenya Ceramic Jiko which of course is just
a version of the Thai jiko. I’ve always thought I would love to find out who they visited
and then go and tell them ‘do you know how popular this stove has gone in Africa?’
There is hundred million units all over the continent based off just the simple little Thai
stove. And then from there in the mid-90s, ‘93 or something, he was at a meeting with
World Bank people and a guy next to him said the stoves are really have taken off. What
are you doing at this meeting once just go to your factory and start making and selling the
stove. He thought, what I am doing at this meeting so came back home and opened the
factory and started up. And always sort of new but there was there was a really big
missing gap of baking in cooking. Gas ovens are expensive and electric ovens are
expensive; gas proceeds expensive and not reliable.
So, he started tinkering around with making a baking oven that ran on charcoal. So that
when you have with the opening of the top of the first versions and now we have gone to
ones opening from the sides because the door could fall on your hands. So, we had a
whole bunch of work issues like that. So, he developed the oven and then start looking
into multiple cookers and barbecues with big square liners built into the bottom. These
using the same idea as the jiko; keeping the heat in. So, from there they made 15 to 20
different products of all shapes and sizes. They went from one square one to square ones.
The list goes on. Especially the factor that if people want customers, these things,
especially businesses and chefs, we do this type of traditional Western Kenyan cooking is
more boiling stuff.
There’s always all funny things that make people cook the way they do. Jiko is a really
working. I think the best thing is that he was an urban planner so we looked at a macro
scale side of all this. These things make it so easy and cheap to use charcoal now
everyone’s using charcoal. And the population has gone up by a heck of a lot more than
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was expected. Other energy sources are just not there. And so, a lot of people are using
charcoal. And so, they started thinking about how does one then start to grow charcoal.
So, then he wanted and asked KSF and a whole bunch of people. How long does it take to
grow one bag of charcoal in a dry land place in Kenya? And how much does that cost?
All charcoal comes from drylands. And no one really knew. Absolutely no one knew. 20
years; ten year?
So, he then bought this piece of land where the factory now is out in Kitangala. He
moved everything out there. He started reforesting it and doing all sorts of experiments.
Like people said if you plant a tree in a round hole the roots grow in a spiral and so you
need to plant it in a square hole. So, he did round and square – no difference. This deep or
that deep or use this type of mulching. So, all of these things you really try to look at the
economics. How do you plant food crops are waiting for the trees to get big? Because the
big thing everyone says that trees take too long and I need money now. So, he said fine
I’ll incorporate agroforestry stuff and that way you can make money in your first year.
And second year and third year. And then you can bring livestock to start grazing on the
leaves from the grass. All this sort of stuff.
When the trees are finally big after nine or ten years he started realizing: A) these things
really nice there really pretty I don’t want to chop down; B) and now the value of not
cutting them down – because the timber is so nice and you can use it for other things
instead of burning it to ashes – so you also have really big charcoal that is a traditional
thing that people break so it fits into a traditional jiko, and then you have all those fines
that you get during the breakage process. So, they started thinking how you just use the
branches. That is the perfect size for the stove. Most trees just grow gradually so you can
from them and the branches come back out again. He started designing these kilns that
have a 200 liter drums that he did a whole bunch of tests and modifications with to find
out the optimal size of the holes and the angle of the lid and the shape or number of holes.
He did probably 15 version of these things. Now finally, I have this one which fits our
design concepts – it needs to be cheap enough that you can buy it and pay itself back in a
couple months – because it is new technology and people don’t really trust that idea. It
also needs to be durable and strong. That adds to the cost. It needs to be easy enough to
use and portable so you can move it around to compete with bush charcoal. You can
move the kiln to the location where you cut down a tree and make a chart on the spot.
And in the next bit. Otherwise you have to cut down tree and you bury it in the soil right
there to make charcoal. So yeah that's the idea that he came up with.
This is what brought him to the tree seat idea. He tried to take seedlings to someone once.
But it was too heavy in the car. It broke the engine car because there's no oil or
something. He was thinking, it's a time and a half of soil and I actually want the 200 g of
the woody tree seedlings. I don't want the soil of trees. So, he started about seeds. You
can't really buy seeds for indigenous tree species. There's no packaging, there's no tree
seeds. And he took him to agro-vets to try and sell them. They're actually selling. But the
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thing is you have to get licenses stuff to sell. So, he decided what might just incorporate
them into the stoves. And the people who are willing to buy.
Teddy: so that's what got him interested in doing the whole fuel supply of it. And of
course, once you get involved in doing tree stuff you really realize there is really so much
more to forestry and just growing some branches to cook with for dinner. And so, we
start to design a whole bunch of different agronomic principles and how you do this fuel,
food, and fodder combinations. And better processing for the timber and better markets
for posts and stuff. So that's where we are right now. So, for me I started to realize that
for a lot of people that buy the products especially when it by an oven or barbecue and
the kiln at the same time. Is the potential for business and the evaluation of smallholder
farmer can do by making their own charcoal and not selling it but using it to cook
something? For example, there's a lady up in Siltik who ordered an oven and account and
she was cooking 20 chickens using 40 shillings for charcoals to shillings for chicken
right? And she had bought each chicken at 400 shillings and selling them for 900 Bob. So
just an application to shillings worth he had doubled the value and made all the tastiest.
She had made awesome roast chicken. And so, looking at a few things like that many
want to pursue the business side of all this.
So recently we found a lady called Maureen who is a baker and run speaking classes and.
And so, we designed a baking package – it's a kit. The whole idea is that you buy the
oven, you pay her X amount, and then you get the oven the baking mites, mixing bowls,
baking trays, and most importantly a business plan and basic ideas of how you do your
overheads and calculate your P&L's. So is a two day, four day, or five-day course. And
for so many people were using these ovens for businesses can open a small bakery in
their state or the local village and if you're the one making peanut butter cookies and
banana bread it will be successful almost anywhere. Not as bakeries, and no one else
really knows how to do this because it's so expensive to get a proper oven. Our starter
baking is 30 K and that everything. And some of the cheapest gas ovens that you can buy
30 K and that's just the oven. So, I think that combination is the direction that everyone
had.
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